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Abstract

The fabrication of gas sensors with semi-conducting nanowires has attracted considerable interest in recent times because of their potential of selective and fast detection of low quantities of gaseous analyte when incorporated into miniature and low-power consumer electronics. DNA templating is a relatively new process for fabrication of nanowires at room temperature without the requirement for vacuum technology. This thesis describes the synthesis, characterization and gas sensing application of DNA templated metal sulfides and carbon nanotube nanowires.

DNA templated CdS, CdZnS₂ and ZnS were synthesized in solution to form smooth and continuous nanowires. The reaction involves initial coordination of the metal ion(s) with DNA and subsequent co-precipitation with sulfide ions upon addition of Na₂S. The nanowires were deposited on the substrate via molecular combing to form a well-aligned network for electrical characterisation and gas sensing experiments. The structure, chemical composition and morphology of the nanowires were characterised by atomic force microscopy (AFM), powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, UV-vis spectroscopy, photoluminescence (PL), fluorescence microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy. These techniques showed that the metal sulfides interact with the DNA template to form microcrystalline nanowires of typical diameter < 10 nm and controllable Cd:Zn ratio. The current-voltage (I-V) properties as a function of temperature were measured using micro-band electrodes on a probe station, Impedance spectroscopy and current transients were used to estimate contact resistances. The nanowires showed weak conductivity with I-V curves typical of metal-semiconductor-metal systems and described by the space charge limited conduction model. The temperature dependent properties of the nanowires showed simple Arrhenius behaviour. The room temperature sensing properties of the nanowires to volatile organic compounds (VOCs) such as ethanol, acetone, chloroform and hexane were also determined. They demonstrated good and reversible sensing response to the VOCs but with a higher sensitivity towards ethanol. The result also suggests that the room temperature sensing mechanism of the VOCs molecules on CdS/DNA, ZnS/DNA and CdZnS₂/DNA nanowire sensor is essentially driven by their direct adsorption on the surface and interaction with charges in the nanowires.
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) - deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) nanocomposite based gas sensor were also fabricated using different MWCNT/DNA ratios to design a resistive sensor. The gas sensor was used for sensing various volatile organic vapours (VOCs) such as methanol, ethanol, chloroform and acetone. These sensors exhibited excellent selectivity and sensitivity towards methanol vapour at room temperature even when exposed to low concentrations. The effect of increase in temperature on the sensitivity of the various MWCNT/DNA ratio gas sensor was extensively investigated. The sensors also showed good reversibility with most of the analyte especially acetone.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

This chapter gives a general overview of nanoscience and nanowires, synthesis of nanowires using DNA as template, the mechanism of nanowire growth and alignment of the nanowires on electrodes to form gas sensors. It also provides a literature review on semiconductor metal sulfides, metal sulfide gas sensors and mechanism of sensing using metal sulfide gas sensors.

1.1 Nanoscience

Nanoscience is an area of science concerned with the study of phenomena or organisation of objects with characteristic dimensions on the order of nanometres. The materials that are investigated are commonly called nanomaterials and their typical size spans the range of 1-100 nm$^1$-$^3$. Nanomaterials have drawn much attention because of their novel properties due to quantum confinement and their high surface to volume ratio. The bulk of research in this area is been channelled into size and property optimisation$^4$. In order to fully understand the properties of nanomaterials, it is very important to know the different types of nanomaterials. They can be categorised into zero-dimensional (0-D), One-dimensional (1-D), two dimensional (2-D) and three dimensional (3-D) nanomaterials depending on the number of macroscopic dimensions$^5$. A schematic representation of the different dimensions of nanomaterial is presented in figure 1.1.

![Figure 1.1](image)

**Figure 1.1** The schematic diagram showing the different dimensions of nanomaterials.

The 0-D materials are material which have all the three dimension in the nanometre region, i.e., have no macroscopic dimensions. They therefore exhibit quantum confinement in all three dimensions. The most common examples of 0-D materials are nanoparticles and quantum dots. The distinction between these two types depends on the ratio of the particle radius $R$ to the Bohr radius of the exciton, $a$. 


\[ a = \varepsilon_r \frac{m_e}{\mu} a_0 \]  

(1.1)

Where \( \varepsilon_r \) is the relative permittivity (dielectric constant) of the material, \( m_e \) is the rest mass of the electron and \( \mu \) is the reduced mass of the electron in the conduction band and the hole in the valence band. Equation (1.1) is based on the analogy between the electron orbiting the proton of a hydrogen atom in the 1s state (reduced mass \( \sim m_e \)) and the electron in the conduction band of the particle orbiting a hole in the valence band. The reduced mass of electron and hole is typically about 0.1 \( m_e \) and the relative permittivity of many semiconductors is of order 10 therefore \( a \sim 100 \ a_0 \) where \( a_0 \) is the Bohr radius of the hydrogen atom, 0.0529 nm. When the particle radius \( R \) approaches the typical value of \( a \sim 5 \) nm, the electron and hole experience energy changes due to confinement of their wave functions. This effect is called quantum confinement and distinguishes a quantum dot from a nanoparticle. The result is a change in the energy level structure of the particle, discussed below.

The 1-D materials are long, thin objects with one macroscopic dimension and may exhibit size quantisation in two dimensions. The most typical examples of 1-D materials are nanowires, nanorods and nanotubes\(^6\). The 2-D materials have two sides that are outside the nanoscale region and therefore may exhibit size confinement in only one dimension. The materials that exhibit such properties are nanolayers and nanofilms\(^7,8\). The 3-D materials are those that do not exhibit size confinement and therefore represent bulk materials\(^9\). However, nanomaterials are sometimes arranged using size confined components into microstructures that exhibit special and novel properties such as in DNA origami.

The quantum confinement of these nanomaterials are usually explained using the electronic band structure of materials. Solid materials are generally classified based on their electronic structures as insulators, semi-conductors and metals. All crystalline solid materials are made up of electronic bands of which the most important are the filled valence band and an empty conduction band\(^{10}\). The separation between the valence and conduction band of a material is commonly called the bandgap (\( E_g \)) of the material. The band gap energy is defined as the energy required to move an electron from the top of the occupied valence band to the bottom of the conduction band. In bulk metal, the valence (VB) and conduction bands (CB) overlap and there is no band gap for electrons. In general, completely filled and completely empty bands do not contribute to electronic conduction. In a metal, there is at least one partially filled band
and the electrons flow freely, subject only to scattering from atomic lattice vibrations. In semiconductors, the VB and CB are filled and empty at 0 K because there is a small gap between the valence and the conduction band. As the temperature is raised, electrons may be excited to the conduction band; this occurs to an appreciable extent only when thermal energy RT is a significant fraction of the bandgap energy. Alternately, electrons may reach the conduction band by thermal ionization of impurity levels (doping) or by absorption of light of photon energy greater than the bandgap. Different types of bulk semiconductors have different band gaps depending on the separation between the valence band and the conduction band. If the gap is sufficiently high such that even when it acquires a large amount of energy, the electron cannot reach the CB, then the material can be termed an insulator or non-conductor. There is no definite threshold that distinguishes semiconductors from insulators, but a bandgap of 4 eV means that electrons would require an energy much larger than available from thermal energy at ambient temperature or than available by absorption of visible light. The energy diagram showing the different classes of solid materials classified based on their electronic structure is shown in figure 1.2.

![Energy band diagram of the different types of materials classified based on their electronic structure.](image)

Figure 1.2  Energy band diagram of the different types of materials classified based on their electronic structure.

In a regular semiconductor crystal, the band gap is fixed owing to the continuous energy states. In a quantum confined semiconductor crystal, the band gap is size dependent and can be altered to produce a range of energies between the valence and conduction band. A schematic illustration of the change in the band structure of a typical semiconductor from bulk solid to nanoscale in comparison with an isolated atom is shown in figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3 Schematic illustration of the change in the band structure of a typical semiconductor from bulk solids to nanoscale in comparison with an isolated atom. The formation of discrete energy levels as the bulk solids is scaled down to nanoscale is an evidence of quantisation.

In the bulk semiconductor, the VB and CB are continuous bands of energy levels and in a small molecular cluster or isolated atom, the energy levels form a discrete ladder (figure 1.3 right). At the nanoscale, when one or more material dimensions approach the Bohr radius of the exciton, the gap between the topmost filled level (HOMO or top of the VB) and the lowest lying empty level (LUMO or bottom of CB) starts to increase. The energy level spectrum also starts to transform from the continuous spectrum of the bulk solid to the discrete spectrum of an isolated atom. There are several consequences: the lowest photon energy at which the material absorbs and emits light shifts to the blue and further the spectrum may begin to show peaks instead of a threshold as in the bulk solid. However, the precise details of the spectra are also dependent on the dimensionality.

In metals, electronic properties change very little with manipulation of size due to the absence of band gap and as such quantum confinement is not very conspicuous or absent. Semiconductors’ electronic structure in the other hand can easily be manipulated through the tuning of band gap by size adjustment. This leads to many interesting electronic, optical and chemical properties. The size, type, symmetry and strength of bonding orbitals of individual atoms determines the electronic structure in a semiconductor\textsuperscript{13}. This makes studies of semiconducting material very important as they can be manipulated depending on the kind of application and environment where it will be used. As well as quantum confinement effects, the material properties also depend on surface tension effects. In a molecular view, the atoms at the surface of a
material have a higher free energy than those in the bulk because they lack at least one neighbour – they have “dangling bonds” or “unsatisfied valences”. Nanomaterials have a greater fraction of atoms at their surface and therefore a larger free energy. This may make them chemically more reactive; it certainly results in a much greater influence of surface chemical events on the physical properties of the material. A simple calculation shows the number of atoms throughout the volume of an object is proportional to \( L^3 \) where \( L \) is its characteristic radius. The number of surface atoms varies with \( L^2 \) and therefore the surface \( S \) to volume \( V \) ratio is simply:

\[
\frac{S}{V} \sim \frac{1}{L}
\]  

(1.2)

As the size \( L \) decreases, the influence of the surface increases in proportion. In the case of nanowires, the result is a greater influence of the surface atoms on the conductivity. These properties make nanowires particularly suitable for the gas sensing applications. In this thesis, we synthesize semiconducting nanomaterials and prepare gas sensors using the sensitivity of their conductivity to chemical events (gas adsorption) on their surfaces.

1.2 Nanowires

One dimensional nanostructures have attracted intensive research owing to their different applications in fabrication of nanoscale devices and in mesoscopic physics\(^{14}\). These 1D nanostructures are important because they have discrete molecular states, show density of states singularities and exhibit special phenomena such as spin-charge separation\(^{15}\). Among the different types of 1D nanostructures, nanowires are the most interesting and widely studied.

Nanowires are particularly interesting in the investigation of charge transport at the nanoscale and have been studied for their applications as transducers in gas sensors\(^{16-18}\) or as interconnects in nanoelectronic devices\(^{19-21}\). They can be synthesised using different methods including solution-phase techniques which allows high quality and large scale production\(^{22}\).

The amount of published articles about nanowires has increased tremendously over the last few years, indicating the widespread and growing applications for these nanostructures. Most of the literatures are focused on the optimisation of the synthesis
and characterisation process, with the incorporation and controlled assembly of these nanostructures in devices still emerging. A histogram showing the number of publications citation per year as obtained in Scopus is shown in figure 1.4.

**Figure 1.4** Histogram of citations per year to “Nanowires” - related publications on Scopus. (Search done on 24/07/2018).

### 1.3 Synthesis of Nanowires

Different physical and chemical methods have been employed for synthesis of metal sulfide nanowires such as thermal evaporation\textsuperscript{23}, hydrothermal growth\textsuperscript{24–26}, physical vapour deposition (PVD)\textsuperscript{27,28}, chemical vapour deposition (CVD)\textsuperscript{29–33} high pressure autoclave processes and templating routes. The template route is one of the most convenient methods of nanowire synthesis\textsuperscript{34}. Apart from the use of conventional templates such as anodized alumina membrane\textsuperscript{35} and porous polycarbonate membranes\textsuperscript{36}, biomolecules have also been successfully used because they have shown capabilities in self-assembling nanoscale materials\textsuperscript{37}. Different biomolecules have shown potentials to act as templating materials such as viruses\textsuperscript{38} and proteins\textsuperscript{39}. DNA can also be used because of its superior and robust properties such as long length (few microns) and chemical stability.

The synthesis of DNA templated nanowires by co-precipitation in solution is very advantageous because it can be faster and cheaper as well as convenient for large scale printing and deposition. The nanowires can be uniform with equal grain size along their length because the strand is uniform with a diameter of 2 nm\textsuperscript{40}. It has been
previously proven that is possible to incorporate inorganic material into DNA via base pairing, electrostatic interaction and covalent linkage\textsuperscript{41}. These properties can be very useful for synthesising nanowires that are to be used for making gas sensors with reversible properties. First we review some basic aspects of DNA structure.

1.4 DNA structure

DNA is a biopolymer that comprises monomeric units called nucleotides\textsuperscript{42–44}. The nucleotides consist of three basic components; a nitrogenous heterocyclic base, a pentose sugar and a phosphate residue. The heterocyclic bases are monocyclic pyrimidines or bicyclic purines. The main pyrimidines are thymine (T), cytosine (C) and Uracil (U) while the purines are guanine (G) and adenine (A). These bases are joined to form four nucleosides which includes deoxy-guanosine, deoxy-adenosine, deoxy-thymidine and deoxy-cytidine. The pentose sugar in DNA is 2-deoxy-D-ribose. The sugar is attached to the nitrogenous bases through glycosidic bonds. DNA is a biopolymer with quite a complex structure that is composed of a skeleton with alternating phosphate and sugar groups\textsuperscript{45–48}. The phosphate esters of these nucleosides are commonly referred to as nucleotides. The structures of the major pyrimidine and purine bases of DNA are shown in figure 1.5.

![Figure 1.5 Structure of the major pyrimidines and purine bases of DNA.](image)

These pyrimidines and purine bases bind to the 2-deoxy-D-ribose to form deoxy-ribonucleosides with loss of an oxygen atom. The structure of the four main deoxy-ribonucleosides found in DNA are presented in figure 1.6.
There are many features both chemical and structural that make DNA an important scaffold for self-assembly of various 1-dimensional nanostructures. DNA can be found in various lengths ranging from nanometres to micrometres and with a high surface to volume ratio with a diameter of about 2 nm. This makes it suitable for controlled material growth since the length can be adjusted by increasing or decreasing the number of base pairs. It has many bonding sites at which materials can adhere. Such sites include the polyanionic phosphate backbone and the heteroatoms (N, O) of the aromatic bases\textsuperscript{49–52}. Some possible binding sites are shown in the diagram (figure 1.7) below;

There are many commercial sources of DNA that can be used as templates for the synthesis of nanostructures without any additional purification or modifications. The commonly used are bacteriophage T4 DNA\textsuperscript{53}, genomic DNA from Salmon testes, calf
thymus\textsuperscript{54}, Escherichia. coli B genomic DNA\textsuperscript{55}, herring testes DNA and lambda DNA\textsuperscript{56–59}. The most widely used DNA template for synthesis of one dimensional nanowires is the double stranded linear bacteriophage lambda (\(\lambda\)) DNA which is 16.7 \(\mu\)m in length when fully extended and has 48,502 base pairs\textsuperscript{60,61}. An important aspect of the DNA structure for templating reactions considered below is the stiffness of the double helix. The persistence length of DNA is about 50 nm, in other words it is a stiff polymer which tends to exhibit a more extended conformation than most synthetic polymers, which form random coils. Templating on a random coil would likely produce nanoparticles rather than nanowires.

\subsection*{1.6 Templating reactions on DNA}

The ability of metal ions to interact and stick to DNA molecules has given rise to the synthesis of different kinds of 1-dimensional semi-conducting nanostructures such as nanowires, nanoropes and nanotubes. These involve the treatment of the DNA molecules with the appropriate metal ion leading to the doping of the DNA strand with the metal and subsequently reaction with the appropriate source of chalcogenide (anion) to precipitate on the metal leading to the formation of continuous coated 1-D nanostructures. This process makes use of the stiffness and metal-binding properties of DNA and is not dependent on the sequence information on the DNA.

The templating process of the metal chalcogenides on DNA involves three main stages: (i) the activation stage, which involves the creating of an active metal sites on the DNA when metal cations bind to the aromatic bases or polyanionic phosphate backbone. (ii) the nucleation stage, in which the added sulfide anion reacts with the active metal sites to form metal sulfide precipitates or nanoclusters on the DNA.(iii) the growth stage, in which the metal sulfide nanoclusters acts as the nucleation site for growth of the metal sulfide nanostructures during a process called Oswald ripening (the process of dissolution of the metal sulfide and re-precipitation that occurs in order to re-distribute material from regions of high surface energy to low surface energy) leading to smoothening of the nanowire surface\textsuperscript{61,62}. The diagrammatic representation of the whole process has been illustrated below in figure 1.8.
Figure 1.8 Schematic representation of the steps involved in the synthesis of DNA templated semiconducting nanowire\(^50\).

For a ternary metal sulfide, the DNA molecule is first doped with the two metals ions before treatment with the anion (sulfide) to avoid the formation of two different metal anions in solution. Different research groups have reported on the synthesis of various metal sulfides such as Zinc Sulfide (ZnS)\(^55\), Cadmium sulfide (CdS)\(^63\), Copper sulfide (CuS)\(^64\), Lead sulfides (PbS)\(^65\), Molybdenum Sulfide (MoS\(_2\))\(^66\).

An attempt to template PbS nanoparticles on DNA molecules was carried out by Sargent and his co-researchers\(^65\). They reported a novel route for synthesis of efficient photoluminescent PbS quantum dots on DNA template. It was prepared by dropwise addition of Pb(NO\(_3\))\(_2\) to DNA, followed by treatment with Na\(_2\)S at temperatures ranging from 20 °C to 100°C. It was established that the nanoparticles prepared had intensive living tissue penetration and low auto-fluorescence (fluorescence of the cells in the presence of UV light) because they emit light in the infrared wavelength region. This shows that efficient light emitting PbS nanoparticles can be synthesised by templating reaction on DNA molecules. Gao et al \(^55\) have also explored the fabrication of ZnS nanoparticles on DNA template from Escherichia coli. In that research, the templating reaction was done by reacting aqueous DNA solution with an aqueous solution of Zn(Ac)\(_2\) and incubating for 24 hours at 4°C. This was later followed by addition of Na\(_2\)S\(_2\)O\(_3\) aqueous solution and increasing the temperature from 48°C to 80°C within 0.5 to 3 hours. The DNA templated ZnS nanowires prepared had zinc blende structure with diameter range of 20 – 30 nm.

Another metal sulfide previously studied for its ability to bind to DNA template was CuS\(^64\). In this particular case, CuS which is an indirect bandgap metal sulfide was templated on the DNA by initially treating the DNA with CuCl\(_2\) so as to produce DNA
copper complex which is further treated with Na$_2$S to form DNA templated copper sulfide nanowires. The DNA templated CuS nanowires was prepared both in solution and by a surface immobilised method. AFM studies showed that the solution based approach gave smoother and more continuous nanowires while surface immobilised method showed beads of the nanoparticles along the DNA strands with heights as high as 10 nm. The crystal structure of the nanowires were determined using TEM, which showed the covallite crystal lattice. Electrical properties of the nanowires were however not measured. Recently, Goswani et al $^{66}$ reported the ability of MoS$_2$ nanocrystals to be confined on a DNA matrix by wet chemical synthesis through the regulation of reaction conditions such as pH. The reaction process involved two stages. The first step was the reaction of an aqueous solution of DNA from salmon testes with MoCl$_5$ at room temperature with vigorous stirring, which was then followed by addition of NaOH solution to reduce the pH to $\sim$9. The second step involves the addition of NaS$_2$ to the already synthesized DNA/Mo complex, followed by addition of HCl to reduce the pH to $\sim$6 and stirring. The nanocrystals of DNA/MoS$_2$ was shown to be somewhat uniform in size and spherical in shape with an average diameter of $\sim$5 nm. The nanowires exhibited large quantum confinement phenomena but were not photoluminescent.

There have been several attempts to synthesise DNA templated CdS nanowires by templating reaction of CdS nanoparticles on DNA. The ability of DNA to stabilise nanocrystals of CdS was first reported by Coffer et al $^{67}$. Calf thymus DNA was initially reacted with cadmium perchlorate to dope it with Cd$^{2+}$ ion and subsequently treated with NaS$_2$ to give DNA templated CdS nanowires with a zinc blende lattice structure with diameter in the range of 2.3 – 12 nm.

### 1.7 Mechanism and growth model of DNA templated nanowires

The detailed mechanism of formation of DNA templated nanowires are extremely important because of its relevance for applications such as interconnects in nano-electronic devices and as a transducer in gas sensors. The conductivity of nanowires are greatly improved by careful synthesis to form smooth and continuous nanostructures. In sensing application which the nanowires would be used for in this research, it would increase the sensitivity of the gas sensor by responding faster when in contact with the analyte.
The synthesis of DNA templated nanowires in solution produced nanowires that were continuous and properly coated compared with those immobilised on the surface of a particular substrate. The growth of materials on DNA template immobilised on substrates produced granular structures when observed on AFM and tends to be less conductive. To synthesize nanowires that would be conductive and act as transducer in gas sensors, it would be necessary to ensure proper coverage of the DNA to form nanowires. The mechanism and thermodynamics of the process of producing these nanowires is important for achieving the desired nanostructures. Understanding and controlling the reaction mechanism is responsible for the difference in the synthesis of our nanowires compared to those reported in literature.\textsuperscript{52,68–70}

\textbf{Figure 1.9} The scheme showing the evolution from bead-on-a-string structure to uniform and smooth nanowire during DNA templating process. (a) Formation of spherical nanoparticles on the DNA template by precipitation of the metal sulfides (b) the linking of the nanoparticles as more material coat the DNA template. (c) Formation of smooth and continuous nanowire with time if the reaction environment is appropriate.\textsuperscript{71}

The difference in structure between the nanowires synthesised in solution and those immobilised on the surface of substrate can be explained based on the competitive force between the line energy \( \sigma \) and the surface tension \( \gamma \) of the nanomaterial. If the state of the templating material is defined by a linear coordinate, \( r \), which represents the radius of the thickness of the nanowire or several identical droplets, then the effect of the line energy can be better understood. The free energy of the templated material is therefore proportional to the inverse of the radius which originated from the surface
tension and also inversely proportional to the square radius of the line energy (for spheres). The line energy dominates when the volume of the templated particle per unit length (V) is very small and the lowest energy results in very smooth nanowires\textsuperscript{69}.

The free energy (G) of the system per unit length and the volume of material templated per unit length (V) can be related as:

$$\frac{G}{V} = \frac{3\gamma}{r} - \frac{3\sigma}{2\pi r^2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

The detailed derivation of the equation can be found in literature\textsuperscript{69}. Further, one can determine the ratio of free energy of a “beads-on-a-string” morphology to that of a smooth nanowire:

$$\frac{G_{wire}}{G_{beads}} = \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} \left( 1 + \sqrt{\frac{V}{\pi L^2}} \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.4)

Where \(L\) is the length of the template. The equations (1.3 & 1.4) describe the process of formation of smooth and continuous nanowire when the preparation is carried out in solution; it indicates that one should keep the ratio of metal sulfide: DNA bases low (parameter V in equation (1.4)). Too large an amount of metal and sulfide ions results in the formation of beads/particles rather than a smooth nanowire due to competing reaction for formation of metal sulphide precipitate which is a faster process compared to self assembly.

\textbf{Figure 1.10} Schematic diagram showing the templated nanowires in solution surrounded by the solvent containing the material to be templated\textsuperscript{69}.
In the case where the DNA template is immobilised on a substrate before coating with the material, the theoretical model can also be used to describe the process of formation of granular structures. The adhesion of the DNA template to the substrate introduces an additional factor to the free energy of the system ($\sim r^{-1}$) and the line energy that occurs at the triple phase boundary at the edge where the substrate and the templated material is in contact$^{72}$. The equation (1.3) above for the material in solution can be modified for the material on a substrate as:

$$\frac{\Delta G}{V} = \frac{A}{r} + \frac{3\delta}{r} - \frac{3\sigma}{2\pi r^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.5)

Where $\delta$ represent the free energy per unit length at the intersecting point of the three boundaries. The term $\frac{A}{r}$ is the surface tension of the templated material and the free energy per unit area at the contact with the substrate. This line energy modification of the equation is same as that made to Young’s equation used in the theory of nanowire synthesis by the vapour-liquid-solid method$^{73}$. This theory is based on the assumption that the templated material does not stick to the substrate, because free energy of adhesion to substrate has to be different from free energy of adhesion to template for the material to selectively bind to the template. The line energy at the three phase boundary is normally positive and therefore favours formation of contacts with circular perimeter between the material and substrate$^{72}$. These phenomena support the formation of granular structures that prevent re-organisation to form smooth nanowires when the DNA is immobilised on substrate surface. Therefore, the nanowires used for the fabrication of the gas sensors used in this research were prepared in solution.

### 1.8 Alignment of DNA templated nanowires and device fabrication

Alignment of nanowires on surfaces is very important for the fabrication of nanodevices because it aids incorporation of the nanowires into the devices. Previous research has shown that nanowires were successfully aligned by electric field or flow alignment$^{74-76}$. Huang et al have reported the alignment of single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) synthesised by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) to form 1D or 2D networks$^{77}$. One of the main advantages of using DNA template for fabrication for nanodevices is it ease of synthesis, assembly, manipulations and alignment$^{78-82}$. This method can be achievable for both in-situ preparation and surface synthesis of nanowires. Different
methods have been reported for aligning DNA and DNA templated nanostructures such as transfer printing\textsuperscript{83}, receding meniscus\textsuperscript{84} and molecular combing\textsuperscript{85} (nitrogen flow) methods. The transfer printing method involves depositing of DNA molecules on poly (dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) sheet and then sucking it with pipette. This process make use of surface tension at the moving air –water interface to stretch the molecules. The stretched DNA molecules on the PDMS is then transferred by pressing it on the substrate\textsuperscript{83} as shown in figure 1.11.

![Figure 1.11](image1.png)

**Figure 1.11** Schematic representation of transfer printed method of aligning DNA molecules\textsuperscript{83}.

One of the best methods of stretching and aligning DNA on surfaces is the molecular combing process\textsuperscript{86}. In order to get uniform, aligned DNA templated nanowires for characterisation and device fabrication as reported in this work, a modified method of combing as reported in literature for combing lambda DNA was used\textsuperscript{85}. A few microliters of the sample was deposited on a cleaned silicon wafer or freshly cleaved mica by drop casting. The sample was allowed to dry for a few minutes and then a stream of nitrogen gas was used to drive the solution flow in one direction. This process leads to the stretching and alignment of the DNA templated nanowires on the electrode as shown in figure 1.12.

![Figure 1.12](image2.png)

**Figure 1.12** Scheme showing aligned DNA molecules on a substrate by fluid-flow-assisted molecular combing\textsuperscript{60}.
1.9 Semiconductor metal sulfides

Semi-conducting metal sulfide nanoparticles of II-IV materials have been extensively studied recently due to their interesting opto-electronic properties and their application in sensing\textsuperscript{87}. Cadmium sulfide (CdS) is one of the most promising of the II-IV binary compound semiconductor, possessing a hexagonal wurtzite structure with a bandgap of 2.42 eV and a melting point of 1600 °C \textsuperscript{88,89}. It can be used for visible radiation detection and also in heterojunction of solar cells as window material to increase the efficiency of solar cells as it prevents the recombination of photo-generated carriers because of its relatively wide bandgap compared to the active materials. It has also been used in light emitting diodes, electrical lasers, address decoders, photodetectors and sensors \textsuperscript{90}. Zinc Sulfide (ZnS) is another important member of the II-IV binary compound with wide bandgap and light emitting properties \textsuperscript{55}. The addition of dopants such as other transition metals to these chalcogenides tends to alter their properties for different applications.

1.10 Metal sulfides gas sensors

Gas sensors are devices that are able to change one or more of their physical properties when in contact with gases and thereby directly or indirectly measure the quantity of the gases. These devices are very useful because of large surface to volume ratio which makes them very sensitive to chemical processes on their surfaces and therefore can be used to measure gases at low concentrations with fast response time. Other important properties of this kind of sensors includes selectivity for different gases, low power consumption, portability and low maintenance requirement \textsuperscript{91,92}. Studies have shown that 1-D nanostructures can be efficiently used as transducers in gas sensors using different methods of sensing mechanism such as gas ionization sensors, quartz crystal microbalances, chemiresistors, field effect transistors, optical sensors and surface acoustic wave devices. The type of material to be used, such as metals, semi-conductors or conducting polymer determine the sensing principle or mechanism to be employed \textsuperscript{93,94}.

In this research, metal sulfides are templated on double stranded DNA molecules. These synthesized semi-conducting nanowires would be utilized as conductometric or chemiresistive gas sensors either as single nanowire or nanowire network devices.
The basic principle of conductometric or chemiresistive gas sensor is the measurement of the change in conductance or resistance of this nanowires due to the absorption of an analyte gas molecules on the surface of the nanowires. The concentration of analyte gas is proportional to the change in conductance or resistance of the nanowires \(^{92,95}\). The sensitivity of this nanowires is dependent on its morphology, as smooth and continuous nanowires are more sensitive due to less potential barrier at the nanowire/nanowire junction as well as nanoparticles-depleted areas on the DNA template. The nanowires should also exhibit high surface to volume ratio to improve its sensitivity \(^{59,94}\).

1.11 Electrical properties of metal sulfide nanowires

The electrical properties of semiconductor nanowires has been previous explained using different theoretical models such as Fluctuation-induced tunnelling (FIT) theory\(^{96}\), Coulomb blockade effect\(^{97}\), phonon assisted tunnelling theory\(^{98,99}\), scaling theory\(^{100}\), variable range hopping (VRH) theory\(^{101}\) and space charge limited current (SCLC) theory\(^{102}\). The electrical properties of metal sulfide nanowires such as those reported here have been previously explained using the SCLC theory. This theory is quite suitable because metal sulfides nanowires have intrinsic or depleted charge carriers which makes it highly resistant to flow of current. Another reason is the increased number of traps due to reduced size of the nanowire as the material approaches the nanoscale\(^{103}\). It is used here to explain the conduction mechanism of the DNA templated metal sulfides sandwiched in the metal/ semiconductor system.

The basic principle is based on the state of the junction at the nanowire-contact metal interfaces: the number of thermal free carriers are less than the number of injected charges\(^{104–106}\). Xu et al has previously used it to explain the transition from linear I-V curve of unwittingly doped GaSb nanowires at lower bias to an SCLC behaviour at large bias. This was attributed to the trap distribution energy found in the nanowires\(^{107}\). The SCLC theory I-V characteristic at low bias can be represented by the equation

\[
I \propto V^M
\]

(1.6)

Where the power M (\(\geq 1\)) depends on the trap state depth distribution under the conduction band. The magnitude of the space charge current can be minimised by the amount of traps and is also responsible for the observed shape of the I-V curves at high bias\(^{106}\).
The current-voltage curve of metal sulfides generally shows a significant non-linearity at large bias due to the large contact resistance involved in the metal/semiconductor/metal system. When a semiconductor is sandwiched between two metal contacts, such as in the typical metal/semiconductor/metal system, each interface behaves like a typical diode. The metal/semiconductor junction is generally represented with the I-V equation characteristic of a diode.

\[ I = J_o \left[ \exp \left( \frac{eV}{K_B T} \right) - 1 \right] \] (1.7)

Where \( I \) is the amount of current passing through the system is the applied voltage and \( J_o \) is the saturation current density. In the metal/semiconductor/metal system, one of the contact is always on a reversed bias and can result in the sigmoidal I-V curves. In systems where the contact resistant (interfacial barrier) is higher than the resistance across the semiconductor nanowire, the field induced breakdown always result to very high positive curvature at large positive voltages. Another reason why the I-V curves of metal/semiconductor/metal systems also results to non-linear curves is attributed to charge migration process in the set up as earlier suggested for thin films of semiconductors\(^{108}\). The counter ions that might be found in the nanowires due to the presence of DNA and adsorbed water molecules might also be transported alongside the electrons and gets collected at the electrode. The anions get collected at the positive terminal and the cation get collected at the negative terminal. This leads to the drop of potential across the space charge region at the metal/semiconductor electrode interfaces due to the applied voltage. This causes a sigmoidal I-V curve (negative curvature) with a linear region around very low bias with conductance related to the product of occupied and unoccupied sites density and the rate constant of electron self-exchange rate\(^{109}\). In this thesis, the I-V data generally has positive curvature \( \frac{\partial^2 I}{\partial V^2} > 0 \) and therefore the SCLC model is used to describe most of the data.

1.12 Mechanism of nanowire metal sulfide sensors

There is existing literature on the use of films of metal sulfide nanoparticles in gas sensing. Different mechanisms have been used to describe gas sensing in these metal sulfide nanostructures and we have employed these as our working hypotheses for the understanding for the response of DNA-templated sulfides in this thesis. The
mechanism most times are dependent on the prevailing conditions at which the reactions occur such as elevated temperature or pressure.

Two different hypotheses have been proposed for the sensing mechanism of metal sulfides resistors. The first is based on a potential barrier model used for explaining the mechanism of sensing nanoparticles thin films\textsuperscript{110,111}. This is because the biggest challenge in sensing thin film of nanoparticles is resistance to transport of charges across the inter-grain barrier. Even though this challenge is minimised by heating of the thin films at very high temperature to enable the sintering of the nanoparticles\textsuperscript{112,113}, there is a limited extent to which that can be attained. In templated nanowires, this challenge can effectively be addressed depending on the extent of templating to form smooth and continuous nanowires. This is why in the case of the DNA templated nanowires, we tried as much as possible to vary the concentration of the precursors so as to achieve smooth and conductive nanowires. This lowers the potential barrier significantly and improves it sensitivity to analytes. The schematic illustration of the sensing mechanism of DNA templated CdS nanowire is shown in figure 1.13.

![Figure 1.13 Proposed sensing mechanism of CdS nanomaterial based on inter-grain potential barrier changes\textsuperscript{111}.

The adsorption of the analyte (NO\textsubscript{2}) in the example of figure 1.13 may alter the potential barrier experienced by an electron (or hole) moving from one particle to the next. This will be most significant for molecules with strong dipoles that can exert a larger electric field at the grain boundary.

The second mechanism is based on whether the analyte is either an oxidising or reducing vapour/gas. This can be explained based on the principle of increase or decrease in charge carrier density as the case might be accordingly. This results to lower conductance in the presence of the analyte compared to pure air as in case of
oxidizing gases/vapour or higher conductance as in case of reducing gases/vapour. This mechanism is what determines the selectivity of various analytes on a particular transducer. A scheme showing the mechanism of semiconductor nanowire in the presence of an analyte is shown in figure 1.14.

In the case of the metal sulfide nanowire gas sensors used for sensing VOCs in this research, there is increase in conductivity in the presence of the VOCs because of their reducing nature. The concept is simply injection of charge carriers into the sulfide conductor. It should be noted that this mechanism often requires higher temperatures than the first because thermal activation of the reaction of the analyte is required in order to allow oxidation/reduction. In a later chapter we propose a variant on this mechanism which may be applicable at ambient temperatures.

1.13 Carbon nanotubes

The study of carbon nanotubes over the years has increased tremendously due to its fascinating optical, thermal, mechanical and electrical properties. There are basically two structural types of carbon nanotubes that can have high structural perfections. Single walled nanotubes which consist of single graphite sheet perfectly wrapped to form a cylindrical tube and multi-walled carbon nanotube which contains an array of graphite sheets wrapped to form nest like rings. The two types of carbon nanotubes are structurally similar and each can either be metallic or semiconducting depending on the direction the sheets are rolled to form the nanotubes. The graphite

Figure 1.14 Schematic illustration of the mechanism of gas sensing using ZnO nanowire (a) in air (b) exposed to reducing gas (CO or H₂).
sheet plane direction and nanotube diameter are obtained as pair of integer \((n, m)\) that indicates the type of nanotube. The graphene sheet can be rolled up in various ways to produce different types of carbon nanotubes. The type of nanotube produce is defined by the chiral vector \((C_h)\) as shown in figure 1.15 (b). The chiral vector \((C_h)\) which shows the pointing from the first atom towards the second one is determined by the two integers \((n, m)\) called chiral indices and is represented by the equation;

\[
C_h = na_1 + na_2
\]  

(1.1)

Where \(a_1\) and \(a_2\) are the vector lattice formed by the graphene sheets. The nanotube is either arm chair \((n=m)\), zigzag \((n=0\) or \(m=0)\) or chiral \((\text{any other } n \text{ or } m)\) depending on the appearance of belt of carbon bonds around the diameter of the nanotube. All the arm chair nanotubes are metallic, others with \(n-m=3k\), where \(k\) is not a zero integer are semiconductors with small band gap while all the rest are semiconductors too with their bandgaps inversely dependent on their diameter\(^{120}\).

Figure 1.15 Schematic showing (a) how graphene is rolled up to form carbon nanotube (b) diagram of 2D graphene sheet showing the vector lattices.
Carbon nanotubes are usually made through laser ablation of carbon, carbon arc discharge or chemical vapour deposition\(^{121}\). Most of these known methods for synthesising carbon nanotubes result in nanotubes with high concentration of impurities especially for the SWCNT. The impurities can be removed through acid treatment which in turn causes the degradation of the nanotube length, introduce other impurities and increase the cost of production. All known synthetic routes results in the production of mixtures of various metallic and semiconducting nanotubes. The metallic nanotubes can be destroyed by electrical heating. All these processes results in very high cost of producing SWCNT and therefore it is more economical to use the more available MWCNT\(^{122}\).

The diameter of nanotubes range from ~0.4 to 3 nm for the SWCNT and 1.4 to 100 nm for MWCNT. The nanotubes with small diameter has been reported to be quite stiff and strong with high tensile strength. The properties of the nanotubes can therefore be tuned by adjusting the diameter\(^{121,123,124}\).

### 1.14 Aims and objectives

This project is aimed at using DNA template for synthesis of 1-dimensional nanostructures of semi-conductors by templating reaction of metal sulfides on DNA strands. The project explored some metal sulfide 1-dimensional (1-D) nanostructures such as CdS and ZnS that have been previously synthesised on DNA template with the view of optimising the templating techniques so as to produce smoother and more continuous nanowires that will be suitable for sensing. Another novel binary transition metal sulfide (CdZnS\(_2\)) will also be explored with the hope of preparing different kind of nanowires that would be tested for its sensing performance. Throughout the project, a range of different analytical techniques have been used in order to characterise the different nanowires prepared so as to determine their structural properties, chemical composition and electrical properties. The analytical techniques that were used for the characterisations were ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy, Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, fluorescence microscopy, powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), atomic force microscopy (AFM), photoluminescence and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
This project analysed results from different methods to determine the electrical properties of the DNA templated metal sulfide nanowires. The temperature dependence of the nanowire conductance was studied using two-terminal I-V measurements which would enabled the investigation of the thermal stability and conduction mechanism of the nanowire networks. Transient current measurements were used to determine the change in conductance of the nanowire with length and applied bias and contact resistance. Impedance measurements gave another determination of the contact and nanowire resistance at low applied bias. The synthesised DNA templated nanowires were used for the fabrication of sensors by aligning on platinum on silicon micro-band electrodes via molecular combing. The sensor were used for sensing VOCs such as ethanol, acetone, chloroform and hexane. The response transient, the response and recovery times, the sensitivity and selectivity towards the VOCs, effect of temperature and flow rate on the sensitivity are studied and reported. The mechanism of sensing of the metal sulfide nanowire sensors is also discussed.

The project also involved synthesis of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) - DNA nanocomposites by mixing and sonication to prepare 1-D nanowires. The nanocomposite nanowires were prepared by mixing MWCNT and different DNA volumes. They were characterised using atomic force microscopy (AFM), ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and transmission electron microscopy to study their morphology and chemical composition. The different MWCNT/DNA nanocomposites were used to fabricate gas sensors for sensing various organic vapours such as methanol, ethanol, acetone and chloroform.
CHAPTER TWO
Materials, characterisation technique and experimental methods

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes in detail all the various reagents and materials, surface treatment of substrates, alignment of the synthesised nanowires, and the methods involved in the synthesis and characterisation of cadmium sulfide (CdS), zinc sulfide (ZnS) and cadmium doped zinc sulfide (CdZnS2) templated on lambda DNA for preparing smooth and regular nanowires that can be used for gas sensing of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) such as ethanol, acetone, hexane and chloroform. The procedures for characterisation such as AFM microscopy, Fluorescence microscopy, PL spectroscopy, UV spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, FTIR spectroscopy TEM, XRD and XPS would be described in this chapter. The different electrical measurement techniques used and the method of fabrication of the sensor described.

2.2 Reagents and materials

The reagents and materials used during the synthesis, substrate treatment, alignment and gas sensing experiments includes cadmium nitrate \([\text{Cd(NO}_3\text{)}_{2}\cdot4\text{H}_2\text{O}]\), zinc nitrate \([\text{Zn(NO}_3\text{)}_{2}\cdot6\text{H}_2\text{O}]\), sodium sulfide \((\text{Na}_2\text{S})\), ethanol, methanol, chloroform, hexane, acetone and chlorotrimethylsilane. All the chemicals used were of analar grade or equivalent. The chemicals were bought from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received without any form of purification. The three different kind of DNA that were used; lambda DNA (\(\lambda\)-DNA, Cat no.N3011L), herring testes DNA (HR-DNA) (type XIV, sodium salt) and Calf Thymus DNA (CT-DNA) (highly polymerised, 6% sodium) were all bought from New England Biolabs (UK) Ltd and used without further treatment. The herring testes DNA and calf thymus DNA were used in characterisation techniques that requires samples in large quantities because it is less expensive. Lambda DNA is used for most of the synthesis because of the length of the DNA strands (It has an approximate length of 16.7 \(\mu\text{m}\)).

The multi walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) used was purchased from Fisher Scientific Ltd. Silicon wafer p-Si<111>diameter (100 + 0.3 mm), resistivity (0.09- 0.12 \(\Omega\text{cm}\)) and dopant (boron) was purchased from Pi-KEM Ltd. The prefabricated platinum microelectrodes on silicon were bought from Windsor Scientific limited, United
Kingdom while the interdigitated platinum electrodes was made by DropSens but bought from Metrohm Ltd, United Kingdom. All solutions were prepared using Nanopure™ water obtained from Barnstead Diamond™ reverse osmosis water purification system.

2.3 Surface pre-treatment of substrate

Mica surface and silicon wafers were used as substrates on which the prepared nanowires were deposited and aligned for morphological characterisation. The mica was cut into small squares of 0.5 x 0.5 cm² using a small sharp laboratory knife. The mica surface was treated by simply peeling off the top layers using tape in order to expose a fresh surface. Silicon wafers of dimension 1 x 1 cm² were cut using the tip of a diamond pen and each was properly washed with acetone and deionised water before drying with a stream of nitrogen gas. The wafers were then plasma etched for 15 minutes at 90 watts in order to remove organic residues on it by oxidizing the surface. The surface of the silicon wafers were then chemically modified by exposing it to chlorotrimethylsilane (Me₃SiCl) for 10 minutes in a process known as vapour deposition. This leads to generation of self-assembled monolayer of trimethylsilane. The interdigitated platinum electrodes used for electrical measurements are first soaked in piranha solution (a mixture of concentrated H₂SO₄ with H₂O₂ at a ratio of 4:1) for 30 minutes, after which it is sonicated with ethanol for 15 minutes and then washed with a large amount of deionised water. It is then dry using a stream of nitrogen before use.

2.4 Alignment of the nanowires on substrate

Alignment of the λ-DNA templated CdS nanowires was done on mica (glued to an iron metal disk) by depositing 5uL of the nanowire solution on a freshly “cleaved” mica surface. The solution was allowed to dry for about 3 minutes and then nitrogen gas was blown over it to ensure that the nanowires are combed in one direction (combing is a process where DNA and DNA templated materials are stretched on substrate ensure imaging and studies of surface properties). The combing also removes excess nanowires on the surface of the mica leaving behind a small amount of the solution which is then allowed to dry, leaving behind few aligned nanostructures which are then observed under the AFM. The nanowires were also aligned on cleaned and chemical
modified silicon wafer same way as described in section 3.3. The same method used for mica and silicon substrate was used for alignment of the synthesised nanostructures on the micro-fabricated platinum on glass and platinum on silicon electrode for electrical measurement as well as for the sensor fabrication.

2.5 Synthesis of λ-DNA templated metal sulfide nanowires

The synthesis of the DNA templated metal sulfides were done in solution by addition of the metal salt and the appropriate sulfide source to DNA to form the metal sulfide as previously reported with slight modification to ensure the formation of smooth, continuous and conductive nanowires.

2.5.1 Synthesis of λ-DNA/CdS nanowires

The templating reaction of λ-DNA and CdS that resulted to a regular, continuous and smooth nanowires was prepared by reacting an aqueous solution of λ-DNA (30 µL, 500 ng µL⁻¹) with an aqueous solution of Cd(NO₃)₂ (0.4 mM, 30 µL) and thoroughly shaken and kept for about 24 hours before adding about 30 µL of 0.4 mM Na₂S solution. The solution is thoroughly mixed and then kept for twenty four (24) hours at 4°C. Next, is the addition of 3 µL of 40 mM aqueous Cd(NO₃)₂, which is allowed to react for 24 hours and then followed by introduction of 3 µL of 40 mM Na₂S solution. The solution is then kept for 24 hours at 4°C and then is ready for characterisation.

2.5.2 Synthesis of λ-DNA/CdZnS₂ nanowires

The λ-DNA templated CdZnS₂ nanowires was synthesised by reacting an aqueous solution of λ-DNA (30 µL, 500 ng µL⁻¹) with an aqueous solution of Cd(NO₃)₂ (0.4 mM, 30 µL) and Zn (NO₃) (0.4 mM, 30 µL) before thoroughly shaking and adding about 30 µL of 0.4 mM aqueous Na₂S the next day. It is then incubated for 24 hours at 4°C, after which an aqueous solution of Cd(NO₃)₂ (40 mM, 30 µL) and Zn (NO₃) (40 mM, 30 µL) is then added before further incubation at 4°C for 24 hours. The final stage is the addition of 30 µL of 40 mM Na₂S and keeping the solution for another 24 hours before characterisation. About 2 µL of the nanowire solution is then diluted to 100 µL and centrifuged (to remove the non-templated salt) before transferring 5 µL of the supernatant on to a clean mica or silicon wafer for AFM analysis.
2.5.3 Synthesis of λ-DNA/ZnS nanowires

Synthesis of DNA templated ZnS nanowire was done by reacting 50 µL aqueous solution of Lambda DNA (500 ng/µL) with 50 µL solution of 0.4 mM Zn(NO$_3$)$_2$ and then stirring it for a while before keeping at 4 °C Overnight. A 50 µL solution of Na$_2$S is subsequently added to the solution, stirred and then kept for 24 hours at 4 °C in the fridge. The process is then repeated with a higher concentration of 40 mM for Zn(NO$_3$)$_2$ and Na$_2$S respectively with 24 hour interval in between the additions and then allowed to stay overnight before the appropriate characterisations.

2.5.4 Synthesis of DNA-coated carbon nanotubes

The MWCNT solution was prepared by mixing 0.1 mg of carbon nanotube powder with 10 mL methanol. The solution is sonicated for 1 hour to ensure complete dispersion and reduce agglomeration of the nanotubes. The nanocomposites were prepared by reacting MWCNT dispersed in methanol solution with 2 uL, 5 uL and 10 uL of lambda DNA solution respectively and sonicating for few minutes and allowing it stay overnight before characterisation. The resultant nanocomposite formed clear solution after sonication. The various nanocomposites were labelled as N1, N2 and N3 respectively. The schematic illustration of the synthesis process is shown below.

2.6 Characterisation techniques

This section describes in detail all the characterisation techniques applied to 1-D templated nanostructures. These techniques are used to determine the size, diameter and smoothness of the nanowires and their suitability to be used as transducers in the fabrication of gas sensors. There are also several analytical techniques for chemical characterisation of semiconducting 1-D DNA templated nanowires.

2.6.1 Microscopy techniques

Microscopy is one of the most vital techniques for characterizing one dimensional nanostructures because it provides important conformational and morphological information. The techniques provides images of the synthesized nanostructures and in
most cases complements other analytical methods of studying the properties of these materials. These direct imaging techniques such as fluorescence microscopy, transmission electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy provides a very convenient way of characterising a range of nanostructures in different environments.

**2.6.1.1 Fluorescence microscopy**

Fluorescence is an optical process that involves the relaxation of an excited electron to a lower energy orbital in an atom or molecule with the corresponding emission of a characteristic photon with wavelength larger than that of the excitation light. The emitted light has longer wavelength than absorbed light because light with shorter wavelength has higher energy and some energy is always dissipated as heat e.g. via vibrational modes. The energy change in the transition is referred to as the Stokes shift. The process showing this molecular transition can be explained using the Jablonski energy diagram presented in figure 2.1.

![Figure 2.1 Jablonski diagram showing the changes in the electronic state of fluorescent substance during excitation and emission of photons.](image-url)
Figure 2.2 schematic representation of the basic light paths of a fluorescence microscope\textsuperscript{125}. (Where EM1 and EM2 are emission filters while DM1 and DM2 are the dichroic mirror).

This technique would be particularly useful because it makes use of the fluorescence of the templated material since transition metal chalcogenides are used as the templating material. The technique showed a successful templating process since bare DNA does not absorb 488 nm light, nor does it emit visible fluorescence.

2.6.1.2 Atomic force microscopy

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is the most common scanning probe microscopy used for imaging conducting, semiconducting and non-conducting surfaces\textsuperscript{126}. It was invented in 1985 by Binning, Quate and Gerber\textsuperscript{127}. It is one of the most powerful and versatile nanoscale microscopy techniques and is used for studying many different kinds of samples. It can generate images with minimum sample preparation at submicron scale lateral resolution and sub-nanometre vertical resolution. It can also be used to obtain different kind of surface measurement (mechanical, electrical, magnetic and thermal properties). The AFM operates by measuring the deflection of a sharp tip attached to a flexible cantilever. The deflection is measured by reflecting a laser beam off the reflective back side of the cantilever and directing it to a split photodiode position detector.
The AFM cantilevers and tips used as probes are normally made from Si or Si$_3$N$_4$ with the tip radius in the range of a few nanometres. The images in AFM are acquired by measuring the lateral and vertical deflections of the cantilever between the tip and surface. If the stiffness of the cantilever is known, then the change in height of the tip is related to the force by Hooke’s law.

\[ F = -kz \quad (2.1) \]

Where \( F \) is the force, \( z \) is the deflection of the cantilever and \( k \) is the stiffness of the cantilever. The deflection of the cantilever is monitored by the amount of laser beam light reflecting back to detector. The different signals of the deflection are collected and processed into a topographical image of the sample surface, usually in false colour.

Figure 2.3 Schematic illustration showing laser light deflection off cantilever during AFM measurement$^{128}$. 

Figure 2.4 The sample-tip separation showing the attraction and repulsion forces as a function of probe distance from sample during AFM measurement.
The general scheme illustrating the different components and the working principle of an AFM is shown in figure 2.5. It consists of a piezoelectric scanner which controls image acquisition with precise control of the probe in relation to the sample surface in three dimensions. A cantilever with a tiny probe attached to it which scans across the surface when the cantilever is in motion. A split photodiode which measures the deflection of the cantilever, a laser with sets of mirrors and a z-axis feedback loop which controls the vertical movement to and from the sample, the control electronics and an attached computer system for data display and analysis. In this research, the AFM was used to acquire the morphological properties of the DNA templated nanowires and nanotubes such as diameter and height.

![Diagram of AFM components](image)

**Figure 2.5** Schematic diagram of atomic force microscopy showing how topological images of nanomaterials are obtained.

### 2.6.1.3 Transmission electron microscopy

The transmission electron microscope is a vital instrument for imaging ultrathin samples of nanostructures. In transmission electron microscopy (TEM), an electron gun with accelerating voltage typically within 100 - 400 kV with high penetrating power is channelled through a sample. The electrons undergo a range of scattering processes when in contact with the sample resulting in changes in their angular distribution and energy. The regions of the sample with higher electron density scatter...
the electrons more intensely and through a greater angle leading to the area appearing darker in the image\textsuperscript{7}. The transmitted electron beam through the ultrathin sample is scattered into a non-uniform electron intensity after transmission. The non-uniform electron intensity is collected on the detector and is converted to a contrast image on the screen. The direct beam is used to form the bright field image while the diffracted beam forms the dark field images\textsuperscript{130}. The process of the image formation using the direct beam in the bright field mode is presented in figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6 Schematic illustration showing the process of image formation in a typical TEM in bright field image mode. The scattered electrons are indicated with the dash lines.

The objective aperture blocks the scattered electrons in order to improve the contrast. The primary beam interacts with the sample and produces other secondary signals too which can be used in determining the chemical composition and other relevant properties of the sample\textsuperscript{131}. TEM experiments are carried out in an ultra-high vacuum environment to prevent the scattering of the electrons by atmospheric gas molecules and thereby reducing the electrons passing through the sample and further to the detector. TEM was used in this research to acquire the morphology of the templated material since DNA appears ‘transparent’ under the electron microscope.
2.6.2 Spectroscopy techniques

2.6.2.1 Ultraviolet spectroscopy

UV-Vis spectroscopy is a basic characterisation technique used to investigate the electronic structure of semiconductor materials through their interaction with light. When light is incident on a material, the light is either absorbed, reflected or transmitted\textsuperscript{132}. UV-Vis spectrometers measure the extent of this interaction, which provides information on the bandgap of semiconductor materials; this is related to the energy threshold above which absorption of light occurs. The band gaps are of great interest because they provide insight about the electrical properties of semiconductors. The UV –Vis spectra obtained in our studies are due to transitions from the valence to the conduction bands of the metal sulfides.

![Diagram of transmittance operation mode of a dual beam spectrophotometer](image)

**Figure 2.7** Schematic diagram showing the transmittance operation mode of a dual beam spectrophotometer\textsuperscript{132}.

2.6.2.2 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is used for determination of functional groups and can also be used to acquire information on the nature of chemical bonding of compounds\textsuperscript{133,134}. When nanomaterials are exposed to IR radiation, they absorb radiation at certain frequencies that correspond to their vibration modes. The chemical bond in molecular materials vibrates at characteristic frequencies determined by the force constant of the bond and the atomic masses.

In the harmonic oscillator approximation:
\[ f = \bar{\nu} c = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{k}{\mu}} \]  

(2.2)

Where \( k \) is the force constant and \( \mu \) is the reduced mass; functional groups with strong bonds and light atoms therefore have high vibration frequencies \( f \) and high wavenumbers \( \bar{\nu} \) in the FTIR spectrum.

The IR spectrum can be collected by determining the amount of incident radiation that is absorbed at a given frequency when infrared radiation is passed through the sample\(^\text{135}\). Here, the vibration modes of pure DNA and the DNA-templated materials were obtained and compared to see the effect of the interactions on the vibrational bands. This gives an idea where the binding and type of bonding in the templated materials.

### 2.6.2.3 Raman spectroscopy

Raman Spectroscopy is a vital method used in the studies of semiconductors and semiconductor doped materials. It can be used for studies of extrinsic and intrinsic properties of semiconductors and non-metals\(^\text{136}\). It is usually employed to determine chemical composition, crystal orientation, crystal quality and structure, optical interaction, interface and surface chemistry, strain and dopant concentration\(^\text{137}\).

In Raman spectroscopy, scattering of the incident photon and emission of scattered photon off the molecule occurs with transfer of energy between the molecule and the photon-this is called inelastic scattering or Raman scattering. This Raman scattering is caused by the modulation of the dielectric polarisation produced during excitation of crystals with finite energy and momentum\(^\text{137}\). The incident photon that interacts with the molecule may be scattered elastically with same energy as the incident light (Rayleigh scattering). The photon can also interact and transfer energy to the molecular vibration bonds of the molecule and therefore result in inelastic scattering with different energy from that of the incident light\(^\text{138}\) (Raman scattering). The process is distinct from photoluminescence in which light is absorbed and then emitted; however, the instrument has many similarities to a fluorescence spectrometer because it also involves measurement of light intensity from the sample.

The process of Raman scattering can be considered in terms of virtual excited state as shown in figure 2.8. This virtual state has less energy than the normal excited state.
produced by absorption of a photon. When the photon in the virtual state is emitted, its energy is slightly different from the incident photon. The emitted photon ends up in a longer wavelength (red shift) vibrational state when the incident photon loses energy to the molecular bond vibration (Stokes scattering). When it gains energy during the transition (anti-Stokes scattering), the molecule emits a photon with lower wavelength (blue shift) than the incident wavelength. The wavenumber difference between the incident and scattered photon is referred to as the Raman shift. As each molecule has its own unique bonds and vibrational modes, this process provide fingerprint information about the molecule very similar to that from FTIR absorption spectroscopy. However, because the technique typically involves visible light, which has much shorter wavelength than IR light, the excitation source can be focused to a small spot and Raman spectra can be obtained during an imaging experiment as the laser spot is scanned across the sample. The technique was used here to confirm the formation of the metal sulfide on DNA via the characteristic vibration modes for M-S.

![Energy transitions diagram](image)

**Figure 2.8** Schematic diagram showing the energy transitions involved in (a) Rayleigh scattering (b) Stokes scattering and (c) anti-Stokes scattering.

### 2.6.2.4 Photoluminescence

Photoluminescence is a phenomenon in which a material radiate photons when they absorb light. It is a very useful technique for studying nanomaterials because it reveals many important intrinsic properties of the material. It can be used in the studies of templated nanowires because it reveals optical and electronic properties of the nanowires such as quantum confinement, radiative efficiency, band edge emission and
trap states\textsuperscript{140,141}. It was used to obtain the band edge emission and trap state luminescence of the templated metal sulfides.

![Photoluminescence measurement experimental set-up]

**Figure 2.9** The schematic illustration of Photoluminescence measurement experimental set-up\textsuperscript{142}.

### 2.6.2.5 X-ray diffraction

XRD is a powerful method extensively used in the study of crystal structure, stresses and defects in nanomaterials. The wavelength of X-rays used are on the atomic scale and therefore can be used to probe the structure of nanomaterials. The intensity data obtained from XRD studies can provide accurate and qualitative information about the arrangement of atoms at interfaces which leads to determining atomic spacing and strain states\textsuperscript{143}. The method is non-destructive and non-contact and therefore can be applied to different kind of samples. An X-ray diffractogram provides detailed information about the crystallite size, phase composition, crystallographic orientation and lattice strain. The process identify specimen components by searching and marching with previous obtained data in the database. It therefore serve as a fingerprint for identification of pure sample substances\textsuperscript{143}. 
Figure 2.10 The basic component of an X-ray diffractometer.

An X-ray diffractometer usually consist of four basic component such as X-ray source, sample stage, optical slits and X-ray detector. In XRD, the data is acquired by diffracting a beam of X-ray with a wavelength ranging from 0.07 nm to 0.2 nm on a crystalline sample according to Braggs law;

\[ \lambda = 2dsin\theta \]  

(2.3)

Where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the X-ray, \( d \) is the inter-planar distance. The diffracted beam intensity is measured as a function of diffraction angle (2\( \theta \)) and sample orientation. The intensity of the diffracted signal are usually plotted against the diffraction angle 2\( \theta \). A series of peaks at well-defined values of 2\( \theta \) appears where the path length difference between beams diffracted from the 1\(^{st} \), 2\(^{nd} \) etc atomic layers are in-phase. For a crystal of infinite extent, the destructive interference between beams scattered at angles other than those given by equation (2.3) is complete and the peaks are sharp. However, for finite crystals, there is some contribution of neighbouring angles to the scattered intensity and the peaks appear broad. The line broadening from the plot can be used to determine the average crystallite size of the nanomaterial using the Scherer formula.

\[
\text{Scherer} \ (D) = \frac{K\lambda}{\beta\cos\theta}
\] 

(2.4)

Where \( K \approx 0.94 \) is the Scherer constant, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the X-rays, \( \beta \) is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) height of the diffraction peak and \( \theta \) is the diffraction angle. The crystal structure and crystallite size of the synthesised metal sulfides nanowires were determined using powder X-ray diffraction.
2.6.2.6 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

XPS is an essential analytical technique that is used to acquire information about the surface composition and electronic state of different samples\(^{144}\). The surface of the sample is irradiated with X-ray source which leads to absorption of radiation. The molecule/atom that absorbed radiation undergoes ionisation and emission of electrons which are then analysed. Different X-ray sources such as AlK\(\alpha\) (1486.6 eV) and MgK\(\alpha\) (1253.6 eV) with different wavelengths can be used to acquire the spectra. An ultraviolet energy source at 21.2 eV are sometimes used to provide information about high count rates at low energy region which contains information about the valence band\(^{145}\).

![Figure 2.11 An illustration of how X-ray radiation causes an emission of photoelectrons.](image)

The irradiation of a specimen with X-ray photons of energy \(hv\) causes the emission of electrons from atoms on the surface region. The photons with higher energy penetrates deeper into the sample surface and causes the emission of electrons from the inner atomic energy levels with binding energy \(BE\). The emitted electrons from the inner energy level is called photoelectrons\(^{146}\). The generated photoelectron have kinetic energy \(KE\). An example of emitted photoelectron due to incident photon from X-ray is shown in figure 2.12. The XPS spectrometer only detects photoelectrons originating close to the surface because, although the radiation penetrates a few micrometres, only those electrons within a few nm of the surface escape without undergoing inelastic
collisions\textsuperscript{147}. The kinetic energy of the emitted photoelectrons can be obtained and the binding energy of the electrons calculated with the simple equation:

\[ KE = h\nu - BE + \varphi \]  

(2.5)

Where \( h\nu \) the energy of the X-ray source and \( \varphi \) is the work function (the minimum amount of energy required to remove an electron completely from the inside of a solid to its surface) and \( BE \) is the binding energy of the electron. A typical XPS spectrophotometer comprises of three basic components. An X-ray source, an electron energy analyser and a high vacuum environment. A scheme showing the key component of an XPS spectrophotometer is shown in figure 2.12. An XPS spectrum shows characteristic peaks of binding energy values that corresponds to elements found on the surface of the specimen been analysed. This helps in identification of component element in samples. It was used in this research to prove the formation of metal sulfides on the DNA template and also provide information about oxidation state.

\textbf{Figure 2.12} The key components of an X-ray photoelectron spectrophotometer\textsuperscript{148}.

\textbf{2.6.3 Electrical measurements}

The electrical properties of the synthesised nanowires were studied using two terminal I-V measurements, Impedance spectroscopy and transient current measurements.
These investigations provide information on the bulk resistance of the nanowires and the electrode/nanowire contacts.

The electrical properties of the prepared DNA templated metal sulfide nanowires were first determined by carrying out two-terminal current-voltage (I-V) measurement of the nanowires using the probe station. They I-V measurement were carried out using a Cascade Micro-tech probe station and the readings collected using a Hewlett Packard Agilent Technologies B1500A Semiconductor Device Analyzer driven by an Agilent Easy EXPERT software. Impedance spectroscopy can be used to effectively determine the resistance of a two-terminal device as well as ascertain the various contribution of the contact resistance between the two electrodes and the nanowire resistance. It can also be an important characterisation technique for determining the electrical properties such as conductivity and electron transfer mechanism of nanomaterials. The impedance measurement of the aligned sample was carried out with a PalmSens³ potentiostat (PalmSens Compact Electrochemical interfaces, Houten Netherlands). The transient current measurement was also carried out to determine the conductivity of the synthesized nanowire by measuring the change in conductance of the nanowire with length. The method was also used to determine the separate contribution of contact resistance and the nanowire resistance to the overall resistance of the two-terminal device. The transient current of the device was measured by connecting it to the PalmSen³ potentiostat via the crocodile clips. The detailed working principle and the mathematical derivations of the electrical measurement procedure are explained in chapter 5.

2.7 Experimental methods for the metal sulphide templated DNA nanowires.

2.7.1 Atomic force microscopy

The solutions for AFM analysis were synthesised as stated above in section 3.5. The samples were prepared by depositing and aligning 5 μL solution of the λ-DNA templated metal sulfide nanowires synthesised on a freshly cleaved mica surface or functionalised silicon wafer. The detailed procedure for depositing and aligning the nanowires on the substrate surface is described in section 3.4. The AFM data of the surface topography were acquired using the ScanAsyst® imaging mode of the Nanoscope Multimode VIII system (Bruker Daltonics Inc., Manning Park Billerica, MA,
USA) in air using silicon nitride probe cantilever (Bruker Daltonics Inc., Manning Park Billerica, MA, USA) with a spring constant of 0.4 N/m and a resonance frequency of 150 kHz. The AFM Data analysis was carried out using Nanoscope analysis software version 1.50 (Bruker Daltonics Inc.).

2.7.2 Fluorescence microscopy

Fluorescence images of the λ-DNA templated nanowires were obtained by dropping 5 μL of the sample solutions on a cleaned and functionalised silicon wafers and allowing it to dry at room temperature in the laminar flow fume hood. The images were captured using an epifluorescence Axioplan 2 microscope (Zeiss) with an AxioVision Viewer 3 software. The samples were excited using a Hg lamp light passing through a band pass filter of 300-400 nm with a maximum transmittance of 65% at λ= 365 nm. For better images of the single strand nanowires, the magnification x40 was used.

2.7.3 Photoluminescence

The sample for photoluminescence measurement was prepared same way as stated above in section 3.5 but further diluted to obtain a higher volume. The photoluminescence spectra of the synthesised DNA templated nanowires were measured using a Shimadzu RF-6000 Spectro Fluorophotometer using a UV quartz cuvette (20 μL) with a path length of 10 x 2 mm and the system was controlled using Lab Solutions RF software.

2.7.4 Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectra of the λ-DNA templated CdS nanowires were obtained on the same solution synthesised for AFM analysis. The sample was prepared by depositing 5 μL of the sample solutions on a functionalised (see section 3.3) silicon wafers (because of its high hydrophobicity which aids in the molecular combing of the nanowires) and allowing it to dry at room temperature under the fume cupboard to prevent contamination. A CRM 200 confocal Raman microscope (Witec GmbH, Ulm, Germany) that is equipped with a cooler CCD detector, a Raman edge filter to reduce elastic scattering of light and diode laser (λ= 488 nm) as source of excitation light were used to obtain the Raman spectra.
2.7.5 Ultraviolet-Visible spectroscopy

The sample for UV-Vis absorption measurement was prepared same way as that used for AFM studies but since larger volume of solution was required, higher volume of the various reagent were used during sample preparation. The solution was further diluted in tenfold so as to reduce the absorption intensity. The UV-Vis spectra were obtained by using a Varian Cary-100 Bio UV-Vis spectrometer. The spectra were recorded in the range of 250-700 nm at a data interval of 0.5 nm. Deionised water was used as the background solvent since all samples were in aqueous state.

2.7.6 Transmission electron microscopy

The sample used for TEM was same as that synthesised in section 3.3 above. The sample was prepared for the TEM analysis by dropping 2 uL of the synthesised sample solution on a holey coated copper grid and allowing the solvent to slowly evaporate at room temperature, leaving behind aligned nanowires for imaging. The TEM images were obtained using a Philips CM-100 TEM operating at an accelerating voltage of 100 kV.

2.7.7 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

The sample of λ-DNA templated nanowires that were used for FTIR characterisation was same as the solution synthesised for AFM analysis. About 20 ml of the synthesised solution was deposited on a functionalised silicon wafer substrate and allowed to dry for about 4 hours in the fume hood. In order to have enough material for obtaining a good spectrum, the process was repeated thrice.

The FTIR Spectra were recorded in the range of 400 cm\(^{-1}\) to 4000 cm\(^{-1}\) with about 32 scans (collected and averaged) by using a Shimadzu IRAffinity-1S Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrophotometer operating at 4 cm\(^{-1}\) spectral resolution and with a DTGS detector system. A plasma etched clean silicon wafer was used as the background.
2.7.8 Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD)

In order to have enough sample for X-ray Diffraction data collection, the concentration and volume of the reagent used was increased significantly so as to get enough precipitate for powder XRD. Samples for XRD were prepared by mixing an aqueous solution of Herring DNA (1 mg mL\(^{-1}\), 10 mL) and metal salt (0.5M, 10 mL) and then stirring the reaction mixture and allowing it to rest for about 3 hours before adding Na\(_2\)S (0.5M, 10 mL). The formation of precipitate was indicated by a yellow colour. The reaction mixture was then stirred and left to stand overnight at room temperature to allow the formation and settling of the precipitate formed to the bottom of the vials. The supernatant was carefully decanted and the yellow precipitate collected over Buchner funnel. The precipitate was then washed severally with deionised water and ethanol and dried in air. PANalytical X’pert Pro diffractomer equipped with a Cu K\(\alpha_1\) radiation source (\(\lambda = 1.54 \times 10^{-10}\) m) was used to obtain the powder X-ray diffraction data.

2.7.9 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

The sample that where use for AFM studies was also used for XPS characterisation. In the case of XPS studies, the sample was not diluted because a chuck of about 10 um in height was required to obtain significant signal. The solution of about 80 uL was deposited on a plasma etched silicon with high hydrophobicity (to enable sufficient sticking of the sample to the silicon wafer) in series of about 20 uL for about four times to obtain a sufficient chunk of material in the middle of the silicon wafer for effective signal acquisition.

The X-ray photoemission spectra of the various DNA templated nanowires samples were recorded using a monochromic Al K\(\alpha\) X-ray excitation source of a Thermo scientific K-Alpha X-ray photoelectron Spectrometer with a 30-400 \(\mu\)m in 5 \(\mu\)m steps variable spot size. The photoelectrons were recorded using the multichannel detector after filtration with the hemispherical analyser. A dual beam charge neutralisation gun was used for compensating of the charging surface and acquisition was obtained at a take-off angle of 90\(^{\circ}\). The calibration of the binding energies obtained was done using hydrocarbon C1s peak at 284.1 eV as the reference. The Casa XPS software (www.casaxps.com) was used for peak fitting of the data obtained.
2.7.10 Electrical measurement

The electrical measurement of the templated nanowires were determine using two terminal I-V measurement with probe station, ac impedance measurement and transient current measurement. The detailed descriptions of the methods are discussed below.

2.7.10.1 Two terminal I-V measurement

The electrical measurement of synthesized nanowires was done using two different kind of electrodes. A prefabricated platinum microelectrodes on silicon which consisted of four individually distinct micro-bands electrodes that were formed by patterning a high graded platinum films on an insulating silicon substrate via microelectronic technology. The four (4) micro-bands are separated by a width of 10 µm and the length of the micro-bands is 2 µm. This electrodes where bought from Windsor Scientific limited, United Kingdom. The second type of electrodes that was also used were interdigitated platinum electrodes (IDEs) which are made up of two interdigitated electrodes with two connection tracks of platinum micro-fingers on a glass substrate. It is very suitable for working with very low amount of sample and quite easy to use as well. The two kind that was bought has micro- fingers separated by 5 µm and 10 µm respectively with the former particularly suitable for electrical measurement of nanowires with short length.

The samples were prepared by aligning 2 uL of the synthesised DNA templated nanowires across the gaps between the platinum micro-electrodes on the various substrates by molecular combing. The electrical measurements were carried out using the two types of electrodes described above on a Cascade Micro-tech probe station and the readings collected using a Hewlett Packard Agilent Technologies B1500A Semiconductor Device Analyzer driven by an Agilent Easy EXPERT software. In each of the measurements, the current was obtained in steps of 0.2 V for an applied voltage range of -2 V to 2 V. All the readings were obtained at room temperature in the dark in nitrogen except for measurement of current at different temperatures. The different temperatures were obtained by connecting the probe station to an ESQEC ETC-200L thermal chuck.
**Figure 2.13** (a) Image of the micro-band chip used for electrical measurement (b) image of the micro-band fingers where the nanowires are deposited.

**Figure 2.14** Photograph showing Hewlett Packard Agilent Technologies B1500A Semiconductor Device Analyzer attached with an ESPEC ETC-200L thermal chuck used for the I-V measurement at different temperature.

### 2.7.10.2 Impedance Measurement

The sample of the nanowire was carefully aligned on the electrode by drop casting and combed with the tip of the pipette and dried in air under the fume hood. A total of 3 µL of the sample was deposited on the electrode by dropping 1 µL at a time. This was done to avoid spreading of the sample beyond the electrode and to ensure the concentration of the sample on the electrode.
The impedance measurement of the aligned sample was carried out with a PalmSens\textsuperscript{3} potentiostat (PalmSens Compact Electrochemical interfaces, Houten Netherlands). The electrode which was connected with wires was contacted to the potentiostat using crocodile clips. The wires were four and the distance between it was 20 µm. The change in conductance with distance was measured by contacting two wires at a time corresponding to 20, 40 and 60 µm. The measurement was obtained using the PSTrace 4.8 software using the impedance spectroscopy technique. The data was obtained as Nyquist plot with an applied ac voltage amplitude of 0.2 V. This was done at a frequency range of 0.1- 10000 Hz with a minimum acquisition time of 3 s and maximum equilibration time of 2 s.

2.7.10.3 Transient Current Measurement

The sample used for the transient measurement was prepared same way as that for EIS as described in Section 3.6.10.2. The transient current of the device was measured by connecting it to the PalmSens\textsuperscript{3} potentiostat via the crocodile clips. The collection of data was done using the multistep amperometric technique of the PSTrace 4.8 software. The measurement was obtained at time interval of 0.1s. The data was collected as a function of distance for the three electrode separations 20, 40 and 60 µm. The collected data was in the form of current against time plot which was obtained at different voltage. It was then analysed to obtain the total resistance at the different voltages and plotted as a function of distance. The nanowire resistance per unit length was obtained from the slope of the plot while the contact resistance from the intercept.

The total resistance of the nanowire can be determined according to figure 2.15 where \( E \) is the applied potential, \( R_b \) is the contact resistance, \( i_{ss} \), \( R_c \) is contact resistance is transient time and \( \tau \) is the lifetime.
2.8 Fabrication of the gas sensor

The sample for gas sensing was carefully aligned on the micro fabricated electrode by drop casting. In order to have sufficient sample for good response, about 2 uL of the sample was carefully combed on the electrode and allowed to dry in air under the fume hood and the process is repeated thrice so as to have a thick film of aligned nanowires on the platinum electrode. The dry sample on the electrode is then inserted into a glass cell and then connected to the mass flow controller (MFC) gas sensing system. An optical image of the nanowire network film on the electrode and how it is inserted in glass cell has been shown in figure 2.16.

Figure 2.15 An illustration of how to calculate the total resistance of the templated nanowire device from transient current measurement.

Figure 2.16 A photograph image of (a) the fabricated gas sensor showing the electrodes on which are aligned DNA templated nanowires (red circle) (b) the sensor device in a glass cell ready to be connected to the gas sensing set-up.
2.9 Gas sensing flow system

The schematic representation of the gas sensing set up showing all the components has be presented in figure 2.17. The gas sensing set up consist of a gas bottle which contains the zero air (BOC limited) that is use as background and for generating the organic vapour through bubbling. Zero air is pure synthetic air made by mixing nitrogen and oxygen in 4:1 ratio and contains very low levels of impurities than ambient air (hydrocarbon <0.1 vpm; CO$_2$ <1 vpm; H$_2$O <2 vpm and NO$_x$ < 0.1 vpm). The two mass flow controllers (Brooks 5850S) which are operated using the Brooks 0260 smart interface and software are used for controlling the amount of the analyte channelled to the sensor. The dreschel bottle which is connected to one of the MFC contains the organic solvent to be vaporised for sensing. The gas cell is the point where the sensor chip is placed during the gas sensing measurement. The gas cell is normally immersed in a water bath during gas sensing at different temperatures. The potentiostat provides a dc bias voltage between the two neighbouring micro-bands and measures the change in the conductance when the organic vapour is in contact with the sensor which records the current change as a function of time on the computer.

![Diagram of gas sensing set up](image)

**Figure 2.17** Showing the set up for the gas sensing of the volatile organic vapour using the fabricated nanowire gas from the templated metal sulfides.

2.10 Gas sensing process

The gas mixing and transport to the gas sensor is monitored and controlled using BROOKS SMART interface software on a laptop. Zero air was used as the background for stabilisation and equilibration of the response. The data from the various analyte
were obtained by passing zero air through the analyte connect to the system via a dreschel bottle to generate vapour which was channelled to the electrode. The gas concentration is controlled using separate MFCs to control the flow rates of the zero air and zero air passing through dreschel bottle to saturate the air with the organic vapour of interest (ethanol, acetone, chloroform and hexane). These two streams are mixed before been channelled through the glass cell containing the sensing device under test.

The partial pressure of the analyte P, in the gas stream is given by the mixing ratio:

\[
P = p^* \frac{V_v}{V_v + V_{air}}
\]  

(2.6)

Where \(p^*\) is the saturated vapour pressure of the analyte at the temperature of the dreschel bottle, \(V_v\) and \(V_{air}\) are the gas flow rates (mL min\(^{-1}\)) of the ethanol saturated air and the zero air.

The response is seen as a change in the current with time when the gas is on and off. The temperature of the dreschel bottle is measured and used to calculate the saturated vapour pressure of the various analyte as showing in chapter 2.2.5.

The conventional definition of the sensitivity of a gas sensor is normally expressed as 

\[
S = \frac{R_g - R_a}{R_a}
\]

where \(R_g\) and \(R_a\) stands for the resistance of the sensor in the presence of the organic vapour and in dry air respectively\(^{149}\). The sensitivity (S) of our room temperature nanowire sensor is expressed in terms of the change in current.

\[
\text{Sensitivity (S)} = \frac{I_v - I_a}{I_a}
\]

(2.7)

Where \(I_a\) and \(I_v\) are the current in the presence of zero air and the organic vapour.

### 2.11 Gas sensing at different temperatures

The response of the sensor with temperature is done by inserting the glass cell inside a water bath. The temperature of the bath is adjusted accordingly and allowed to equilibrate to the set temperature. The temperature around the sensor is monitored by using a K-type thermocouple connected via an A/D interface (TC-08 Pico technology Ltd) to a laptop and operated using Picolog software (Pico-technology Ltd).
Figure 2.18 Schematic illustration of the gas flow system used for testing the sensing device at different temperature.

2.12 Experimental methods for MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite

In order to determine the effective interaction of multiwall carbon nanotube with DNA to form composite and not just mere mixtures, the synthesized MWCT and DNA nanocomposite were characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM), ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and transmission electron microscopy. The procedure for each of the characterisation method is presented below. This research on MWCNT and MWCNT/DNA nanocomposites were done in collaborations with Dr. Shams Ali.

2.12.1 UV-Vis spectroscopy

The Uv-Vis spectra was obtained using thermo scientific ™ NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer by dropping 1 uL of the sample on the metal plate. The spectrum was record in the range of 200 nm to 750nm.

2.12.2 AFM studies

Atomic force microscopy images were obtained by using a ScanAsyst-in-Air mode of a Multimode VIII AFM coupled with a Nanoscope V controller (Bruker) and an “E” scanner. Nanoscope software version 9.1 was used to acquire the images. A silicon nitride cantilevers (ScanAsyst, Bruker) was used as the tips for imaging. The cantilevers has a spring constant of 0.7 Nm$^{-1}$ and a resonance frequency of 150 kHz with a nominal tip radius of about 2 nm. The acoustic and vibrational noise of the microscope was reduced by placing it on an acoustic enclosure/isolation table. Image analysis were done with Nanoscope analysis software (version 1.5).
2.12.3 Raman spectroscopy:

Raman spectra were obtained using a confocal microscope (CRM200 model, Ulm, Germany). The excitation was done at a wavelength of 488 nm using a diode laser of 60 mW output power. The microscope is fitted with a Raman edge filter to reduce elastic scattering of the transmitted light. Light dispersion was done with the 600 mm\(^{-1}\) grating and sample detection with a Peltier-cooled CCD detector.

2.12.4 FTIR spectroscopy

An IRAffinity-1S Fourier transform infrared spectrophotometer (Shimadzu) operating at 8 cm\(^{-1}\) spectral resolution and equipped with a DLATGS detector was used to record the spectrum in the range of 400 to 4000 cm\(^{-1}\). About 32 scans were collected and averaged. About 5\(\mu\)L of the sample was used to obtain the spectra.

2.12.5 TEM studies

The sample was prepared for the TEM analysis by dropping 2 uL of the synthesized sample solution on a holey coated copper grid and allowing the solvent to slowly evaporate at room temperature, leaving behind aligned nanowires for imaging. The TEM images were obtained using a Philips CM-100 TEM operating at an accelerating voltage of 100 kV.

2.12.6 Electrical Measurement

The MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite was deposited onto the Pt-on-glass IDEs by drop casting and carefully combed using the tip of pipette. The IDEs were then kept in the laminar air fume hood at room temperature to facilitate drying of the solution. Conductivity measurements were done on a Cascade Micro-tech probe Station and the readings collected using a Hewlett Packard Agilent Technologies B1500A Semiconductor Device Analyzer driven by an Agilent Easy EXPERT software. The sample was kept in the probe station chamber under nitrogen for 30 minutes before collecting the data. All the reading were obtained in room temperature except during conductivity measurement against temperature which was obtained by connecting the probe station to an ESQEC ETC-200L thermal chuck (Japan).
2.13 Gas sensor fabrication and sensing system for MWCNT/DNA

The gas sensor was fabricated by drop casting 2 uL of the MWCNT/DNA samples as films on platinum micro-band on silicon substrate electrode. The samples were ultrasonicated to ensure even dispersion before drop-casting on the electrode since MWCNT easily aggregate in solution. The drop casted sample was kept in the fume hood to dry under ambient condition to get rid of the solvent. The sensor was then inserted into a glass cell and connected to the sensing system as shown in figure 2.19.

![Figure 2.19](image.png)

**Figure 2.19** A block diagram of the sensing system used to assess the response of DNA-CNT nanocomposites to various volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the gas phase.

The sensing system consist of the gas bottle containing zero air (It is a mixture of 80% pure nitrogen and 20% pure oxygen with very low water and hydrocarbon impurity levels) that supplies the zero air and the air for generating the vapour. The flow of the gas is controlled using the two MFC which control the concentration of the vapour sent to the gas sensor. The analyte are kept in the Dreschel bottles and connected to the sensing system. The analyte vapour was generated by bubbling air through the analyte in the Dreschel bottle. The VOCs vapour channelled to the sensor and the sensing measurement evaluated.
2.14 Measurement of sensing properties of MWCNT/DNA

All the MWCNT/DNA based gas sensor devices prepared with different ratio of MWCNT and DNA were studied for their gas sensing properties by determining the change in resistance of the fabricated sensor when exposed to zero air and to various analyte. The measurement was done using Agilent 34401A digital multi-meter that was interfaced with a LabVIEW software to monitor the change in resistance. The temperature of the dreschel bottle used for holding the various analyte was monitored using a thermocouple. The response of the analyte was evaluated by measuring the sensitivity. The sensitivity of the sensor can be defined as

\[ S = \frac{R_{\text{gas}} - R_{\text{air}}}{R_{\text{air}}} \]  

(2.8)

Where \( R_{\text{gas}} \) was the resistance of the device when exposed to the analyte and \( R_{\text{air}} \) is the resistance in the presence of zero air. The sensitivity is a measure of the performance of the sensor, with higher sensitivity indicating a measurable signal even when the concentration of the analyte is low. The resistance of the zero air was used as control for the measurement. In this research the flow of dry air was fix at 125 mL min\(^{-1}\) for all the tests while various amount of the VOCs vapour such as 125, 250, 375 and 500 mL min\(^{-1}\) flow rate was selected for different measurements.

2.15 Conclusion

This Chapter has described in detail the various methods that was used in the synthesis of the different DNA templated nanowire in solution. The experimental technique for morphological, chemical and optical characterisation of the nanowires was also presented. It also highlighted the different methods for measuring the electrical properties of the synthesised samples. The methods of fabrication of the sensor with the synthesised nanowires, the gas sensing set up, the procedure for gas sensing at room and at different temperature were also explained in details. The result from the experimental procedure described here is presented in the following chapters. The various characterisation techniques used in the studies to prove the synthesis of 1D DNA-templated nanowires has also been discussed. The basic working principles and the instrumentation including schematic diagrams of these techniques were presented and explained in detail.
CHAPTER THREE
Synthesis and characterization of DNA templated CdS, CdZnS$_2$, and ZnS nanowires

3.1 Introduction

Metal sulfide semiconductors have been attracting interest for application as gas sensors for different analytes. Even though many papers have reported the use of metal oxides as transducer for gas sensors$^{149-152}$, few have reported on the use of metal sulfides as gas sensors. The few published papers that reported metal sulfide gas sensors do not provide in-depth studies of their sensing properties and mechanism$^{153,154}$. The metal oxides have been proven to show fast response and recovery times, good sensitivity and cost effectiveness$^{110,155}$. However, they still have some major drawbacks such as poor selectivity and instability in their response$^{156,157}$. They also require very high temperatures (typically 300$^\circ$C or higher) to support chemical reactions on their surfaces$^{158}$. Therefore, there is a need to investigate a new set of materials that can remedy some of the drawbacks. Previous studies on metal sulfides have shown that the sulfides have the potential to address these challenges. They require lower temperatures to activate reactions on their surfaces and show lower band gaps compared to their counterpart metal oxides$^{158}$. Moreover, the mechanism of conduction of the metal sulfides are supposed to be different due to the absence of oxygen in their crystal lattice and therefore they may be less prone to drifting of the signal as a result of diffusion of oxygen vacancies$^{158}$. This could prove to be the reason for increased selectivity and stability as reported in literatures$^{159,160}$. Hence, the focus of these research is on metal sulfides as conductometric gas sensors for sensing volatile organic compounds.

Another reason why nanomaterial requires higher temperature for gas sensing is because of the high resistance that occurs at the particle-particle junction during the transport of electrons across different particles$^{161}$. The fewer the particle barriers, the less the resistance and presumably the higher the sensitivity. Previous studies have tried to overcome the challenge by heating the material at extreme high temperatures to improve the sintering of materials at the junctions. This requires very high temperature which is provided in the form of heating element in gas sensors and thereby making it quite expensive and not robust enough for different applications. In this research, we have adopted the method of templating of metal sulfides on DNA strand to form continuous and conductive nanowires which was earlier reported by our
research group and few other groups\textsuperscript{63,162}. The method is quite simple and easy for preparing large scale nanowires for sensing applications. The conductive nature of these nanowires would be exploited for use as transducer for making room temperature gas sensor without heating elements. This chapter therefore discusses the results of synthesis, alignment and characterisation using microscopy and spectroscopic methods for morphological, chemical and optical properties of the metal sulfide nanowires.

3.2 Results and discussion

3.2.1 Synthesis of the $\lambda$-DNA templated nanowires

Previous attempts by other researchers to synthesise DNA templated nanowires of organic, inorganic and metals carried out on a pre-immobilised support surface such as mica and silicon wafers have been reported to generate nanowires that looks like "beads on a string" and do not show a regular particle size distribution\textsuperscript{50,163}. Therefore, the templating reaction in solution which have proven to be a more effective way of DNA nanowire synthesis have been adopted to enhance the preparation of smooth and regular DNA templated nanowires. DNA molecules are generally known to coordinate with metal cations by interacting with the phosphate groups on the DNA backbone and the nitrogen atoms of the nucleobases \textsuperscript{50,64}. This process takes place during the addition of the appropriate metal salt which leads to binding of the metal cation on DNA. For preparation of the metal sulfides as reported in this report, this was followed by addition of sodium sulfide which is responsible for the precipitation of the appropriate metal sulfide on DNA.

![Diagrammatic representation of the DNA templating synthesis process of the metal sulfide in solution.](image)

\textbf{Figure 3.1} Diagrammatic representation of the DNA templating synthesis process of the metal sulfide in solution.
Earlier attempts to prepare smooth and continuous DNA templated nanowires of metal sulfides showed that the concentration of the reagents used has a very important role to play on the morphology of the nanowires produced. Higher concentration of the reagents resulted to formation of clustered DNA templated metal sulfide nanostructures as shown here in CdS network (figure 3.2a). This can be attributed to the coordination of the metal chalcogenides to the DNA resulting to an effective charge neutralisation of the poly-anionic phosphodiester backbone of the DNA which causes a significant reduction in the electrostatic repulsion forces between the DNA strands. This phenomena has been earlier reported in DNA templated metal nanowires\textsuperscript{72,164–167} binary semiconductors\textsuperscript{58,64,65,168} and polymers\textsuperscript{54,163,169–171}. This process can also be seen in metal sulfide semiconducting materials as illustrated in figure 3.2a.

Attempt to use very low concentration of the reagents to avoid the aggregation of the DNA during synthesis of nanowires lead to preparation of irregular wires with very low coating of the DNA strand. This can be attributed to having insufficient material in solution to completely coat the DNA template. In other to prepare a well templated DNA nanowires, the concentration of the precursor metal salt should neither be too concentrated nor diluted so as to ensure effective self-assembly to form conductive nanostructures\textsuperscript{72,172,173}. In order to synthesize smooth and continuous templated DNA nanowires, it was also established that the reaction has to be in two stages and sufficient time should be allowed during addition of the precursors\textsuperscript{140}. This is because self-assembly growth processes that result in smooth nanostructures takes place very slowly. Having a concentrated precursor in the presence of many competing binding site speed up the reaction and leads to irregular nanostructures. The addition of both reagents at the same time also leads to formation of CdS nanoparticles which are not templated on the DNA because of higher affinity of metal ion to bind with sulfide ion to form nanoparticles. This has been shown in figure 3.2b which shows aggregation of nanowires from attempt to prepare λ-DNA templated CdZnS\textsubscript{2} without the 24 hour incubation period and without the two stage process. This involves adding all the reagents at same time without allowing the metal cation to bind to the DNA template before adding the sulfide ion salt.

The best way of synthesising continuous and smooth nanowires therefore involves two stages. The first stage involves using very low concentration of the reagents (0.4 mM) and allowing it to interact with the DNA for about 24 hours, which is then followed by addition of the high concentration of reagent (40 mM). For the binary metal
chalcogenide, the two metal salts are added at the same time and then followed by the incubation period.

![Figure 3.2 AFM Images of CdS and CdZnS\textsubscript{2} nanowires in solution. (a) CdS nanowires prepared at very high concentration of the reagents showing a dense network of nanowires with “beads-on the rope” structures. (b) CdZnS\textsubscript{2} nanowires prepared without the 24 hour incubation period showing aggregation of the DNA strands with un-templated salts.]

**3.2.2 Atomic Force Microscopy**

AFM studies was carried out on the λ-DNA templated CdS, CdZnS\textsubscript{2} and ZnS nanowires synthesised to determine the morphology and size distribution. The nanowires were aligned on the surface of either fresh peeled mica or cleaned silicon wafer by molecular combing before imaging. Even though the theoretical height of DNA is about 2 nm\textsuperscript{58,72} as measured from crystallographic data of the double helix, measurement using cantilever in tapping mode gives lower heights due to molecule/substrate and tip/substrate interaction\textsuperscript{174}. Previous measurement using silicon probe tip shows bare DNA with approximate heights of 1 nm\textsuperscript{60,64,175}. The effective control of some of the reaction conditions has resulted in the synthesis of smooth and continuous nanowires. In order to show the difference in height between DNA and DNA templated nanowire, a line profile was drawn across an untemplated DNA and CdS templated DNA nanowire as shown in Figure 3.3.
It can be seen that there is change in height from 1.5 nm for DNA to about 6 nm for DNA templated nanowire (figure 3.3). This shows that the metal sulfides did template and grow on the DNA strand to form nanowires. In order to image a single nanowire, the surface of the silicon wafer was modified by treating with chlorotrimethylsilane (Me₃SiCl) for about few minutes in order to increase the hydrophobicity. This process reduces the amount of nanowires that would adhere to the surface. The modification of the silicon had made it possible to image a single nanowire as shown in figure 3.4. The size distribution of the nanowires were also determined and presented in figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4 AFM images of DNA templated CdS nanowires (a) Showing a smooth and continuous nanowire (Scale bar = 1µm and grayscale (height) = 10 nm. (b) A histogram showing height distribution of 70 DNA templated CdS nanowires obtained by AFM line profile measurement. (c) Lines drawn at different point to showing how smooth the nanowires are across the length (Scale = 1µm and grayscale (height) =14 nm. (d) A plot of the line profile in (c).

The observation of a single strand of the nanowire has shown that the nanowires are quite uniform and continues as shown in figure 3.4. In order to determine the uniformity of the nucleation, a line profile was drawn at different point on the nanowire. The line profile shows that the nanowires are generally uniform along a given nanowire as show in Figure 3.4 (d). A line profile drawn on a network of different nanowires showed that the sample is a mixture of untemplated DNA and templated nanowires with modal height of 4- 6 nm. The synthesis shows that most of the DNA are templated when the right amount of concentration (40 mM) of the metal salts are added. This can be seen by the low amount of untemplated DNA as shown in the histogram shown in figure 3.4 (b).
A line profile of CdZnS\textsubscript{2}/DNA is shown in Figure 4.5. The height of this example is about 8 nm.

![Line Profile](image1)

**Figure 3.5** AFM images of DNA templated CdZnS\textsubscript{2} nanowires showing a smooth and continuous nanowire and the associated cross section (Scale bar = 1\textmu m and grayscale (height) = 10 nm.

Even though the nanowires looks very smooth as shown by the diagonal line profile, a straight line drawn along the nanowire shows that the top of the nanowires is quite rough as shown in figure 3.6. This rough top of the nanowires would particularly be important for the application of these nanowires for gas sensing. This is because gases stick better on rough surfaces and therefore would increase the sensitivity of these nanowires to the different analyte it would be used for sensing.

![AFM images](image2)

**Figure 3.6** AFM images of DNA templated CdZnS\textsubscript{2} nanowires showing a rough top but continuous nanowire as indicated with the cross section (Scale bar = 1\textmu m and grayscale (height) = 10 nm.)
A line profile of about hundred nanowires to determine the uniformity of the CdZnS$_2$ shows the same modal height range of 4-6 nm but with more nanowires within this range. The histogram has also shown higher number of nanowire above the modal range as compare with that of CdS/DNA. The sample also show less uncoated DNA strands.

![Histogram showing height distribution of 100 DNA templated CdZnS$_2$ nanowires obtained by AFM line profile measurement.](image)

**Figure 3.7** A histogram showing height distribution of 100 DNA templated CdZnS$_2$ nanowires obtained by AFM line profile measurement.

Prior to the alignment of the nanowires on the substrate, the sample of the prepared nanowire is subjected to pre-treatment so as to get rid of the untemplated salt and most of the bare DNA. The sample is first of all diluted to minimise the amount of nanowire per volume and reduce the amount to be deposited. The diluted solution is the centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 3 minute so as to separate the templated nanowires from dissolved salt. The sample to be aligned is obtained from the middle of the Eppendorf tube with the use of a pipette.

### 3.2.3 Fluorescence Microscopy

Fluorescence image of λ-DNA templated CdS and CdZnS$_2$ nanowires produced in solution was simply obtained by using the epifluorescence microscope and the optical image obtained from the confocal microscope.
Figure 3.8 Optical Images of CdS and CdZnS$_2$ Nanowires prepared in solution. (a) & (c) Optical image of CdS and CdZnS$_2$ templated on Lambda DNA showing florescence of single strands of the nanowires protruding from the dense network deposited on silicon wafer. (b) & (d) Confocal microscope images of CdS and CdZnS$_2$ templated on Lambda DNA showing single nanowires extending from the bulk.

The image shows a bright emission from the dense network of nanowires and single nanowires can also be seen as tiny extensions from the dense mass. Figure 3.8a shows the florescence image of CdS/DNA nanowires on silicon wafer. The broad bright area in the image shows the large mass of CdS/DNA nanowires deposited on a hydrophobic silicon surface. The solution of CdS/DNA nanowire solution was drop-casted on a functionalised square piece of silicon wafer and allowed to dry by air. As the solution dries, the edges of the solution on silicon wafer recedes, leaving behind single strands of CdS/DNA nanowires as seen beside the bright mass in figure 3.8a. This can be seen as a way of molecular combing whereby the surface forces alongside with solution movement during drying causes DNA strands to stretch$^{84}$. It is a very common phenomenon in DNA that is well understood. Previous research has shown
that nanowires produced from organic materials also exhibits this phenomenon \cite{49,54,163}. This research has also shown that templated metal sulfide nanowires can also be combed in the same way as DNA.

The measurement of fluorescence of the solution of templating reactions of metal sulfides on lambda DNA facilitates the visualization of single strands of templated DNA nanowires in solution since DNA in solution does not fluoresce. Figure 3.8 (b) & (d) shows confocal microscope optical image of CdS and CdZnS\textsubscript{x} templated on lambda DNA showing single strands of the nanowires protruding from the dense network deposited on silicon wafer. These single nanowires protruding from the lump can serve as contact point for measuring the conductance of this DNA nanowires during electrical measurement experiments and therefore enables the I-V characterisation of a single strand of this one dimension nanostructures produced. The same phenomenon was also observed in \textlambda-DNA templated ZnS nanowires prepared in solution.

### 3.2.4 Photoluminescence

The room temperature photoluminescence (PL) of the DNA templated nanowires in solution were studied because it is an effective method for determining the nature of transitions and material defects\cite{140}. The photoluminescence spectrum of DNA templated CdS nanowire excited at 370 nm is presented in figure 3.9. The spectrum shows two broad emission in the range of 530-630 nm. Semiconductor nanowires usually has two emissions due to excitonic and trap or defects emissions\cite{176}. The room temperature PL can therefore provide information about the electronic structure as well as structural quality of nanowires. The first emission band with the peak centred at 546 nm (2.27eV) is due to excitonic emission of CdS nanowire near the band edge. This emission is attributed to the direct transition from the conduction to the valence band. The second band is a broad trap emission in the range of 585 to 625 nm with its maximum at 603 nm. The trap emission can be ascribed to the sulphur vacancies or extrinsic defects\cite{4,177}. Vanalakar et al reported the synthesis of CdS nanowire with two broad emission peaks centred at \textasciitilde550 nm and \textasciitilde770 nm which were ascribed to excitonic and trap state luminescence\cite{140}. Maity and Chattopadhyay also studied the room temperature photoluminescence of nanosized CdS nanowire films. The nanowires showed a broad band with its peak centred at \textasciitilde567 nm (2.19 eV) which was attributed to defects/traps related transitions\cite{176}. Room temperature synthesis of nanowires create more defects states due to the high surface to volume ratio\cite{178}. The
value of the excitonic band gap is less than that obtained from UV-Vis spectroscopy measurement due to the Stokes’ shift.

![Photoluminescence spectrum of DNA templated CdS nanowire with excitation wavelength of 370 nm.](image)

**Figure 3.9** Photoluminescence spectrum of DNA templated CdS nanowire with excitation wavelength of 370 nm.

The room temperature PL of the synthesised CdZnS₂ was also determined in solution. The spectrum of the room temperature PL at excitation wavelength of 460 nm is presented in figure 3.10. The spectrum shows two distinct bands for the excitonic and defect transitions. The excitonic band is found at lower wavelength with the band centred at 549 nm (2.25 eV). The band centred at 695 nm is the defect or vacancy band. There is a shift in the wavelength of emission of the DNA templated CdZnS₂ nanowire due to the doping with zinc.
Figure 3.10 Photoluminescence spectrum of DNA templated CdZnS$_2$ nanowire with excitation wavelength of 460 nm.

Figure 3.11 Photoluminescence spectrum of DNA templated ZnS nanowire with excitation wavelength of 450 nm.

The room temperature PL of DNA templated ZnS nanowire was also obtained in solution and the result is presented in the figure 3.11. Two distinct peaks were observed with the strong peak at 534 nm and the weak broad peak with the centre at 590 nm. These two peaks are all ascribed to defects and interstitial states. Zhang et al reported the room temperature PL of ZnS nanowire that also showed two peaks; with the high intensity peak at 415 nm and a weak broad peak at 552 nm. The peak at 415 nm was ascribed to radiative recombination of sulphur vacancies on the surface of ZnS.
nanocrystals while the peak at 552 nm was attributed to vacancy states, interstitial states or self-activated centres.\textsuperscript{179}

3.2.5 Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a useful method for determining the purity, the crystalline nature, structural modulation and confined phonon states of nanowires.\textsuperscript{137} Therefore the Raman scattering was used to confirm the formation of nanosized metal sulfides on the DNA template and its crystallinity. The figure 3.12 shows the room temperature Raman spectrum of DNA templated CdS nanowires excited with an argon laser of 488 nm wavelength attached with a Raman edge filter to reduce elastic scattering of light.

![Raman spectrum of DNA templated CdS nanowires](image)

**Figure 3.12** Room temperature Raman spectrum of DNA templated CdS nanowires excited with an Argon laser of 488 nm wavelength attached with a Raman edge filter to reduce elastic scattering of light.

Two fundamental Raman peaks of 297 and 600 cm\(^{-1}\) can be identified, corresponding to first and second (1LO and 2LO) longitudinal optical phonon frequency of CdS nanowires respectively. Hu et al also reported CdS nanowires prepared from vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) method that showed two Raman peaks near 302 cm\(^{-1}\) and 600 cm\(^{-1}\) that was attributed to the 1LO and 2LO phonons respectively.\textsuperscript{178} These bands are evidence of crystalline CdS of the same structure as bulk CdS.

Raman spectroscopy was also carried out to further confirm the formation of the CdZnS\(_2\) on the DNA template. The Raman spectrum can be used to measure the extent of doping of semiconductors which is indicated by peak shift. The room
temperature Raman spectrum of DNA templated CdZnS$_2$ nanowires excited at 488 nm wavelength is presented in figure 3.13. The result shows two main band peak at 301 cm$^{-1}$ and 619 cm$^{-1}$ which corresponds to the first and second longitudinal optical (LO) phonon frequency of CdZnS$_2$. These optical phonon frequency shows a blue shift as compared to the DNA templated CdS nanowires due to the doping with zinc to produce the CdZnS$_2$ nanowires. It has also been reported in literature that doping of CdS with Zn leads to blue shift of longitudinal optical phonon frequency$^{180}$.

![Raman Spectrum Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.13** Room temperature Raman spectrum of DNA templated CdZnS$_2$ nanowires excited with an Argon laser of 488 nm wavelength attached with a Raman edge filter to reduce elastic scattering of light.

The Raman Spectrum of the DNA templated ZnS nanowire synthesised was also obtained to confirm the formation of nanostructures. The Raman spectrum shows a characteristic peak at 354 cm$^{-1}$ which is due to the longitudinal optical phonon peak which is similar to those reported in literature$^{181,182}$. 
Figure 3.14 Room temperature Raman spectrum of DNA templated ZnS nanowires excited with an Argon laser of 488 nm wavelength attached with a Raman edge filter to reduce elastic scattering of light.

3.2.6 Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy

The UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy is a very important method for studying the optical properties of organic-inorganic nanosized templated semiconductors\textsuperscript{183–185}. The templating of inorganic nanomaterials on organic templates leads to a significant change in their optical properties. Figure 3.15 (a) shows the UV-Vis spectra of bare lambda DNA (blue line), CdS/DNA and CdS nanoparticles (orange line). Figure 3.15 (c) shows the UV-Vis spectra of bare lambda DNA (blue line), CdZnS\textsubscript{2} nanoparticles (orange line) and CdZnS\textsubscript{2}/DNA nanowires (black line). The aqueous lambda DNA solution shows the signature nucleic acid absorption peak at 260 nm. Upon reaction with the different metal sulfides, the absorption peaks shifted and reduce in intensity.
Figure 3.15 UV spectra of (a) bare lambda DNA (blue line), CdS nanoparticles (yellow line) and DNA templated CdS nanowires (black line). (c) Bare lambda DNA (blue line), CdZnS$_2$ nanoparticles (yellow line) and DNA templated CdZnS$_2$ nanowires (black line). (b) & (d) Tauc plot to obtain the band gap of DNA templated CdS nanowire.

As can be seen from figure 3.15 (a), the absorption edge of the DNA templated CdS is slightly red-shifted to about 485 nm from the 475 nm of the CdS nanoparticles in the visible light region. The red shift observed in the UV-Vis spectra is as a result of chemical interactions between the CdS nanoparticles and the DNA template leading to the formation of a bigger particle size on the DNA. This shows that there was nucleation and growth of CdS nanoparticles on DNA template in order to form the continuous and smooth nanowires synthesized. The same process is observed in the case of the CdZnS$_2$/DNA sample as well. The shift in wavelength is due to the interaction of the CdZnS$_2$ with the DNA.

One of the most important property of semiconducting materials is their bandgap, which gives the energy difference between the occupied valence band and the unoccupied conduction band$^{186}$. As we move from bulk to nanomaterial, there is a corresponding increase in band gap as a result of increasing gap between the discrete energy levels of materials due to size quantisation. The band gap of the synthesised DNA templated CdS nanowires was determined and this would be compared to that of the bulk CdS to ascertain the size quantum effect. Figure 3.15 (b) & (d) shows the
energy band gap of the synthesised nanowires as determined from UV-Vis spectroscopy data. This was obtained by extrapolating the edge of the plot of absorbance against energy to the energy axis. The data was obtained at the steep edge of the curve of the spectrum where there was an unusual increase in energy of excitation because optical excitation of electron at the band gap is extremely efficient which give rise to an abrupt increase in absorbance at energy corresponding to the band gap. The band gap energy obtained by extrapolation from CdS/DNA spectrum is 2.58 eV and that from the CdZnS$_2$/DNA is 2.80 eV. It is above the band gap energy of bulk CdS which is 2.40 eV. The result shows that the DNA templated CdS nanowires exhibits weak but significant quantum confinement properties.

![Spectrum of bare lambda DNA (blue line), ZnS nanoparticles (orange line) and DNA templated ZnS nanowires (black line) obtained using UV-VIS spectroscopy.](image)

**Figure 3.16** The spectrum of bare lambda DNA (blue line), ZnS nanoparticles (orange line) and DNA templated ZnS nanowires (black line) obtained using UV-VIS spectroscopy.

The absorption spectrum of the synthesised ZnS/DNA nanowires was also obtained and compared to that of bare DNA and ZnS nanoparticles as presented in figure 3.16. A slight shift in the absorbance peak of the characteristic DNA band was seen with a decrease in intensity. An appearance of a shoulder band edge emission with the maximum peak at 320 nm signifies the interaction of the ZnS with DNA to form nanowires. The band gap of the ZnS/DNA was calculated to be 3.87 eV which is higher than that reported in literature for bulk, probably due to the effect of quantum confinement in the nanowire.
3.2.7 Transmission Electron Microscopy

In order to also prove the synthesis of one dimensional nanowire of DNA templated CdS nanowire, TEM image of the synthesised sample on holey carbon grid was obtained. Figure 3.17 shows the DNA templated CdS nanowire at low and high magnification respectively. As can be seen in the images, tiny strands of the 1D nanowires showing the templating of the metal sulfide on the DNA. Bare DNA is transparent in transmission electron microscope due to the low atomic number of its constituent atoms.

Figure 3.17 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of DNA templated CdS nanowires. (a) Network of the templated nanowires at low magnification. (b) A single templated nanowire at high magnification.

TEM was also done on the DNA templated CdZnS$_2$ nanowires to ascertain the interaction of CdZnS$_2$ with the DNA template. The image of the templated nanowires can be seen in figure 3.18 showing templated nanoparticles as DNA is not visible under the electron microscope. Figure 3.18 (b) is a higher magnification image of the individual coiled nanowires.
Figure 3.18 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of DNA templated CdZnS\(_2\) nanowires. (a) Network of the templated nanowires at low magnification. (b) The templated nanowire at high magnification.

The TEM of the templated ZnS nanowire obtained also confirmed the nucleation of the ZnS along the DNA template since the control (image of DNA) was opaque under the electron microscope. The TEM image of the ZnS/DNA nanowire is shown in figure 3.19. The figure in 3.19 (b) shows the zoomed image of the nanowire confirming the wire-like nature of it.

Figure 3.19 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of DNA templated ZnS nanowires. (a) Network of the templated nanowires at low magnification. (b) The templated nanowire at high magnification.

3.2.8 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is the most common analytical method used for determination of functional groups and can also be used to acquire information on the nature of chemical bonding of compound. The technique has been widely used previously for investigating the interaction of DNA with metals, metal oxides and metal
sulfides\textsuperscript{187–189}. It has been used here to determine the coordination of metal sulfides to DNA after addition of metal salt to DNA and subsequent precipitation with sodium sulfide. This helps to determine the point of coordination by way of observing the areas in the spectra that are greatly influenced by this interactions. Figure 3.20 shows the FTIR spectra of bare DNA and DNA templated CdS nanowires. As can be seen in the figure, there is a significant shift in the vibrational wavelength as well as intensity of vibration between bare DNA and the DNA templated nanowire.

![Figure 3.20](image)

**Figure 3.20** FTIR transmission spectra of bare DNA (blue line) and CdS templated DNA (red line). The spectra was collected at 4cm\textsuperscript{-1} and 30 scans.

The full peak assignment of the bare DNA as well as the DNA templated nanowire as supported by literature has been done and presented in table 3.1. Several sites for coordination of DNA to metal ions have been reported in \textsuperscript{190–192}.
Table 3.1 Showing the vibrational energy of (a) Lambda DNA (b) DNA templated CdS nanowire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak Number</th>
<th>Wave Number (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>DNA/CdS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>966</td>
<td>968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1072</td>
<td>1063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1115 (s)</td>
<td>1152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1225</td>
<td>1229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1233</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1285</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1323 (s)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1339</td>
<td>1364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1406</td>
<td>1404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1464</td>
<td>1516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1532 (s)</td>
<td>1518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1589</td>
<td>1597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1707</td>
<td>1709</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in figure 3.20, the FT-IR region of 800 cm⁻¹ to 1000 cm⁻¹ in the spectrum is mostly associated with the deoxyribose region on the DNA. The peak at 966 cm⁻¹ of our pure DNA sample is shifted to 968 cm⁻¹ for the DNA templated CdS nanowires, which shows a clear indication of CdS nanoparticles interaction with the deoxyribose sugar moiety of the DNA strands.

The high intensity peak and other relevant peaks found within the 1250 cm⁻¹ to 1000 cm⁻¹ are mainly due to the vibration of the sugar-phosphate group in DNA. The peak at 1072 cm⁻¹ is due to the stretching vibrations of the P-O or C-O-C bond in the DNA but have shifted to lower wavenumber of 1063 cm⁻¹ due to co-ordination with CdS in the DNA templated CdS nanowires. The peak at 1115 cm⁻¹ is for symmetric stretching of the phosphate group of DNA which has shifted to 1152 cm⁻¹ in the DNA templated CdS nanowires. The asymmetric stretching of the phosphate group of the DNA is shifted from 1225 cm⁻¹ to 1229 cm⁻¹ compared to that of DNA templated CdS.
nanowires. The significant change of vibrational band in these region is an indication of strong binding of the metal sulfide to the phosphate moiety of the DNA.

The vibrational peaks in the region of 1250 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1500 cm\(^{-1}\) are due to sugar-base vibrations. The peaks observed at 1339 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1464 cm\(^{-1}\) can be attributed to the coupled C-N stretches of thymine/cytosine/guanine and in-plane vibration of cytosine/guanine respectively. These vibrational peaks has shifted to 1364 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1516 cm\(^{-1}\) respectively in the templated nanowire. The vibrational bands in the region of 1500–1800 cm\(^{-1}\) are due to in-plane vibration of the double bonded moieties of the bases. The band which appeared as a shoulder at 1532 cm\(^{-1}\) due to in plane vibration of adenine has decreased to 1516 cm\(^{-1}\) as a distinct peak. The band at 1589 cm\(^{-1}\) is due to C=O stretch of cytosine and thymine as well as in plane vibration of thymine but have shifted to 1597 cm\(^{-1}\). The band at 1707 cm\(^{-1}\) is attributed to the C=O stretch of guanine and thymine and also the N-H stretch of thymine but have shifted to 1709 cm\(^{-1}\) in the templated nanowire.

FTIR spectroscopy was also used to investigate the interaction as well as the binding sites of the CdZnS\(_2\) on the DNA template. The different functional groups in DNA can offer different sites for both the Cd and Zn ion to selectively bind with the DNA. The figure 3.21 compares the FTIR spectrum of bare Lambda DNA and CdZnS\(_2\)@DNA. The peak assignment were done in accordance with that report in different literatures\(^{190,193–195}\).
Figure 3.21 FTIR transmission spectra of bare DNA (blue line) and CdZnS$_2$ templated DNA (red line). The spectra was collected at 4 cm$^{-1}$ and 30 scans.

The vibrational peak at 966 is due to the C-C peak for deoxyribose stretch. The C-C stretch of the DNA is shifted from 966 cm$^{-1}$ to 970 cm$^{-1}$ in the templated nanowire. Absorptions in the range of 1000 cm$^{-1}$ to 1250 cm$^{-1}$ regions are caused by sugar-phosphate vibrations. It can be observed that there is a significant change in the intensity and position of some of the characteristic peaks in the spectra showing reasonable interaction between the CdZnS$_2$ with the sugar phosphate moiety of the DNA. The P-O/C-O stretch, the PO$_2^-$ symmetric stretch and the PO$_2^-$ asymmetric stretch at 1072 cm$^{-1}$, 1123 cm$^{-1}$ and 1227 cm$^{-1}$ are shifted to 1063 cm$^{-1}$, 1115 cm$^{-1}$ and 1153 cm$^{-1}$ respectively for the nanowire.

The stretches in the regions of 1250-1800 cm$^{-1}$ are caused by base-sugar vibrations. There is appreciable distortion in the position and intensity of the stretches around these frequencies as well. The C-N stretch of cytosine and guanine at 1252 cm$^{-1}$ is shifted to 1225 cm$^{-1}$ frequency while C-N stretch of the thymine, guanine and cytosine at 1339 cm$^{-1}$ is shifted to 1360 cm$^{-1}$. The in plane vibration of guanine and cytosine has been shifted by 52 cm$^{-1}$ as compared with bare DNA. The carbonyl stretch of cytosine and thymine as well as guanine and thymine have been shifted from 1589 cm$^{-1}$ and 1707 cm$^{-1}$ to 1607 cm$^{-1}$ and 1643 cm$^{-1}$ respectively. It can be observed from the spectra that there was a significant distortion in vibration band in the range of 900-1800 cm$^{-1}$
which suggest that there was a significant binding of the CdZnS$_2$ to the DNA and that the samples were not simple mixture of both.

Table 3.2 Showing the vibrational energy of (a) Lambda DNA (b) DNA templated CdZnS$_2$ nanowire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak</th>
<th>Wave Number (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>966 DNA</td>
<td>970 DNA/CdZnS$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1072 DNA</td>
<td>1063 DNA/CdZnS$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1123 (s) DNA</td>
<td>1115 DNA/CdZnS$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1227 DNA</td>
<td>1153 DNA/CdZnS$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1252 DNA</td>
<td>1225 DNA/CdZnS$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1287 DNA</td>
<td>- DNA/CdZnS$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1323 (s) DNA</td>
<td>- DNA/CdZnS$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1339 DNA</td>
<td>1360 DNA/CdZnS$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1406 DNA</td>
<td>1406 DNA/CdZnS$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1454 DNA</td>
<td>1516 DNA/CdZnS$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1532 (s) DNA</td>
<td>- DNA/CdZnS$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1589 DNA</td>
<td>1607 DNA/CdZnS$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1707.0 DNA</td>
<td>1643 DNA/CdZnS$_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to ascertain the interaction of ZnS with the Lambda DNA template as well as the point of coordination, FTIR spectrum of the DNA templated ZnS nanowire was also collected. A general overview of the spectra shows a significant change in the spectrum of the nanowire as compared to the bare λ-DNA. The FTIR spectra of DNA templated ZnS nanowire and bare DNA obtained at 4cm$^{-1}$ resolution is presented in figure 3.22.
The characteristic peaks of the bare DNA strand can still be seen in the spectrum of the DNA templated ZnS nanowires. The peaks have shown significant changes in intensities and positions due to coordination with the DNA. The shift in position of the peaks have been shown in table 3.3. The characteristic DNA vibrational peaks in the table were identified and assigned in accordance with those reported in different literatures\textsuperscript{190,195}.

The C-C deoxyribose stretch of the bare DNA has significantly reduced in intensity and shifted to higher frequency from 959 cm\(^{-1}\) to 974 cm\(^{-1}\). The backbone P-O or C-O vibration at 1072 cm\(^{-1}\), the PO\(^2\)- symmetric stretch and the PO\(^2\)- asymmetric vibration at 1117 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1225 cm\(^{-1}\) respectively have shown a shift of 11, 9 and 39 cm\(^{-1}\) respectively in their frequencies. The shoulder vibration at 1250 cm\(^{-1}\) due to C-N stretch of cytosine and guanine has disappeared in the templated DNA/ZnS nanowire. These changes in the region of 1000 - 1250 cm\(^{-1}\) in the spectrum of DNA/ZnS nanowires are ascribed to the interaction of ZnS with the phosphodiester backbone of DNA.

**Figure 3.22** FTIR transmission spectra of bare DNA (blue line) and ZnS templated DNA (red line). The spectra was collected at 4 cm\(^{-1}\) and 30 scans.
Table 3.3 Showing the vibrational energy of (a) Lambda DNA (b) DNA templated ZnS nanowire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak</th>
<th>Wave Number (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>959 DNA</td>
<td>Peak Shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1072 DNA/ZnS</td>
<td>+15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1117 (s) DNA/ZnS</td>
<td>-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1225 DNA/ZnS</td>
<td>-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1250 DNA/ZnS</td>
<td>-39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1287 DNA/ZnS</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1339 DNA/ZnS</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1406 DNA/ZnS</td>
<td>-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1472 DNA/ZnS</td>
<td>-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1531 DNA/ZnS</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1589 DNA/ZnS</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1707 DNA/ZnS</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The C-N vibration of cytosine and guanine at 1287 cm\(^{-1}\) has been shifted to 1285 cm\(^{-1}\). The ring vibration of guanine and cytosine as well as the in plane vibration of guanine and cytosine has shifted from 1406 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1472 cm\(^{-1}\) to lower frequencies at 1395 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1435 cm\(^{-1}\) respectively. The in plane vibration of adenine has shifted from 1531 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1525 cm\(^{-1}\) while the carbonyl stretch of cytosine and thymine has shifted from 1589 to 1585 cm\(^{-1}\). The carbonyl shift of thymine and guanine observed at 1707 cm\(^{-1}\) is no longer visible. The changes in the region of 1250 – 1800 cm\(^{-1}\) are due to nucleobase vibrations.

### 3.2.9 Powder X-ray Diffraction

The powder XRD studies was conducted to confirm the formation and purity of the synthesized metal sulfides since other product such as CdO and ZnO are also possible in aqueous media. It can also be used to determine the crystal structure and crystallite size of the templated nanoparticles. The powder XRD pattern of the synthesised DNA
templated CdS nanowires shows four strong peaks due to reflections from the (111), (220) (311) and (331) planes of the templated CdS at angles (2θ) of 26.70°, 44.05°, 53.25° and 73.06° respectively for a cubic CdS crystal lattice. This correlates well with the international centre for diffraction data in the JCPDS Card (PDF file No 04-006-3897).

Figure 3.23 XRD of CdS@DNA nanowires prepared in solution.

The average crystallite size of the CdS nanoparticles templated on the DNA strand to form a smooth and continuous 1-dimensional nanowires were calculated from the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the most intense XRD peak (111) using Scherer equation

$$Scherer \ (D) = \frac{K \lambda}{\beta \cos \theta}$$  \ (4.1)

Where D is the average crystallite size of the nanowire, β is the width of the peak in radians at full width half maximum (FWHM), K is a constant with a value of 0.94, λ is the wavelength of the Cu Kα1 radiation source (λ = 1.54 x 10^{-10} m) and θ is the diffraction angle of the main XRD peak (111). The XRD showed that the synthesised nanowires has cubic Zinc blende structure with an average crystallite size of about 3 nm. Comparing this to the AFM studies which showed an average height of about 7-8 nm proved that the nanowires are about twice the thickness of the crystallite.

XRD was also obtained to further support the formation of CdZnS2 on DNA. The XRD pattern showed 2θ peaks at 27.6°, 45°, 53° and 72.3° which corresponds to the
(111), (220), (311) and (331) planes of cubic zinc blende structure of CdZnS$_2$ in the JCPDS card (PDF #04-018-5512). The crystallite size of the nanoparticles of CdZnS$_2$ templated on the DNA to form the nanowires were also determined using Scherer’s equation to be about 2.5 nm.

**Figure 3.24** XRD Pattern of DNA templated CdZnS$_2$ nanowires prepared in solution.

The crystal structure of DNA templated ZnS nanowires was also characterized by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). The XRD characteristic spectrum of the synthesised DNA templated nanowires was collected in the 2θ range of 10–80° and presented in figure 3.25. The intense diffraction peaks for the nanostructures appeared at 2θ = 28.7°, 48.1°, 56.9°, 70.3° and 77.5° which can be attributed to the (111), (220), (311), (400) and (331) crystallographic planes respectively. The intense diffraction peaks of the synthesised nanostructure can clearly be attributed to the cubic wurtzite structure of ZnS according to the JCPDS card (PDF-01-077-8756). The crystallite size of the nanoparticles templated on the DNA to form the nanowire as determined from Scherer equation was also about 3 nm.
All the XRD pattern of the DNA templated nanowires have shown an intense peak at (111), which shows a preferential growth along that direction. The broad nature of the peaks shows the nanosized nature of the crystals.

3.2.10 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

To analyse the elemental composition of the synthesised DNA templated CdS, CdZnS$_2$ and ZnS nanowires, the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of the samples were carried out. XPS is a surface chemical analysis technique that provides information about the surface composition of materials$^{196}$. It would be used here to determine the chemical state of the synthesised nanostructure surface. Figure 3.26 below shows the XPS survey of DNA templated CdS nanowires. The survey indicated the presence of C, N, O and P which are present as a result of the DNA. The Na is from the Na$_2$S while the Cl is from the buffer solution in which the DNA is extracted while the Si is from the substrate.
The N1s spectrum of CdS/DNA nanowires was further resolved into different components as shown in figure 3.27. It can be observed that there are two major peaks which indicate separate nitrogen environment in the spectrum. The peak at higher binding energy is attributed to the N atom from the unreacted cadmium nitrate salt. The peak at the lower binding energy can be further resolved into two peaks. The first peak at 399.8 eV is attributed to neutral atoms of nitrogen while the peak at 401.5 eV is ascribed to nitrogen atoms of pyrimidine ring of the DNA templated nanowire. Lee et al in his previous research also reported two peaks at 398.8 eV and 400.6 eV in the N1s spectrum of pure DNA on gold surface for neutral nitrogen and the nitrogen of pyrimidine of DNA respectively. The reported peaks for pure DNA are less than that of the templated DNA which shows that there was a significant interaction between the DNA and CdS to form the nanowires.
Figure 3.27 High resolution XPS spectrum of N1s region of DNA templated CdS/DNA nanowire.

Figure 3.28 High resolution XPS spectrum of P 2p region of DNA templated CdS/DNA nanowire.

The presence of DNA in the nanowire was also confirmed by analysis of the high resolution spectrum of P 2p as shown in figure 3.28. The P 2p spectrum of the templated CdS/DNA was further resolved into two different components with their sub peaks centred at 133.2 eV and 134.2 eV due to spin-orbit coupling with a 2:1 intensity ratio as expected for the multiplicity. The peaks are assigned to the P 2p\textsubscript{3/2} and P 2p\textsubscript{1/2} binding energy of phosphorus of the phosphate group of DNA. These reported values are quite similar to those reported in literature\textsuperscript{135}. 
The high resolution XPS core level spectra for the Cd 3d region of the synthesised nanowire was obtained and presented in figure 3.29. The binding energies observed at 405.2 eV and 411.9 eV corresponds to the characteristic photoelectron peaks of Cd 3d_{5/2} and Cd 3d_{3/2} core level of cadmium sulfide. These values are in good agreement with those reported in literature\textsuperscript{140,197}.

![Cd 3d spectrum](image1)

**Figure 3.29** High resolution spectrum of Cd 3d region of DNA templated CdS nanowire.

The high resolution XPS peaks of S 2p can be observed at 162.0 eV. The peak can be further resolved into a doublet peak at 161.8 eV and 163.0 eV corresponding to the S 2p_{3/2} and S 2p_{1/2} core level photoelectron peaks of CdS with an intensity ratio of 2:1 and a binding energy difference of 1.2 eV.

![S 2p spectrum](image2)

**Figure 3.30** High resolution spectrum of S 2p region of DNA templated CdS nanowire.
The peak position for Cd 3d\textsubscript{5/2} at 405.2 eV and that at 161.8 eV for S 2p\textsubscript{3/2} corresponds to the literature reported value for the compound CdS\textsuperscript{198,199}.

The XPS survey of the DNA templated CdZnS\textsubscript{2} nanowire was also studied so as to determine the surface composition. The XPS survey of DNA templated CdZnS\textsubscript{2} nanowire have been shown in figure 3.31. The survey shows the presence of the characteristic peak of the elements C, N, O and P from the DNA as well as the Cd, Zn and S from the metal salt solution. This confirms the templating of this metals sulfide on the DNA. The presence of the three chemical elements observed for ternary system shows the formation of the ternary alloy nanowire.

![XPS survey spectrum of DNA templated CdZnS\textsubscript{2} nanowire.](image)

**Figure 3.31** XPS survey spectrum of DNA templated CdZnS\textsubscript{2} nanowire.

The high resolution XPS core level spectra for the Cd 3d, Zn 2p and S 2p region of the synthesised nanowire was further resolved into their component peaks. The binding energies observed at 405.2 and 411.9 eV corresponds to the characteristic photoelectron peaks of Cd 3d\textsubscript{5/2} and Cd 3d\textsubscript{3/2} core level transition associated with CdS. The separation in the binding energy of the two photoelectron peak is 6.7 eV which is in agreement with those in literatures\textsuperscript{147,200,201}. The peaks at 1021.7 eV and 1044.8 eV are attributed to the Zn 2p\textsubscript{1/2} and Zn 2p\textsubscript{3/2} binding energy of Zn\textsuperscript{2+} respectively. The binding energy difference between the component peaks is approximately 23.0 eV which corresponds to previous research results\textsuperscript{147,201–203}. 
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Figure 3.32 High resolution XPS spectrum of Cd 3d region of DNA templated CdZnS$_2$ nanowire.

Figure 3.33 High resolution XPS spectrum of Zn 2p region of DNA templated CdZnS$_2$ nanowire.
The further resolution of XPS core level spectra for the Zn 2p region of the synthesised ZnS nanowire was obtained and presented in figure 3.35. The binding energies seen at 1021.7 eV and 1044.9 eV is attributed to the characteristic photoelectron peaks of Zn 2p\(\frac{1}{2}\) and Zn 2p\(\frac{3}{2}\) core level of Zinc sulfide. The spin orbit binding energy of the peaks are separated by 22.3 eV\textsuperscript{204}. The high resolution XPS peak of S 2p can be further resolved into a doublet peak at 161.8 eV and 163.0 eV corresponding to the S 2p\(\frac{3}{2}\) and S 2p\(\frac{1}{2}\) core level photoelectron peaks of ZnS.
3.3 Conclusion

DNA templated CdS, CdZnS$_2$ and ZnS were synthesized in solution to form smooth and continuous nanowires. In order to synthesize smooth and continuous templated DNA nanowires, it was also established that the reaction has to be in two stages and sufficient time should be allowed during addition of the precursors. AFM studies was carried out on the λ-DNA templated CdS, CdZnS$_2$ and ZnS nanowires synthesised to determine the morphology and size distribution. The templated nanowires were found to have height distribution of 4-8 nm. The optical images shows a bright emission from the dense network of nanowires and single nanowires can also be seen as tiny extensions from the dense mass. The nanowires were photoluminescent with Raman peaks that shows size quantisation. The UV-Vis spectra indicated peaks for the DNA as well as the metal sulfides and the FTIR spectra demonstrated shift between the bare DNA and the nanowires which can be ascribed to the reaction of the metal sulfides with the DNA. The TEM images showed tiny strands of the 1D nanowires showing the templating of the metal sulfide on the DNA. The crystallite size and crystal structure of the nanowires were determine via XRD and it showed that a smaller size compared to the AFM image. This can be ascribed to the height being more than one particle size. This phenomenon has also been previously reported in the synthesis of other nanomaterials$^{57}$. The corresponding elemental composition determined from the surface XPS spectroscopy showed the presence of the various elements accordingly indicating the formation of the binary and ternary metal alloys on the DNA template.

Figure 3.35 High resolution XPS spectrum of (a) Zn 2p region (b) S 2p region of DNA templated ZnS nanowire.
CHAPTER FOUR

Electrical measurement and gas sensing using \( \lambda \)-DNA templated CdS, CdZnS\(_2\) and ZnS nanowires

4.1 Introduction

This chapter analyses the different methods that were used to determine the electrical properties of the DNA templated metal sulfide nanowires that were synthesised in solution. The three methods that were used to determine the electrical properties of these nanowires are two terminal I-V measurement, transient current measurement and impedance spectroscopy. The two terminal I-V measurement was used to measure the current of carefully aligned nanowire networks on a microfabricated electrode. The temperature dependence of the nanowire conductance was also studied using this method so as to investigate the thermal stability and conduction mechanism of the nanowire networks. The transient current measurement was used to determine the change in conductance of the nanowire with length and along with the impedance measurement used to determine the contact and nanowire resistance. The synthesised DNA templated nanowires were used for the fabrication of sensors by aligning on platinum on silicon electrodes via molecular combing. The sensor was used for sensing VOCs such as ethanol, acetone, chloroform and hexane. The response transient, the response and recovery times, the sensitivity and selectivity towards the VOCs, effect of temperature and flow rate on the sensitivity were studied and reported here. The mechanism of sensing of the metal sulfide nanowire sensors were also discussed.

4.2 Results and discussion

4.2.1 Electrical properties of DNA templated nanowires.

The electrical properties of networks of DNA templated nanowires were studied using two terminal probe station measurements, impedance spectroscopy and transient current measurements. These measurements facilitated an understanding of the conduction mechanism and an assessment of the contact resistances.
4.2.1.1 Two terminal probe station measurement

The electrical properties of the prepared DNA templated metal sulfide nanowires were determined by carrying out two terminal current-voltage (I-V) measurement of the nanowires using a probe station. The measurement of I-V properties of the nanowires was very important because it provided evidence on the conduction mechanism of the templated nanowires. The synthesized nanowires were drop-cast on the micro-fabricated electrodes and aligned via molecular combing by blowing nitrogen across the device in the direction perpendicular to the electrodes. Figure 4.1(a) showed network of CdS/DNA nanowires prepared in aqueous solution and deposited on platinum micro-band electrodes fabricated on a silicon chip. Figure 4.1a shows the fluorescence image of the nanowire film drop casted on a microfabricated electrode to bridge the gap between the platinum micro-band fingers. Figure 4.1b shows the network of the aligned nanowire when viewed under AFM. It is difficult to align a single nanowire across the electrode gap of 10 µm and hence the network of nanowires is a more practically relevant situation. The four platinum electrode track can be seen running from top to bottom while the deposited nanowires is crossing from left to right. The pre-fabricated micro-electrode with aligned sample was then inserted into the chamber of the probe station and contacted with two needles from different sides of the electrode pads and readings of current and voltage obtained.

![Figure 4.1](image)

**Figure 4.1** Network of CdS/DNA nanowire prepared in aqueous solution and deposited on platinum micro-band electrodes fabricated on a Si/SiO2 chip (a) The CdS/DNA nanowire network on the electrode showing fluorescence with excitation light from a mercury lamp passed through a 300 – 400 nm band pass filter. (b) AFM image of the CdS/DNA nanowires aligned on the electrode in the inter-electrode gap.

Attempts to determine the conductivity of a single nanowire were not successful due to the difficulty involved in trying to align a single nanowire in between an electrode.
with a gap of 10 µm. The experiment is difficult because of the small size of the nanowire and the possibility of small gaps along the nanowire due to uneven coating of the nanowire with the metal sulfide. The AFM profile analysis showed that the nanowires have a modal height of about 4-7 nm and there is slight difference in the height along the length of the nanowire (see figure 3.4). Therefore, all the I-V measurement performed were on a networks of nanowires because such networks are tolerant of small numbers of gaps or breaks and ultimately, more useful as sensing devices than single nanowires. Figure 4.1 shows how nanowire film was aligned on the electrode and the structure of the network as observed under the AFM. The plotted I-V curve of the DNA templated CdS/DNA and CdZnS₂/DNA nanowires are shown in Figure 4.2 while that of ZnS/DNA can be found in Appendix A.

**Figure 4.2** Electrical measurement (I-V curve) of DNA templated nanowire network prepared in aqueous solution and aligned on platinum on silicon microfabricated electrode. (a) & (c) CdS/DNA and CdZnS₂/DNA Plot showing space charge limited current. (b) & (d) Low voltage I-V plot of CdS/DNA and CdZnS₂/DNA.

The devices studied have the structure M/S/M where M indicates a metal and S a semiconductor. An M/S interface have the I-V characteristic of a diode represented
with the Shockley diode equation (4.1) which is used to explain the non-linear nature of the plots.

\[
\frac{i}{i_o} = e^{\frac{eV}{k_B T}} - 1
\]  

(4.1)

Where \( V \) is the applied potential and \( i_o \) is a constant. In reverse bias, \( V<0 \), the current is nearly independent of potential, \( i = -i_o \), but in forward bias, \( V>0 \), the current rises exponentially. However, the two interfaces, M/S and S/M in the present devices are opposed and at least one must be reverse-biased, therefore a diode-like characteristic is not expected. At small applied potentials, \( eV < k_B T \), the characteristic is linear as can be seen by a Taylor expansion of equation (5.1). At higher applied biases, a different model is required.

The plots in figure 4.2 show a non-linear characteristic which can be attributed to different types of conduction mechanism. The non-linear I-V properties of semiconducting nanowires are normally studied and analysed using the theory of space charge limited current (SCLC) conduction\(^{103,106}\) (an explanation is found in chapter 1.11). The theory is suitable for explaining the conduction mechanism of metal sulfide sandwiched between two metal electrodes due to the high resistance of the semiconductor either as result of it being intrinsic or because of depletion charge carriers\(^{103}\). This theory predicts that the current can be represented by the equation:

\[
I \propto V^n
\]  

(4.2)

Where \( V = \) voltage, \( I = \) current and \( n = \) the slope of a plot of \( \log I \) vs \( \log V \).

Figure 4.3 shows two different slopes for the low and high applied voltages within the applied bias. The slope at low voltage (less than 1V) determined from \( \ln I \) vs \( \ln V \) is \( n\sim 1 \) while that in the high voltage (greater than 1V) is \( n\sim 2 \). The low voltage section showed an approximately ohmic conduction. This has been ascribed to a carrier density higher than the injected charge carrier density at such a low voltage\(^{205}\). The conduction at higher voltage has a slope of \( n\sim 2 \) which clearly indicates a space charge limited conduction mechanism. The change in the slope of the plot as the voltage is increased is due to the high transient density of space charge carriers in the conduction band due to injection from the electrodes. The most important factors responsible for this kind of conduction mechanism are charge traps and surface defects\(^{106}\).
The slope from the ohmic portion at small bias voltage correlate to a resistance of 1.6 GΩ and 5.63 GΩ for CdS/DNA and CdZnS$_2$/DNA nanowires respectively. This result is two order higher than that reported in literature$^{63}$. This might be due to the different kind of electrode (Au/Si) used in addition to other factors such as concentration, crystallinity and amount of material$^{206}$. The large resistance of semiconductors sandwiched between electrodes to form metal/semiconductor/metal interface is partly due to contact resistance which is present in all two terminal devices and is investigated later in this thesis.

Figure 4.3 Showing two different slopes for the low and high applied voltages within the applied bias for (a) CdS/DNA (b) CdZnS$_2$/DNA

The direct measurement of the I-V properties of the nanowires aligned on the electrode can also be extremely useful for investigating the temperature dependence of conduction. The mechanism of conduction of nanomaterials used for making nanoscale devices are important because it shows how the devices will response to the varying atmospheric temperature or the temperature of the environment they can be put to use. The combed nanowire on the electrode are first dried in air and then under nitrogen. The measurement at room temperature were obtained and then different temperatures were obtained by connecting the probe station to an ESQEC ETC-200L thermal chuck. Even though lambda DNA normally comes in length of ~16 µm$^{207}$, it is actually difficult to have nanowires of up to 10 µm when fully templated. This might be due to coiling of DNA in the presence of metal salts. It is also useful to study the properties of the network of nanowires because the two terminal sensing device that the samples are to be used for works better with a network of nanowire due to increased surface area. Nanowire network devices are also known to be more robust
than single nanowire devices because one break in the single nanowire device destroys it. Figure 4.4 shows the I-V curves of the CdS/DNA and CdZnS\textsubscript{2}/DNA nanowire network at different temperatures over a temperature range of 283 to 363 K.

The curves of I-V measurements at the various temperatures showed a non-linear trend especially at high voltages. The I-V characteristic of many 1-D nanostructures and their conduction mechanism have been explained previously using different theoretical models\textsuperscript{96–98,101,102,208}. It is difficult to be certain of the best description of the non-linear behaviour of these 1-D nanostructures due to complexities in structure\textsuperscript{209}. The simple SCLC conduction model was able to explain qualitatively the conduction of these nanowires due to high resistance attributed to depleted charge carriers\textsuperscript{103}.

![Figure 4.4](image)

**Figure 4.4** Shows the I-V curves of (a) CdS/DNA and (b) CdZnS\textsubscript{2}/DNA nanowire network aligned on a platinum on silicon microfabricated electrode at different temperatures over a temperature range of 283 to 363 K.

Even though the I-V curves were generally non-ohmic in nature, at very low voltage the dependence of the current to voltage was fairly linear. The conductance of the nanowires at different temperature was therefore extracted from the slopes of the linear portion of the curves. The plot of conductance of CdS/DNA nanowire aligned on micro electrodes at different temperature is presented in figure 4.5. The plot shows a general increase in conductance of the nanowire with increasing temperature. Figure 4.5(b) & (d) showed the conductance against temperature at temperatures below 340 K. The increase in conductance with temperature was gradual and consistent at temperatures below 340 K. However, at temperatures above 340 K, there was significant change in the conductance with temperature and this might be due to change in mechanism of conduction. The change in mechanism could be as a result of fusion of the “nanogaps”
between the templated materials as a result of sintering or increase in the kinetic energy of the electrons and hence reduced coulomb blockade\textsuperscript{97}. The temperature dependence of these nanowires like any other semiconductor is also governed by trap distribution. An increase in temperature leads to increased number of space charges in the conduction band\textsuperscript{106}.

**Figure 4.5** The plot of conductance of CdS/DNA and CdZnS\textsubscript{2}/DNA (a & c) nanowire aligned on a platinum on silicon microfabricated electrode at different temperature. (b & d) Conductance of the nanowires at low temperatures showing a more gradual response.

The different temperature I-V measurement was also used to extract the activation energy barrier for a temperature range of 283K to 363K at an applied voltage of 0.2 V. This was done by extracting the conductance from the slope at low bias from the temperature range between 283K and 363K. The conductance obtained from the slope of the curves (at low voltage) at different temperature was fitted into the Arrhenius model equation $\ln G = \ln G_0 - \left(\frac{T_0}{T}\right)^D$, by plotting $\ln G$ against $\frac{1}{T}$. The plot showed a fairly straight line confirming an Arrhenius like behavior (D~1). The slope of this plot was used to extract the activation energy barrier as previously done in literature\textsuperscript{210–212}. The activation energy was calculated by extracting the slope of the plots (-To) in figure
4.6 and multiplying it to -R (universal gas constant) since the plot is showing Arrhenius behaviour with D~1. The activation barrier energy of the CdS/DNA and CdZnS$_2$/DNA nanowire network were calculated to be 57.4 kJ mol$^{-1}$ (0.60 eV) and 68.4 kJ mol$^{-1}$ (0.71 eV) respectively. These values are roughly consistent with a Schottky barrier at the Pt/NW interface.

Figure 4.6 Arrhenius plot of the conductance of (a) CdS/DNA and (b) CdZnS$_2$/DNA nanowire aligned on platinum microelectrode.

4.2.1.2 Impedance measurement

Impedance measurements were performed to determine the electrical properties of the DNA templated metal sulfide nanowires and to assess the contribution of contact resistance to the devices. Impedance is an important method that can be used to determine the contact and bulk resistances separately. Devices were prepared for impedance spectra by carefully aligning the DNA templated nanowires between the platinum micro-band fingers by molecular combing and allowing to dry in air to bridge the gap on the electrodes. The contact resistance and nanowire resistance of the device was determined by analysing the curve of the impedance spectrum. First, the theory of impedance spectroscopy is reviewed and then the equivalent circuit used to analyse the data is described.

The impedance $Z$ of a simple resistor is given by Ohm’s law; where $E$ is the applied potential and $i$ the current passing through the system is equal to resistance $R$.

$$Z = \frac{E}{i} = R$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)
The concept of impedance is a generalization of resistance that applies also to capacitive circuit elements. The amount of electric charge $Q$, transported in such a circuit is given by

$$Q = CE$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

Where $C$ is the capacitance of the circuit and $E$ the applied potential. Differentiating equation (4.4) and substituting $\frac{\delta Q}{\delta t} = i$, we have;

$$i = C\frac{\delta E}{\delta t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

Given that the applied ac potential of a capacitor is given as $E = E_0 e^{j\omega t}$, then $\frac{\delta E}{\delta t} = j\omega E_0 e^{j\omega t} = j\omega E$ and substituting in equation (4.5) allows the determination of the ratio $E/i$ for a capacitor;

$$i = j\omega CE \text{ Or } Z = \frac{E}{i} = \frac{1}{j\omega C} = -\frac{j}{\omega C}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

Where $E_0$ is amplitude and $E$ is the potential at time $t$, $\omega$ the radial frequency $j = \sqrt{-1}$ and $e^{j\omega t} = \cos \omega t + \sin \omega t$

In the impedance measurement experiment, an ac potential $E = E_0 \sin \omega t$ was applied and the resulting alternating current which comprised sine and cosine components was measured. The results of impedance measurement was reported in the form of $Z = Z' - jZ''$ where $Z'$ and $Z''$ are known as the real and imaginary part of the impedance. A pure resistor has only a real part $Z = Z'$ as shown in equation (4.3) while a pure capacitor has only the imaginary part $Z'' = \frac{1}{\omega C}$ as shown in equation (4.6). The total impedance was then calculated by combining the components according to same rules as for normal resistors. Impedances in series were added while the reciprocals of impedances in parallel were also added. The equivalent circuit for the two terminal device can be represented as shown in figure 4.7.

If we assume that the impedance for the interface on the left is $Z_{int}$, then the contact resistance ($R_c$) and the interfacial capacitance $C$ are in parallel combination representing the fact that high frequency currents will pass mainly through the capacitance, but at low frequencies the current will pass mainly through the contact resistance;
Figure 4.7 Equivalent circuit of the Pt/NW/Pt device showing parallel combination of contact resistors ($R_c$) and impedance (C) in series with the bulk nanowire resistance ($R_b$).

\[
\frac{1}{Z_{\text{int}}} = \frac{1}{R_c} + j\omega C = \frac{1 + j\omega CR_c}{R_c}
\]  

(4.7)

Equation (4.7) was inverted, then we had:

\[
Z_{\text{int}} = \frac{R_c}{1 + j\omega CR_c}
\]  

(4.8)

Since the instrument plotted the data for real and imaginary parts, then the equation was written in the form of $Z = Z' - jZ''$. The next thing done was to multiply equation (4.8) by $1 = \frac{1 - j\omega CR_c}{1 - j\omega CR_c}$ and keeping in mind that $j^2 = -1$. We have,

\[
Z_{\text{int}} = \frac{R_c(1 - j\omega CR_c)}{1 + \omega^2 C^2 R_c^2}
\]  

(4.9)

The total impedance for the equivalent circuit as shown in the figure 4.7 was achieved by multiplying $Z_{\text{int}}$ by 2 so as to account for the right hand interface and the nanowire resistance was added because it was in series with the interfaces.

\[
Z_{\text{int}} = R_b + \frac{2R_c}{1 + \omega^2 C^2 R_c^2} - j\frac{2\omega CR_c^2}{1 + \omega^2 C^2 R_c^2}
\]  

(4.10)

Comparing equation (4.10) to the equation form $Z = Z' - jZ''$, we can clearly see that;

$Z' = R_b + \frac{2R_c}{1 + \omega^2 C^2 R_c^2}$ and $Z'' = \frac{2\omega CR_c^2}{1 + \omega^2 C^2 R_c^2}$

The instrument measured and plotted $Z''$ on the y-axis and $Z'$ on the x-axis with different point for different values of the frequency in Hz. Scheme 4.1 shows a typical Nyquist plot showing how contact and nanowire resistance was extracted.
Scheme 4.1 A typical Nyquist plot showing how contact and nanowire resistance can be calculated. Note: $R_c$ contact resistance and $R_b$ nanowire resistance.

It can be observed from equation (4.10) that as $\omega CR_c \to 0$ or $\omega CR_c \to \infty$, the imaginary impedance $Z'' \to 0$. The real part of the impedance became $Z' = R_b + 2R_c$ as $\omega CR_c \to \infty$ and $Z' = R_b$ as $\omega CR_c \to 0$.

From the scheme, it was deduce that $R_b$ is the axis intercept at high frequency while $R_c$ is the radius of the semi-circle. The capacitance $C$ can also be determined using the fact that the maximum of $Z''$ is at $\omega CR_c = 1$. Figure 4.8 shows the impedance spectrum of the different DNA templated metal sulfide nanowires aligned on micro-fabricated platinum on silicon electrodes.
Figure 4.8 Shows the impedance spectrum of DNA templated (a) CdS/DNA (b) CdZnS$_2$/DNA (c) ZnS/DNA nanowires aligned on micro-fabricated platinum on silicon electrodes.

From the Figure 4.8 above, the nanowire resistance was obtained by extrapolating the left hand side of the semicircle to the x-axis. It is clear immediately from the figures that the contact resistance dominates the impedance of these devices because the real axis intercept at high frequency is negligible compared to the radius of the semicircle. The summary of the nanowire and contact resistance for the different type of metal sulfide synthesized at various electrode separations is shown in table 4.1. The separation was achieved by contacting electrodes 1&2, 1&3 and 1&4 which corresponds to 20 µm, 40 µm and 60 µm respectively because the separation between the electrodes is 20 µm as measured from the centre of each electrode (image of the electrode is shown in figure 4.9).
Table 4.1 Summary of the nanowire and contact resistance for the different type of metal sulfide synthesized at various electrode separations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrode spacing</th>
<th>Nanowire resistance ($R_w$) (Ω)</th>
<th>Contact resistance ($R_c$) (Ω)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 µm</td>
<td>40 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdS/DNA</td>
<td>1.81 E05</td>
<td>2.41 E05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdZnS/DNA</td>
<td>3.44 E05</td>
<td>4.72 E05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnS/DNA</td>
<td>1.55 E05</td>
<td>2.08 E05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results showed that there is a general increase in nanowire bulk resistance with increase in separation of the electrodes, as expected although some deviations from expected behaviour was also seen in few cases. The deviation might be due to uneven distribution of the nanowires across the electrode or the variation in coating along the nanowires. A resistance anomaly in 1D nanowires has also been reported in previous research, where there is reduction in the nanowire resistance with increase in length\textsuperscript{213–215}. This was attributed to the presence of high density electron accumulation layer on the surface of the nanowires\textsuperscript{216}. The results also indicated a high contact resistance compared with the nanowire resistance. The total resistance for all the synthesized nanowires fall within the same range with just a slight difference. The result was based on the assumption that same amount of nanowires are deposited per drop and the alignment are uniform for all the fabricated devices. This might not necessary be true as same devices fabricated at different times even with same batch of sample shows slight difference in the contact resistance and nanowire resistance.

4.2.1.3 Transient current measurement

The transient current measurement was also carried out to determine the conductivity of the synthesized nanowire by measuring the change in conductance of the nanowire with length. The method can also be used to determine the separate contribution of contact resistance and the nanowire resistance to the overall resistance of the two terminal device. The data obtained is similar to that from impedance, except that it is restricted to small amplitude applied voltage biases.
The current-time transient for the two terminal devices were determined by coating the platinum micro-band electrode with the DNA templated nanowires (NWs). This was done by carefully aligning the DNA templated nanowires between the platinum micro-band fingers by molecular combing to make the device.

The two contact electrode device was represented as Pt/NWs/Pt where / indicates the junction between the platinum (Pt) micro-band electrodes on the silicon chip and the network of nanowire film. When potential $E$ was applied between the two electrodes, current flow from one platinum electrode through the network and then back to the other Pt electrode. Two kinds of current are observed during the process. The first type was the current that involves electron transport from the metal into the nanowire network and flowing through the nanowire film and then out through the other metal electrode. The size of the current was dependent on the applied potential and the three resistances; the resistance of the nanowire film between the two electrodes ($R_b$) and the two contact resistance between the Pt/Nws and Nws/Pt interface. The interface resistance was represented as $R_c$ and is based on the assumption that the two interfaces are symmetrical and have same contact resistance.

The second type of current that can flow through the device was due to accumulated charges at or near the Pt/NW and NW/Pt interfaces on either side of the electrode and doesn’t necessarily involve electrons flowing through the whole device, crossing from the metal into the nanowire and flowing in the film. This type of current is referred to as charging current or capacitive current. The current only flows through the device in response to applied voltage while the ions/electron adjust their positions. The amount of electric charge $Q$ that is transported during the process is proportional to the applied voltage $E$.

$$Q = CE$$

(4.11)

Where $C$ is the proportionality constant called capacitance. It indicates the amount of charge that accumulated at the interface at a given applied voltage. Figure 4.9 shows the electrical equivalent circuit of the Pt/NW/Pt device.
Figure 4.9 (a) Shows the electrode used for electrical measurements. (b) Image showing how the nanowires were aligned on the micro-fabricated platinum on silicon electrode. The electrode part were the nanowires are deposited (yellow square) consist of four platinum ‘micro-fingers’ (width 10 μm, length 2 mm).

The current flowing through the nanowire film and the Pt/NW interface (resistor, R) was proportional to the applied potential (Ohm’s law) at low potential. The current that flow with change in the applied potential from 0 to E was calculated using Ohm’s law because current is expressed as the rate of change of charge \( \frac{\delta Q}{\delta t} \). The total potential, \( E \), applied across the whole set up was divided between the capacitance at the Pt/NW (\( E_C \)) interface and the NW film. This can be written as

\[
E = E_C + E_R
\]  
\[ (4.12) \]

Applying equation (4.11) for the potential across the capacitor, \( E_C \) and Ohm’s law for the potential across the NW, \( E_R \) we get:

\[
E = \frac{Q}{C} + iR_b
\]  
\[ (4.13) \]

Differentiating with respect to time \( t \), we get

\[
\frac{\delta E}{\delta t} = \frac{i_C}{C} + R_b \frac{\delta i}{\delta t} = 0
\]  
\[ (4.14) \]

Where \( i_C \) is the current passing through the capacitor and \( E \) is a constant. \( i \) is the total current passing through the circuit but is not equal to \( i_C \) because some current passes through the contact resistance \( R_c \) and the rest through the capacitor \( (i_C) \). Note that the value of \( R_c \) considered here is the combined value for the two interfaces, assumed identical. The amount of current passing through the contact resistance was expressed using Ohm’s law as the potential across the capacitor divided by the contact resistance. The total current was then expressed as
\[ i = \frac{E}{R_c} + i_c = \frac{Q}{R_c} + i_c \]  

(4.15)

But substituting equation (4.11) into equation (4.15), we get

\[ i = \frac{E - iR_b}{R_c} + i_c \]  

(4.16)

Eliminating \( i_c \) between equations (4.14) and (4.16), we obtain an equation relating only the measured \( i \) and the control \( E \) variables:

\[ R_b C \frac{\partial i}{\partial t} + i \left( 1 + \frac{R_b}{R_c} \right) = \frac{E}{R_c} \]  

(4.17)

Solving and rearranging equation (4.17), we get;

\[ i = \frac{E - iR_b}{R_b R_b + R_c} e^{-t/\tau} + \frac{E}{R_b + R_c} \]  

(4.18)

\[ \tau^{-1} = \frac{1}{C} \left( \frac{1}{R_b} + \frac{1}{R_c} \right) \]  

(4.19)

At \( t = 0 \), no current flows through the contact resistance (equivalent to the high frequency limit of the impedance experiment) and \( R_b = E/i \), the nanowire resistance. The steady state current \( i_{ss} \) is achieved when \( t/\tau \to \infty \), the equation then reduced to Ohm’s law with the resistance equal to sum of nanowire and contact resistance.

\[ i_{ss} = \frac{E}{R_b + R_c} \]  

(4.20)

The values of \( R_b \) and \( R_c \) was determined separately by varying \( R_b \) while keeping the \( R_c \) constant. In our case, \( R_b \) was varied by increasing the distance between the electrodes because resistance varies linearly with distance. This was achieved by contacting electrodes 1&2, 1&3 and 1&4 which corresponds to 20 µm, 40 µm and 60 µm respectively because the separation between the electrodes is 20 µm as measured from the centre of each electrode.
Using the equations above, the transient current of CdS/DNA templated nanowire was measured at different voltages and the result presented in table 4.2. The results were obtained by applying a potential between the electrodes connected to the computer via a potentiostat and measuring the transient current with time using PS trace (4.8) software. The transient current and the steady state current increases with increasing voltage. The total resistance decreases with increasing voltage. The nanowire resistance and the contact resistance were also calculated and presented as shown in table 4.2. The nanowire resistance were higher than the contact resistance at lower voltage while the converse is the case at higher voltage. Note that the difference between the nanowire resistances obtained in this measurement and those obtained by impedance (table 4.1) are due to the difference in applied voltages: the impedance measurement employs much smaller applied biases in the linear region of the I-V characteristics of figure 4.2, whereas the transient current measurements used applied voltages >1 V in the non-linear region of figure 4.2.
Table 4.2 Transient current measurement data for CdS/DNA templated nanowire measured at different voltages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D/µm</th>
<th>I_{to}/nA</th>
<th>I_{ss}/nA</th>
<th>I_{trans}/nA</th>
<th>E/V</th>
<th>R_{t,v}/GΩ</th>
<th>R_{b}/GΩ</th>
<th>R_{c}/GΩ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Where \((R_{t,v} = R_b + 2R_c)\), \(R_b\) (nanowire resistance) and \(R_c\) (contact resistance).

Using the calculated total resistance \(R_{t,v}\) reported in table 4.2 and plotting it against electrode separation \((d)\), the resistance per unit length can be calculated. The plot of the transient current with time at different voltages at steady state against the electrode separation is presented in figure 4.11. The size of this current is dependent on the applied potential and three resistances; the resistance of the DNA templated nanowire films between the electrodes \(R_b\) and the contact resistance which is located at the Pt/NW interface and NW/Pt interface \(R_c\). Based on the assumption that the interfaces are symmetrical and that the amount of material aligned on both interface are same, then the contact resistance at both interfaces are same.
At steady state, the contact and nanowire resistance are related to the current by equation (4.20). The plot was roughly a straight line which was then extrapolated to the zero separation to give the intercept on the y-axis which is the contact resistance \( R_c \). The average contact resistance at 3V, 4V and 5V are 23.3 MΩ, 73.3 MΩ and 103 MΩ respectively. The slope of the straight lines at the different voltages gives the average nanowire network resistance \( R_b \) per unit length. The resistance per unit length obtained for the DNA templated nanowire at 3V, 4V and 5V are 9.5 MΩ cm\(^{-1}\), 5.3 MΩ cm\(^{-1}\) and 3.3 MΩ cm\(^{-1}\) respectively.

The results for transient current of CdZnS\(_2\)/DNA templated nanowire measured at different voltages obtained by applying a potential between the electrodes connected to the computer via a potentiostat and measurement done using PS trace (4.8) software is presented in table 4.3. The current tunnelling through the nanowire network from left to right across the electrode was increasing with increased voltage. The total resistance of the device decreased with increasing voltage. The nanowire resistance and the contact resistance were also calculated at steady state and presented in table 5.3. Both the nanowire and contact resistance also decreased with increasing voltage.
Table 4.3 Transient current measurement data for DNA/CdZnS2 templated nanowires at different voltages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D/μm</th>
<th>I_{ox}/nA</th>
<th>I_{sw}/nA</th>
<th>I_{trans}/nA</th>
<th>E/V</th>
<th>R_{Y}/GΩ</th>
<th>R_{c}/GΩ</th>
<th>R_{j}/GΩ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>4.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>4.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.12 The plot of total resistance at different voltages at steady state of the CdZnS_{2}/DNA nanowire aligned on platinum on silicon microfabricated electrode.

The average contact resistance at 4V and 5V were calculated by extrapolating the plot to y-axis to be 304 MΩ and 181 MΩ respectively. The average nanowire resistance
per unit length determined from the slope of the plot is 5.8 MΩ cm\(^{-1}\) and 5.3 MΩ cm\(^{-1}\) for 4V and 5V respectively.

The transient current results for ZnS/DNA templated nanowire measured at different voltages were also obtained presented in table 4.4. As the voltage was increased, the current passing through nanowires was increasing and the resultant total resistance of the nanowires decreased. The nanowire and contact resistance were separately calculated as shown in table 4.4 and it showed that the contact resistance was predominantly higher than the nanowire resistance.

**Table 4.4** Transient current measurement data for DNA/ZnS templated nanowires at different voltages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D/µm</th>
<th>(I_{0f}/nA)</th>
<th>(I_{f}/µA)</th>
<th>(I_{sens}/µA)</th>
<th>E/V</th>
<th>(R_{w}/GΩ)</th>
<th>(R_b/GΩ)</th>
<th>(R_c/GΩ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>118.4</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>333.6</td>
<td>174.6</td>
<td>159.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>607.4</td>
<td>307.3</td>
<td>300.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>115.1</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>321.3</td>
<td>153.1</td>
<td>168.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>574.2</td>
<td>248.6</td>
<td>325.6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.2.2 Sensing results**

The synthesised DNA templated nanowires was aligned on a micro-fabricated platinum on silicon electrode by molecular combing to determine their response to different volatile organic compounds (VOCs). The response of the fabricated sensor was determined by passing the various analyte over the sensor by use of mass flow controller (MFC) controlled by a Brooks Smart Interface (model 0260, Brookes) and a computer. The response was measured as change in conductance between zero air
and the various gaseous analytes. In order to ensure that the zero air serves effectively as background with uniform current throughout the experiment, zero air was passed over the electrode for about 15 minutes to ensure that the sample on the electrode stabilised. This was done in order to reduce the large change in current of zero air at the beginning of the experiment due to presence of atmospheric air. The line for the change in current becomes fairly smooth when the sample has equilibrated and stabilised as shown in figure 4.13.

![Plot showing the equilibration and stabilisation curve of zero air over the DNA templated metal sulfide nanowire sensors.](image)

**Figure 4.13** Plot showing the equilibration and stabilisation curve of zero air over the DNA templated metal sulfide nanowire sensors.

### 4.2.2.1 Response transient of CdS/DNA Nanowire

The transient response curve for three cycle of different organic vapour exposed to CdS/DNA and CdZnS$_2$/DNA nanowire sensor were studied. The exposure was done at fixed voltage of 5V at organic vapour concentration of 1.3 mM (calculation of the organic vapour concentration percent is shown in appendix C). The transient response curve was obtained by passing Zero air over the aligned nanowire on the electrode for some time to attain stability in the response before passing the organic vapour. The various organic vapours were then passed over the nanowire sensor so as to obtain the response before passing the zero air again. The process was repeated all over again to obtain as much as three cycles. The response is reported as the fractional change in current upon exposure to the analyte:

$$Response = \frac{i - i_o}{i_o}$$

(4.21)
Ethanol vapour showed the highest response and therefore the response transient has been presented in figure 4.14. The templated nanowire gas sensor showed a consistent reversible response to ethanol vapour with a maximum response of about 139% and 1000% to CdS/DNA and CdZnS₂/DNA respectively. The maximum response of ethanol vapour to ZnS/DNA was found to be 47% (appendix C). The CdZnS₂/DNA sensor has shown an enhanced response compared to those of CdS/DNA and ZnS/DNA. The high response of the nanowire sensors to ethanol vapour with reversible properties indicates that the templated nanowires has a potential to make a good gas sensor in practical application.

![Figure 4.14 Response transient curve of (a) CdS/DNA (b) CdZnS₂/DNA micro-electrode fabricated nanowire sensor with ethanol vapour at room temperature at constant concentration of 1.3 mM.](image)

The transient response curve was also used to determine the response and recovery time of the CdS/DNA, CdZnS₂/DNA and ZnS/DNA nanowire gas sensor. The response time which is the time required for the current response of the templated nanowire to attain at least 90% of the maximum saturation point of the sensor on exposure to the ethanol vapour. The recovery time is the time required for the current response of the templated nanowire sensor to decrease to at least 10% of the initial maximum response of the gas sensor. The response and recovery times of the templated nanowire gas sensors were calculated using the equations response time = time for the current to reach 90% of maximum and recovery time = time for current to recover within 10% of background. The response and recovery time were determined to be 35 s and 10 s for CdS/DNA, 30 s and 15 s for CdZnS₂/DNA and 120 s and 40 s for ZnS/DNA (appendix C). The DNA templated metal sulfide nanowire gas sensor showed a generally good response and recovery time especially for room temperature
gas sensing. The CdZnS$_2$/DNA sensor has shown an enhanced response and recovery time compared to those of CdS/DNA and ZnS/DNA. The reason for such enhanced response has been explained based on the difference in the potential barrier formed at the NW-NW junction and the depletion layer region (see scheme 5.2) of the different metal sulfides$^{217}$. Detail of the response mechanism of the different nanowires were explained in section 5.2.4.

**Figure 4.15** Response time and recovery time of (a) DNA templated CdS (b) CdZnS$_2$/DNA microelectrode fabricated nanowire sensor with ethanol Vapour at room temperature.

### 4.2.2.2 Sensitivity of the DNA templated nanowires

The sensitivity of the CdS/DNA, CdZnS$_2$/DNA and ZnS/DNA templated nanowires against various volatile organic compounds (VOCs) were studied in the laboratory using a two probe conductance measurement set-up. VOCs such as ethanol, acetone, hexane and chloroform were used at different mole ratios to determine the sensitivity and selectivity of the device. Figure 4.17 and 4.19 show the dynamic response and recovery curves of the microfabricated CdS/DNA and CdZnS$_2$/DNA sensors respectively towards different concentrations of ethanol.

The amount of analyte channelled to the sensor were obtained by mixing different volumes of the organic vapour with zero air. The zero air was used for generating the vapour and as carrier for the vapour. The mixing of zero air and the generated vapour from the dreschel bottle leads to reduction in the partial pressure of the resulting mixture of the saturated vapour of the VOCs. The equation below was used in calculating the partial pressure of the organic vapour in the mixture.
\[ p = P^* \frac{V_v}{V_v + V_{air}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.22)

Where \( p \) = partial pressure of the organic vapour in the mixture, \( P^* = \) saturated vapour pressure of the organic vapour in question as obtained from AIST database at the laboratory temperature. \( V_v = \) volume of the organic vapour in the mixture while \( V_{air} = \) volume of the zero air in the mixture. The equation above can be used to calculate the exact partial pressure of the organic vapour getting to the sensor from the flow rate of the zero air and that from the dreschel bottle.

The result shows a good sensing response of these nanowires to the measured analyte. The response at fixed volume of zero air increased with increasing mixing ratio of the vapour (\( p/P^* \)) from 0.5 to 0.83 due to more organic vapour adsorbing. These results suggest that CdS/DNA nanowire showed good sensing performance and good reversibility to the various concentration of the VOCs vapour. The fast response and good sensitivity of the sensors might be due to the 1D structures of the DNA templated nanowires which showed high length-to-diameter and surface-to-volume ratio\(^{218,219}\). 1D nanostructures has also been reported to show good response because it facilitate the migration of gas molecules around their interaction region\(^ {220} \). The sensitivity of the synthesized DNA templated nanowires were expressed in terms of the current of the sensor in air (\( I_a \)) and in the presence of ethanol vapour (\( I_g \)) using the equation (4.23).

\[ S = \frac{\Delta I}{I_a} = \frac{I_g - I_a}{I_a} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.23)

The correlation between the sensitivity of the CdS/DNA nanowire towards ethanol, chloroform, acetone and hexane at different concentration is presented in figure 4.21. The amount of analyte in the mixing ratio was converted to concentration using the ideal gas equation as shown in the appendix C. Different sensing response were exhibited for the various VOCs at the given concentrations. Even though the saturated vapour pressure of these gases are different at the measured temperatures given rise to different concentrations, ethanol has showed the highest response even at lower concentration compared to the other VOCs.
Figure 4.16 A dynamic curve of sensitivity against time plot of ethanol on the microfabricated CdS/DNA nanowire gas sensor at different partial pressures (p/P*). Note; P* is the saturated vapour pressure.

Figure 4.17 Shows the change in the sensitivity of ethanol on CdS/DNA nanowire gas sensor at different partial pressures.

The doping of the CdS/DNA with Zn has shown improved sensitivity of the nanowire sensor. This might be due to increase in carrier content and enhanced oxygen absorption process in the nanowire\textsuperscript{217}. High response of CdS nanowire sensor was previously reported due to enhancement of oxygen absorption process ascribed to doping with Zn\textsuperscript{217,221}. The dynamic curve of sensitivity against time plot of ethanol on
the microfabricated CdZnS$_2$/DNA nanowire gas sensor at different mole ratio was obtained and presented in figure 4.18.

![Figure 4.18](image1.png)

**Figure 4.18** A dynamic curve of sensitivity against time plot of ethanol on the microfabricated CdZnS$_2$/DNA nanowire gas sensor at different partial pressures.

![Figure 4.19](image2.png)

**Figure 4.19** Shows the change in the sensitivity of ethanol on CdZnS$_2$/DNA nanowire gas sensor at different partial pressures.

A plot of sensitivity against mole ratio was done in order to determine the relationship between sensitivity of ethanol with changing mole ratio. Figures 5.17 and 4.19 showed the change in sensitivity of ethanol on CdS/DNA and CdZnS$_2$/DNA nanowire gas sensor at different mole ratio. The plot showed a gradual increase in sensitivity with
increasing mole ratio. This implies that as the concentration of the analyte increase, the sensitivity increases as well.

The sensitivity of the different VOCs (ethanol, chloroform, acetone and hexane) were plotted against concentration in order to show which analyte exhibited better performance. Figure 4.20 showed sensitivity against concentration of ethanol, chloroform acetone and hexane on the microfabricated CdS/DNA nanowire sensor. It can be seen from the figure that ethanol showed higher response than any of the analyte, followed by chloroform, acetone and hexane. Figure 4.20 showed sensitivity against concentration of ethanol, chloroform, acetone and hexane on the microfabricated CdZnS\(_2\)/DNA nanowire sensor. The CdZnS\(_2\)/DNA nanowire also showed higher response to ethanol as compared with the other VOCs. The doping also enhanced the response of acetone making it show a larger response than chloroform as seen in the case of CdS/DNA. The difference in the sensitivity for the room temperature sensing with DNA templated metal sulfide nanowires to the different VOCs studied might be due to their difference in dielectric constant and dipole moment\(^2\). Table 4.5 shows the dielectric constant and dipole moment of the various analytes tested.

**Table 4.5** Dielectric constant and dipole moment of the various analyte tested\(^2\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyte</th>
<th>Dielectric constant</th>
<th>Dipole moment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetone</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloroform</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexane</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The higher response of ethanol might be due to the presence of the OH group which makes it form hydrogen bond with the metal sulfide\(^2\). The higher dielectric constant of ethanol also makes it more reactive towards the ionized oxygen species on the nanowire surface and thereby inducing higher variation in conductivity of the nanowires due to change in carrier density\(^2\). The higher ability of an organic molecule to react with oxygen specie has also been reported to facilitate a higher response of nanowires to VOCs\(^2\). The sensitivity of ZnS/DNA nanowire was not discussed in detailed here because it showed very low sensitivity to ethanol and acetone but none to chloroform and hexane at the concentration used for the experiment.
Figure 4.20 Sensitivity against concentration of (a) ethanol (b) chloroform (c) acetone (d) hexane on the microfabricated CdS/DNA nanowire sensor.

Figure 4.21 Sensitivity against concentration of (a) ethanol (b) chloroform (c) acetone (d) hexane on the microfabricated CdZnS\textsubscript{2}/DNA nanowire sensor.
In order to determine the type of interaction between the DNA templated metal sulfide nanowires with the different VOCs, we plotted the slope of sensitivity of the nanowires vs concentration against the dielectric constant of the analytes. Figure 4.22 shows the graph of slope of sensitivity of the nanowires vs concentration against the dielectric constant of the analytes of CdS/DNA and CdZnS₂/DNA.

![Graph showing slope of sensitivity vs dielectric constant for CdS/DNA and CdZnS₂/DNA](image)

Figure 4.22 Shows the graph of slope of sensitivity of the nanowires vs concentration against the dielectric constant of the analytes of (a) CdS/DNA and (b) CdZnS₂/DNA.

The absence of an obvious trend with dielectric constant suggests that the interaction of the analyte with the nanowire is some kind of specific chemical interaction rather than a simple electrostatic one. The high response of CdS/DNA and CdZnS₂/DNA nanowire gas sensor to ethanol vapour also indicates a special kind of interaction of the hydroxyl group in the ethanol with the metal sulfides.

The effect of change in flow rate on the response of the CdS/DNA and CdZnS₂/DNA nanowire sensor was also studied by increasing the amount of zero air and analyte in the ratio of 1:1 but keeping the partial pressure constant. The plot of sensitivity of the nanowire sensors against total flow rate of ethanol vapour at constant partial pressure is presented in figure 4.23 and 4.24. Figure 4.23 and 4.24 show that the devices respond to flow rate as well as partial pressure of the analyte. In these experiments the analyte: air ratio is fixed and therefore the partial pressure of the analyte is fixed. However it is clear that increasing flow rate causes a small decrease in device response. This is likely to be a local cooling effect as the higher flow rate causes the nanowires to cool by increasing the rate at which adsorbed gas molecules are removed – an endothermic process.
Figure 4.23 The plot of sensitivity of CdS/DNA nanowire sensor against total flow rate of ethanol vapour at constant partial pressure of 3.09 kPa at room temperature (21°C).

Figure 4.24 The plot of sensitivity of CdZnS2/DNA nanowire sensor against total flow rate of ethanol vapour at constant partial pressure of 2.58 kPa at room temperature (18°C).

4.2.2.3 Effect of temperature on the gas sensors

The effect of change in temperature on the sensitivity of the device is particularly important because it gives an idea how the device will respond to the varying temperatures. For a device to have practical application, it has to withstand different temperatures\textsuperscript{226}. In addition it allows some deduction to be made about the nature of
the sensing mechanism. The temperature response of the synthesised metal sulfides nanowire sensors at different temperatures has been studied and presented here. The temperature dependence was studied at the temperatures 293, 298, 303, 308 to 313K. Figure 4.25 showed the sensitivity of the CdS/DNA sensor as a function of temperature. It can be seen that the response of the sensor decreased with increasing temperature from ~18.84 at 293 K to ~0.03 313K. The sensitivity of the CdZnS$_2$/DNA at different temperature was also obtained and presented in figure 4.26. The response was also observed to be decreasing with increasing temperature. The significant jump in the sensitivity between 293 and 298 K might be due to change in sensing mechanism.

We propose that the sensing mechanism is due to an adsorption process$^{114}$. Given that the device operates at room temperature, it is unlikely that the mechanism is based on direct injection of electrons from the analyte to the conduction band of the semiconductor as in metal oxide sensors$^6,11$. Oxygen molecules can adsorb at the semiconductor surface in air; these will act as traps for electrons in the conduction band that approach the semiconductor surface. Since most metal sulfides prepared by precipitation reactions are n-type materials, the presence of such electron traps reduces the conductivity. Analyte molecules which preferentially adsorb can displace oxygen and release additional charge carriers into the conduction band. However, a small change in temperature can lead to a large change in response. This response becomes less as the temperature increases because the amount of adsorbed ethanol on the surface of the nanowire decreases at the elevated temperature as long as the adsorption is an exothermic process. Simple adsorption of a gas at a solid will always be exothermic, but an exchange of one species for a second may be either exothermic or endothermic overall. Below we develop a simple model based on the assumption of an exothermic process.
Figure 4.25 shows the sensitivity of the CdS/DNA sensor as a function of temperature at constant concentration of ethanol vapour.

The sensitivity of the CdZnS$_2$/DNA nanowire sensor as a function of temperature at constant concentration of ethanol vapour.

The standard enthalpy change of the adsorption process of ethanol on the metal sulfide nanowire conductance based sensor has been explained using a simple model. This model used the Van’t Hoff equation to explain the temperature dependence of adsorption of the VOCs on the conductance of the templated nanowires and the Langmuir isotherm to compare the amount of the adsorbed gas to the signal.

During the experiment, the change in the conductance of the templated nanowire sensors when in contact with the VOCs were measured. The measured current was
then normalised and reported as a fractional change in conductance, $S$, because different devices can have different background conductance, $I_a$, due to variations in synthesis of the material, the extent of templating of the material, the electrode configuration, the amount of material deposited on the electrode. This process makes it possible to compare data acquired from different devices. The conductance change after exposure of the device to ethanol vapour, $\Delta I$, was then calculated and the normalised signal of the vapour was determined using the equation

$$S = \frac{\Delta I}{I_a} = \frac{I_g - I_a}{I_a}$$

(4.24)

Where $I_a$ is the current in the device when exposure to Zero air (background) and $I_g$ is the change in current after exposure to the analyte for long enough that the current reaches steady state.

The signal of the interaction of ethanol vapour with the sensor was then processed. This was done based on two assumptions. First, that only gas molecules which adsorb on the sensor can affect the current and second, that the signal is proportional to the amount adsorbed per unit area, $\Gamma$. This can be represented mathematically as;

$$S = \alpha \Gamma$$

(4.25)

Where $\alpha$ is a constant of proportionality and $\Gamma$ is the surface concentration or surface excess with SI unit of $\text{mol m}^{-2}$. The quantity $\Gamma$ was then related to the parameters that were controlled during experiment such as the partial pressure $p$ of the ethanol vapour. This was done by making assumptions about how gases adsorb on surfaces. In this case, we used the simplest adsorption model, the Langmuir isotherm. This model is based on three main assumptions (i) that all the sites available for adsorption on the surface are identical (ii) adsorption of gas molecule at a particular site has no influence on the prospect of another gas molecule adsorbing at a neighbouring site (iii) molecules can only adsorb on the surface to form a single molecular layer (monolayer) and stops at maximum surface coverage $\Gamma_m$. The surface coverage $\Gamma$ and the partial pressure $p$ of the ethanol vapour is related via equilibrium constant $K$ for the adsorption process by the Langmuir isotherm.

$$\frac{\Gamma}{\Gamma_m} = \frac{Kp}{1 + Kp}$$

(4.26)

Where $p$ is the partial pressure (measured in bar). The amount of gas molecules adsorbed increased with increasing pressure and $\Gamma$ increases until $Kp >> 1$ as $\Gamma \rightarrow \Gamma_m$. At extreme high pressure, the signal would stop changing because all the available
sites have been fully occupied. The relevant regime for sensing is at low pressures ($Kp << 1$) because $\Gamma \sim Kp \Gamma_m$ and the gas adsorbs to a different extent with change in pressure. For the condition $Kp << 1$, substituting equation (4.26) into equation (4.25), we got:

$$S = \alpha \Gamma = \alpha Kp \Gamma_m \quad (5.27)$$

The next thing was to consider the temperature dependence of the parameters in equation (4.27). The proportionality constant $\alpha$ was not dependent on temperature and $\Gamma_m$ which is the monolayer surface concentration was also not dependent on temperature because it was controlled by the maximum amount of molecules attached per unit surface area. The partial pressure $p$ was independent of the temperature because the total pressure of the gas during the experiment was always the atmospheric pressure (open system) and was controlled by the temperature of the Dreschel bottle. The partial pressure of the analyte was derived by multiplying the total pressure by the mole fraction of the analyte according to Dalton’s law. The vapour pressure in the Dreschel bottle controls the mole fraction which was normally done at room temperature. Therefore only the equilibrium constant $K$ that was dependent on the temperature. The equilibrium constant of reactions are strongly dependent on temperature$^{229,230}$. According to Le Chatelier’s principle, equilibrium constants shift with temperature because equilibrium of reactions adjust if heat is added or withdrawn from reactions by increasing or decreasing temperature. The relationship between the equilibrium constant and temperature is represented mathematically by the Van’t Hoff equation:

$$\frac{\delta \ln K}{\delta 1/T} = -\frac{\Delta H^\theta}{R} \quad (4.28)$$

Where $\Delta H^\theta$ is the standard enthalpy change during adsorption of gas molecules on the substrate at standard conditions (1 bar). Since $K$ was the only temperature dependent factor in equation (5.27), change in equilibrium constant is same as change in sensitivity $S$. Therefore, we can combine equation (5.27) and (5.28) as;

$$\frac{\delta \ln S}{\delta 1/T} = -\frac{\Delta H^\theta}{R} \quad (4.29)$$

Therefore $\ln S$ against $1/T$ (T in units of Kelvin) was plotted and present in figure 4.27 and figure 4.28 for CdS/DNA and CdZnS$_2$/DNA respectively. The data points was fitted
with the line of regression and the slope of the line was determined and was equal to \(- \frac{\Delta H^\theta}{R}\) where \(R = 8.314 \text{ J K}^{-1}\text{mol}^{-1}\) (universal gas constant).

**Figure 4.27** The plot of In S vs 1/T for ethanol on the CdS/DNA nanowire sensor.

**Figure 4.28** The plot of In S vs 1/T for ethanol on the CdZnS\(_2\)/DNA nanowire sensor.

The enthalpy of the adsorption process was calculated by multiplying the slope with the universal gas constant. The calculated enthalpy of adsorption (\(\Delta H^\theta\)) for ethanol on the CdS/DNA and CdZnS\(_2\)/DNA nanowire sensors were \(-244 \pm 35 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\) and \(-208 \pm 39 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\) respectively. The processes were exothermic reactions because \(\Delta H^\theta\) was negative. It therefore indicates an adsorption process. The reason was that adsorption always results in decrease in entropy of the system as the gas molecules lose their freedom of movement upon adsorption. If instead, it were proposed that the current
change was due to a chemical reaction involving injection of charge into the semiconductor, the signal would be more likely described by a kinetic equation such as Arrhenius law which gives a rate proportional to $\exp(-E/RT)$ and the signal would increase with increased temperature. Finally, the large magnitudes of $\Delta H^\theta$ are also consistent with the proposed adsorption-displacement mechanism.

**Figure 4.29** The response and recovery time of the CdS/DNA nanowire sensor as a function of temperature at constant concentration of ethanol vapour.

**Figure 4.30** The response and recovery time of the CdZnS$_2$/DNA nanowire sensor as a function of temperature at constant concentration of ethanol vapour.
The response and recovery time of the CdS/DNA and CdZnS$_2$/DNA nanowire sensor was determined and plotted against temperature to show the effect of elevated temperature on these nanowire gas sensors as presented in figure 4.29 and 4.30. It was observed that both the response and recovery time of both nanowire sensor decrease with temperature. The faster response time might be due to faster replacement of oxygen by ethanol i.e a kinetic effect. The easier desorption of the attached ethanol molecules on the nanowires at elevated temperature is likely also a kinetic effect and it clearly follows a similar temperature dependence.

**4.2.2.4 Sensing mechanism of DNA templated metal sulfide nanowire sensor**

Different mechanisms have been used to describe gas sensing using one dimensional metal sulfide nanostructures. The mechanism most times are dependent on the prevailing conditions at which the reactions occur such as elevated temperature or pressure. However, the basic sensing principle of any conductometric based metal sulfide gas sensor is the change of the relative conductance of the device when exposed to different analyte$^{114,231}$. In general, the modulation is attributed to charge transfer between the transducer (sensing element) and the analyte due to adsorption-desorption process$^{227,232,233}$. In order to make a very good sensor, it is therefore advantageous to make a device that can give a higher relative change in conductance when in contact with analyte. Hence, the need to synthesise properly coated DNA templated 1D metal sulfide nanowires with large surface to volume ratio.

The mechanism of sensing in metal sulfides is slightly different from that of metal oxides due to different catalytic process involved as a result of absence of oxygen in the crystal lattice of metal sulfides$^{158}$. The exposure of the metal sulfide nanowires under normal atmospheric condition can lead to adsorption of oxygen from ambient air on its surface. This lead to formation of different oxygen species such as O$^-$, O$^{2-}$, and O$_2$ as a result of capturing electrons from the conduction band of the metal sulfides leading to generation of potential barrier at the NW-NW junctions and depletion region at the nanowire surface$^{217}$. The formation of the oxygen species involves the conversion of the adsorbed oxygen to superoxide by abstracting electron from the conduction band of the metal sulfides. The capturing of another electron leads to the dissociation of the superoxide to form the other oxygen species as shown in the mechanism$^{234}$.
\[
O_2(gas) \rightarrow O_2(ads) \quad (1)
\]
\[
O_2(ads) + e^- \rightarrow O_2^-(ads) \quad (2)
\]
\[
O_2^-(ads) + e^- \rightarrow 2O^-(ads) \quad (3)
\]
\[
O^- (ads) + e^- \rightarrow O^2-(ads) \quad (4)
\]

The trapping of electron causes reduction in the electron density on the nanowire surfaces and causes depletion layer. The generated depletion regions on the nanowire result in formation of small size nanowires that are thinner than the usual original size due to a modified potential well ascribed to confined carriers. The oxygen species generated due to adsorption of oxygen also block the electron flow across the nanowire intersection due to the increased induced potential well which reduce electron tunnelling. It is worth noting that in the present experiments, the temperature is quite low (< 50°C) and therefore steps 3 & 4 in the reaction scheme are less plausible because they would require the breaking of the strong O-O bond in molecular oxygen. It has been reported that at room temperature, majority of the pre-adsorbed oxygen species are O\(^2-\) from DFT results.

The scheme showing the depletion layer caused is shown in scheme 5.2 (a), where \( \phi \) is the potential energy barrier at the crossing of the wires, EVB is the valence band maximum and ECB is the conduction band minimum. The size of the depletion layer differs for CdS/DNA, CdZnS\(_2\)/DNA and ZnS/DNA. This was also responsible for the difference in the sensitivity of the templated nanowires to the various VOCs. It has been reported that in n-type nanostructures, the width of the surface depletion is inversely proportional to the square root of electron concentration. The low conductance of the nanowires in air is as a result of formation of space charge areas on the nanowire surface and potential energy barriers at the NW-NW intersections.
Scheme 4. 2 Mechanism causing conductance change in a metal sulfide based gas sensor (a) the effect of the absorbed oxygen species on the tunnelling of electron across the nanowire network. (b) The variation of the depletion layer in the CdS/DNA, CdZnS₂/DNA and ZnS/DNA nanowires.

The second step involves interaction of the adsorbed oxygen species with the analyte. When a reducing gas or organic vapours such as ethanol, chloroform, hexane and acetone come in contact with the CdS/DNA, CdZnS₂/DNA and ZnS/DNA nanowire network, it leads to increase in the carrier concentration by releasing the trap electrons into the conduction band and hence increasing the conductivities of the nanowire sensors. Among the formed oxygen ion species, the O⁻ act as the best chemical oxidation centre for the catalytic oxidation of gases for easy detection. The reaction for catalytic oxidation of ethanol molecules on the surface of the nanowires is shown.

\[
\text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OH} + 6\text{O}^- \rightarrow 2\text{CO}_2 + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} + 6\text{e}^- \quad (5)
\]

The equation for acetone is represented as

\[
\text{CH}_3\text{COCH}_3 + 8\text{O}^- \rightarrow 2\text{CO}_2 + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} + 8\text{e}^- \quad (6)
\]

However, the oxidation of these VOC can only occur at very high temperature because the formation of the various oxygen species are temperature dependent. The O²⁻ is dominant at temperature above 300°C, O⁻ is prevalent at temperature range of 130-300 °C while the O²⁻ is the species present at temperatures below 130 °C. The absorb specie O²⁻ present was less reactive and therefore unlikely to catalyse the oxidation reaction. Previous studies has ascribed the sensitivity of these nanowire at room temperature to the high surface to volume ratio, the small grain size and the morphology of the nanowire sensors.
The mechanism in this case can be explained based on the interaction or displacement of the surface adsorbed molecular oxygen by the analyte and thereby releasing the trapped electrons into the conduction band of the metal sulfides. The interaction between molecules and the nanowire surfaces is actually caused by chemical hybridisation of their molecular orbitals or physical van der Waal interactions.

For example, ethanol interact with the absorbed oxygen and transfer charge to the nanowires by physically adsorbing on the nanowire surface. This occur due to reduction of the potential barrier energy and the space charge region which increases the conductance of the nanowire network. This occurs because ethanol is a reducing gas and therefore can inject electrons by interaction with nanowire gas sensors. This process has been summarized in scheme 4.3. The introduction of the zero air from the gas bottle as illustrated in scheme 4.3 leads to reduced conductance due to the trapping of electrons. The introduction of the ethanol gas leads to interaction and displacement of the adsorbed oxygen species. This leads to injection of more carrier into the nanowire and therefore the increase in the conductivity as shown in the response transient of the nanowires as shown in figure 4.14. As the flow of the ethanol gas is stopped, the reverse reaction (shown in scheme 4.3) is triggered and the conductance drop drastic as a result of oxygen displacing the adsorbed ethanol gas.

![Scheme 4.3](image)

**Scheme 4.3** Schematic illustration showing the adsorbed oxygen species on the nanowire surface (left side) and the displacement of the adsorbed oxygen by ethanol gas (right side).

The same mechanism of sensing is observed for hexane, acetone and chloroform because all are reducing gases/vapour. However, the sensitivity for the range of analyte is different due to difference in LUMO energies and polarity of the analyte.

### 4.2.2.5 Selectivity of DNA templated CdS Nanowires

The gas sensing selectivity is another important parameter used here to evaluate the sensing ability of the DNA templated metal sulfide nanowire sensor to show it
applicability in practical use. This property shows that when the sensor is exposed to multi-component analyte environment, it can precisely detect the target molecules\textsuperscript{217}. The selectivity of the DNA templated metal sulfides nanowires against various volatile organic vapours were studied in the laboratory using a two probe conductance measurement set-up. Various VOCs such as ethanol, acetone, hexane and chloroform were used at a fixed mole ratio (0.83) to determine their selectivity. The bar chart showing the selectivity of CdS/DNA nanowires to different volatile organic vapours at room temperature is shown in figure 4.31. It can be seen from the Figure 4.31 that the nanowire sensor showed different responses to the various VOCs. Ethanol vapour has exhibited the best response towards the templated CdS/DNA nanowire sensor compared to all the other vapours at room temperature. This was as a result of the different gases/VOCs having different energies of reaction on the surface of nanostructures\textsuperscript{111} such as the metal sulfides.

![Bar chart showing selectivity of DNA templated CdS Nanowires to different volatile organic vapours at room temperature.](image)

**Figure 4.31** Selectivity of DNA templated CdS Nanowires to different volatile organic vapours at room temperature.
Figure 4.32 Selectivity of DNA templated CdZnS\textsubscript{2} Nanowires to different volatile organic vapours at room temperature.

The bar chart showing the selectivity of CdZnS\textsubscript{2}/DNA nanowires to different volatile organic vapours at room temperature is shown in figure 4.32. The sensor showed highest response to ethanol. However, it showed better response to acetone than chloroform unlike the undoped CdS/DNA. This was caused by the doping with Zn ion which caused better depletion layer and also lowered the surface energy reaction towards acetone.

The selectivity coefficient (K) of ethanol vapour towards the nanowire sensor compared with other analyte is defined as\textsuperscript{111},

\[
K = \frac{S_{\text{ethanol}}}{S_X}
\]  

(4.30)

Where, \(S_{\text{ethanol}}\) and \(S_X\) are the sensitivities of the sensor towards ethanol vapour and other vapours. The calculated selectivity coefficient values for CdS/DNA and CdZnS\textsubscript{2}/DNA is presented in table 4.6. Higher value of \(K\) means the nanowire sensor has better tendency to differentiate the ethanol vapour among the mixture of other VOCs.
Table 4.6 K values of the nanowire sensor of CdS/DNA and CdZnS₂/DNA towards ethanol vapour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test vapour</th>
<th>Chloroform</th>
<th>Acetone</th>
<th>Hexane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CdS/DNA</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdZnS₂/DNA</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be clearly observed that the sensor produced from the nanowires showed different selectivity to the different reducing gases/vapour which can be attributed to different basis of interaction between the VOCs and the nanowire network. This may be ascribed to the difference in the LUMO energies of these analyte. The difference in response of a gas sensor to different VOCs has been reported in literature and attributed to the distinctions in their orbital energies\textsuperscript{239}. For instance, It has been reported in literature that ethanol has lower LUMO energy of 0.12572 eV while acetone has 0.20525 eV and therefore it has higher tendency to transfer electron than acetone\textsuperscript{239}. The lower the LUMO, the easier it is to transfer electrons and hence the higher sensitivity of ethanol than acetone. The selectivity coefficient of the ZnS/DNA nanowire for ethanol compared to other VOCs were quite negligible and therefore not discussed in detailed.

4.3 Conclusion

The electrical properties of the DNA templated metal sulfide nanowires were determined using two terminal probe station measurement, impedance measurement and transient current measurement. The I-V plot determined from the two terminal measurement showed a fairly ohmic conduction at low voltage and space charge limited conduction at higher voltage. The conductance extracted from the plot was in nanoSiemen range. The temperature dependence measurement showed an increasing conductivity with temperature. These nanowires temperature dependence measurement like any other semi-conductor is attributed to trap distribution caused by higher space charge in conduction band with increasing temperature\textsuperscript{106}. It also showed Arrhenius like behaviour of the zero bias conductance with the extracted activation energy large enough to be typical of Schottky barriers at the metal/ nanowire interface.
The impedance measurement of the nanowire gave a curve from which the nanowire resistance and the contact resistance were extracted. The contact resistance of the nanowire device was higher than the nanowire resistance. The total resistance of the nanowire device determined from the impedance was also in nanometre range. The nanowire resistance and the contact resistance were also extracted from the transient current measurement at different voltages. The resistance per unit length of the nanowire where then calculated from plotting total resistance against nanowire length. The total resistance were also found to be in nanoSiemen range. Even though the total resistance from impedance and transient current measurement are within same nanometre range, the nanowire resistance is lower in the impedance measurement than in transient current measurement. The transient current measurement also showed that change in voltage plays a more dominant role in contact resistance than in nanowire resistance.

The synthesised CdS/DNA, CdZnS$_2$/DNA and ZnS/DNA nanowire was aligned on platinum on silicon electrodes to make gas sensors. The sensor were used for sensing VOCs such as ethanol, acetone, chloroform and hexane. The DNA templated metal sulfide nanowire gas sensor showed a generally fast response and recovery time especially for room temperature gas sensing. The CdZnS$_2$/DNA sensor has shown an enhanced response and recovery time compared to those of CdS/DNA and ZnS/DNA. The reason for such enhanced response has been explained based on the difference in the potential barrier formed at the NW-NW junction and the space charge region of the different metal sulfides$^{217}$. The effect of temperature on the gas sensor showed that the sensitivity decreased with increasing temperature. This was attributed to the increasing temperature favouring desorption process over adsorption. The enthalpy ($\Delta H$) was calculated from the plot of In S against 1/T and it showed an exothermic reaction process. The enthalpy value for the CdZnS$_2$/DNA nanowire sensor was lower than that of CdS/DNA which supported the higher sensitivity of the CdZnS$_2$/DNA nanowire sensor. The sensors showed faster response and recovery time with increasing temperature. The mechanism of the sensing was explained based on simple adsorption and desorption of the adsorbed surface oxygen when in contact with the VOCs and thereby releasing the trapped electrons into the conduction band of the metal sulfides. The selectivity studies of the nanowire sensors showed different selectivity to the various reducing gases/vapour which can be attributed to different basis of interaction between the VOCs and the nanowire network. This was attributed
to difference in LUMO energies and polarity of the analyte\textsuperscript{222,239}. The high response of the nanowire sensors to the VOCs especially ethanol vapour with reversible properties indicates that the templated nanowires has potential to make good gas sensor with practical application.
CHAPTER FIVE

Synthesis, Characterisation, Electrical and Sensing Behaviour of DNA-Coated Carbon Nanotubes

5.1 Introduction

Carbon nanotubes fabricated as chemical field effect transistors show room temperature sensitivity as gas sensors due to gas molecule charge transfer leading to drastic change in the electrical conductivity of semiconducting carbon nanotubes. However, carbon nanotubes exhibit low solubility in all kind of solvents due to their axial geometry and van der Waal interactions which causes aggregation and bundling of the material\textsuperscript{240}. Recent reports in literature has shown that dispersion of carbon nanotubes in different polymers\textsuperscript{241} or solvents can result to significant increase in their sensitivity to gases and facilitate it incorporation into devices. It is therefore important to find a medium that support effective dispersion and controlled deposition of this material in devices.

DNA has shown excellent potential in the dispersion and separation of CNTs. This dispersion is attributed to the possible interaction of DNA and CNT via covalent bonding and weak van der Waal interactions\textsuperscript{240}. DNA has a robust chemical structure with well-defined polymeric sequence that enables it to bind to different material to form complex structures. It has a net negatively charged structure that can coordinate with complementary charge materials to form strong bond\textsuperscript{242}. It has semi-flexible properties and the length can be in micrometre even though the diameter is in nanoscale\textsuperscript{243}. This make it possible for it to selectively bind and coil on the carbon nanotubes. These DNA/carbon nanotubes have found application in high efficiency dye sensitised solar cell\textsuperscript{244}, as biosensor\textsuperscript{245} and gas sensors\textsuperscript{241}. Here, the multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) - deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) nanocomposite were synthesised in solution by mixing multi-walled carbon nanotubes with different volumes (2 uL, 5 uL and 10 uL) of lambda DNA in solution. The nanocomposite was characterised using different techniques to study its morphology and chemical composition. MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite was used to fabricate gas sensor using different MWCNT/DNA ratios for sensing different organic vapours such as methanol, ethanol, acetone and chloroform.
5.2 Results and discussion

5.2.1 Synthesis of DNA/MWCNT Nanocomposites

MWCNT which comes in form of a black powder was dispersed in methanol to form a solution by adding the powder to methanol and sonicating. The MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite was formed by adding the solution to different volume of DNA solution and sonicating. The solution turns colourless after sonicating, suggesting the solubility of the nanotube/DNA composite in the solvent. The schematic representation of the synthesis has been presented in figure 5.1. Molecular modelling has provided explanation for this solubility of MWCNT in DNA by suggesting that the DNA binds to the MWCNT via π-stacking which results in the wrapping of the DNA around the surface of the nanotubes\(^{246}\). The wrapping of the DNA around the MWCNT makes it soluble in polar solvent because the DNA backbone becomes available for solvation, this in turn reduces the surface tension associated with nanotubes in polar solvents. The sonication process is very important because it generate a strong hydrodynamic shear force that create space between the compact nanotube bundles, which allows the direct binding of DNA to the MWCNT surface via dispersion forces\(^{246}\). This results to stable emulsion of MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite.

![Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram showing the synthesis of DNA/MWCNT nanocomposite in solution.](image)

5.2.2 UV-Vis spectroscopy

The UV-Vis spectra of the MWCNT/DNA nanocomposites were obtained to prove the binding of MWCNT with DNA and the result is presented in figure 5.2. The characteristic DNA absorption band 260 nm is clearly visible but upon coordination with the MWCNT, there is slight shift in the peak. The intensity of absorption of the DNA
peak has decrease in the MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite. The decrease in the absorption intensity is due to the binding and wrapping of DNA around MWCNT through π-π stacking during sonication\textsuperscript{246,247}. The peak at about 260 nm in figure 3 is typical of the π-π\textdegree transitions in the DNA bases and provides evidence of the presence of DNA in the composite.

![Figure 5.2 UV-Vis absorption spectra of MWCNT/DNA nanocomposites showing shift in peak due to interaction of DNA and carbon nanotubes.](image)

\textbf{Figure 5.2} UV-Vis absorption spectra of MWCNT/DNA nanocomposites showing shift in peak due to interaction of DNA and carbon nanotubes.

5.2.3 Atomic force microscopy

The bare CNT and CNT/DNA nanocomposites were characterised using AFM to determine the effect of mixing DNA with carbon nanotube as well as mixing volume. The AFM images has shown that the DNA adheres and forms a coating on the CNTs. This was due to the increase in the diameter as well as the agglomeration of the nanocomposite as shown in the AFM images shown in figure 5.3 below. The histogram showing change in the diameter of the nanotube is shown in figure 5.4. Most of the carbon nanotubes have heights of less than 15 nm on average, but after coating the average height increased to a modal range of 15 – 30 nm. After the binding, the MWCNT diameter increased due to the sticking and wrapping of the DNA round the nanotubes. Increasing the amount of the DNA did not lead to any significant increase in the diameter but instead lead to increase in amount of DNA that bind to MWCNT. The detail understanding of how the DNA stick to the nanotubes can be seen in the TEM images in section 5.2.6.
Figure 5.3 Showing AFM images of a) bare MWCNTs (grayscale = 50 nm) (b) MWCNTs/DNA (50:2) uL, (c) MWCNTs/DNA (50:5) uL and (d) MWCNTs/DNA (50:10) uL mixing ratios. (grayscale for b, c & d = 200 nm).

Figure 5.4 Histogram showing the change in height of the MWCNT templated with DNA (a) MWCNT and (b) MWCNT/DNA nanocomposites.
5.2.4 Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy can be used to monitor the change in composition and structure of MWCNT and MWCNT hybrids\textsuperscript{248}. It has been used previously for extensive studies of semiconducting and metallic carbon nanotubes\textsuperscript{249–252}. It was therefore used in this research for the studies of the adsorption of DNA to MWCNT. The Raman spectra of bare DNA, MWCNT and MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite were obtained to observe the effect of the interaction between the MWCNT with DNA. The Raman spectra of the samples are presented in figure 5.5. The Raman spectra of the MWCNT exhibited two characteristic peaks around 1380 cm\textsuperscript{-1} for the D-band and 1612 cm\textsuperscript{-1} for the G-band\textsuperscript{253}. The D-band is usually attributed to the sp\textsuperscript{3} defect sites that normally occur at the MWCNT side walls or amorphous carbon. The G-band is ascribed to the well-arranged ordered structure that is related to sp\textsuperscript{2} carbon atoms in the side walls of graphene\textsuperscript{248}.

![Figure 5.5](image)

Figure 5.5 Raman spectra of (a) bare DNA (b) MWCNT and (c) MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite. The spectra have been offset on the vertical axis for clarity of presentation. The background detector signal (dark value) is about 325 counts.

When the DNA molecules adsorbed on the MWCNT surfaces, a specific vibrational peak appeared around 805 cm\textsuperscript{-1} which was absent for the MWCNT without DNA. This peak has been observed in the spectra of bare DNA at 815 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and is attributed to the sugar phosphate backbone of the DNA moiety\textsuperscript{254}. The Raman peaks for both the D-band and G-band of the MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite has decreased to 1370 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and 1584 cm\textsuperscript{-1} respectively. Other research on MWCNT nanocomposites has also
reported a decrease in the Raman bands\textsuperscript{255}. The appearance of this peaks and the shift in the MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite suggest the absorption of DNA on the MWCNT surface.

5.2.5 FTIR spectroscopy

FTIR measurement were obtained to provide more evidence on the binding of DNA to the MWCNT. FTIR measurements have been previously used for the characterisation of carbon nanotube composites bounded by other materials\textsuperscript{256–258}. Figure 5.6 shows the FTIR Spectra of MWCNT, Bare DNA and MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite film. It is evident from the figure that reacting DNA with MWCNT has resulted to slight change in the IR spectra.

![FTIR Spectra of MWCNT, Bare DNA and MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite film](image)

**Figure 5.6** FTIR spectra of MWCNT, bare DNA and MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite film.

The modes at 1155 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and 1294 cm\textsuperscript{-1} are ascribed to PO\textsubscript{2} symmetrical stretching and PO\textsubscript{2} asymmetrical stretching respectively. The vibrational band at 1465 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and 1545 cm\textsuperscript{-1} are ascribed to the C=N and C=C stretches associated with the guanine and thymine rings. The vibrational peak obtained at 1645 cm\textsuperscript{-1} is attributed to the carbonyl band of the carbonyl group in thymine and guanine bases. The appearance of intense peak at 3305 cm\textsuperscript{-1} is due to the stretching vibration of OH groups in the DNA.
The MWCNT has been reported to exhibit several infrared active peaks within the frequency range of 800 cm\(^{-1}\) to 4000 cm\(^{-1}\) in bundles of CNT with same diameter and chirality. The vibrational peak at 1010 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1705 cm\(^{-1}\) have been reported in all CNT irrespective of their diameter and chirality\(^{259}\). The peaks reported in this work is at 1010 cm\(^{-1}\), 1113 cm\(^{-1}\), 1447 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1705 cm\(^{-1}\) are due to mixture of the arm chair and zigzag nanotubes\(^{260}\). The intense peak at 3305 cm\(^{-1}\) is due to the stretching vibration of OH groups in the solvent (methanol).

The spectra of the MWCNT/DNA has shown deviation from that of bare DNA and MWCNT as shown in the figure 5.6. The shift in the vibrational band in the range of 1100 – 1450 cm\(^{-1}\) is attributed to the phosphate vibrational frequencies. The shift in this region is quite significant because of the geometry of the molecule. This has been attributed to the attachment of the negative phosphate ion to the slightly positive ends of the CNTs\(^{261-263}\). The shift in the vibrational band in the range of 1450 – 1800 cm\(^{-1}\) is ascribed to the in plane DNA vibrational frequencies. It has been reported that DNA is capable of interacting with the side wall of the CNTs through van der Waal interactions via its pi electrons which has been reflected in the peak shift in the frequencies\(^{264}\).

### 5.2.6 TEM studies

TEM has been used here to determine the point of binding and wrapping of DNA round MWCNT as reported in literature. Figure 5.7 shows the TEM images of the MWCNT bound on DNA to form MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite. It can be seen that the DNA selectively binds to the MWCNT as evidence in the figure 5.7 (a). The diameter of the nanotube at the point of binding was determined from TEM to be 12.41 ± 0.95 nm.
The tendency of DNA to bind with the MWCNT through the π-orbitals of the nucleobases and the graphene-like surface of the CNT in order to reduce the repulsive interaction by overlap is responsible for stacking of the DNA and MWCNT. The stacking of DNA and MWCNT is different from that seen for regular AB base stacking seen in graphene. This can be ascribed to the heterogenous electronic structure exhibited by the five and six membered rings of the DNA nucleobases due to the presence of both carbon and nitrogen in the architecture of the bases. The existence of different side chains such as O, CH₃ and NH₂ on the nucleobases can also be responsible for the deviation seen on the perfect AB stacking of the MWCNT.

Theoretical studies of the binding energy of the nucleic acid bases and the MWCNT obtained by variation of the asymptotic limit between the MWCNT surface and the bases both in the base molecule plane and the nanotube perpendicular axis is taken as the energy of the equilibrium state. This has shown that the guanine base bind more strongly and efficiently to the nanotube surface than any of the other bases. The calculated polarity of the base pair which is caused by the presence of the aromatic rings, lone pair of electrons on the oxygen and nitrogen atom that results in the uneven distribution of electronic charge is responsible for selective binding of the bases as well. This might be responsible for the selective binding of the DNA to certain area of the MWCNT as evidence in the TEM image.
5.2.7 Electrical characterisation

The electrical properties of the bare MWCNT and the various DNA/MWCNT nanocomposites were determined using the two point probe station. This method was used to acquire quantitative information about the electrical properties of the MWCNT/DNA nanocomposites by fabrication of a two terminal device. The device was fabricated by drop casting 2 uL of the samples containing the nanocomposite nanotubes on the microfabricated Pt microelectrodes (with 20 µm gap). The sample was aligned by molecular combing and allowed to dry leaving behind a dense network of the samples. The electrical measurement of the bare MWCNT and DNA/MWCNT nanocomposite at different ratio is presented in figure 5.8.

![Figure 5.8](image)

Figure 5.8 The current – voltage plot of (a) bare DNA and MWCNT. DNA nanocomposite (b) 50-2 uL (c) 50-5 uL (d) 50-10 uL.

The plots showed a generally ohmic behaviour with a little hysteresis in some cases. The current decreases, as the amount of DNA solution increases and it is clear that DNA: CNT nanocomposites was always less conductive than pure CNTs and that the differential conductance at zero bias decreases monotonically with DNA: CNT ratio.
The conductivity values of the DNA/MWCNT mixtures was determined from the gradient of the I-V plots. The conductance of the bare MWCNT and the different mixtures N1, N2 and N3 were $3.94 \times 10^{-3}$ S, $2.64 \times 10^{-3}$ S, $0.79 \times 10^{-3}$ S and $0.59 \times 10^{-3}$ S respectively. Increasing the amount of DNA reduces the conductance of the composite; we suggest this is because the insulating DNA molecules slightly separate the CNTs at junctions between CNTs, leading to lower hopping rate between CNTs and an increased resistance.

The different temperature I-V studies were also performed for the two terminal devices to determine the detailed conduction mechanism of the nanocomposites. Temperature-dependent I-V studies showed that the films of CNTs conductance decreases with temperature (in a metal-like manner) as reported in literature. However the different DNA/MWCNT nanocomposites mixtures showed a more semiconducting-like behaviour with increasing temperature. The plot of the bare MWCNT and the different mixture ratio of DNA/MWCNT at different temperature is presented in figure 5.9.

![Figure 5.9 The temperature dependence current – voltage plot of (a) bare DNA and MWCNT/ DNA nanocomposite (b) 50-2 uL (c) 50-5 uL (d) 50-10 uL.](image-url)
The mixture at different ratio showed complex behaviour sometimes with conductance increasing with temperature in some circumstances. This can be interpreted in terms of tunnel-junctions between CNTs in the aligned film. In the absence of DNA, CNTs come into direct contact whenever they cross. However, when the CNTs are coated with DNA molecules, they do not directly contact each other, but are separated by a thin film of insulating material (DNA). The schematic illustration of the transport model of electron through the DNA/MWCNT nanocomposite device is presented in figure 5.10.

**Figure 5.10** Schematic illustration of the model for transport of electrons in the DNA: CNT devices. (a) The cast film of DNA-CNTs between two metallic Pt interdigitated electrodes – electrons hop between several CNTs to cross the inter-electrode gap; (b), (c) illustrations of a single tunnelling barrier between two DNA-coated CNTs. The CNTs are drawn as solid black lines and the blue shaded area represents the insulating DNA coating that acts as a tunnelling barrier (thickness exaggerated for clarity in this diagram).

The transport of electron through this DNA/MWCNT nanocomposite would be described using the hopping model because the charge carriers are assumed to be largely localised and undergo thermally-assisted hops or tunnelling transitions between different nanotubes. The typical path followed by an electron in crossing between the Pt contact electrodes involves transport along individual CNTs, but these are generally not sufficient to cross the entire gap. The electron therefore also makes transitions between CNTs, which we expect to be an activated process, especially if the CNTs are coated with insulating DNA molecules. In general, different transitions is expected from different CNTs networks which differ in coating amount which causes difference
in hopping distance or energy barrier. This kind of scenario is referred to as variable range hopping because the different hops gives rise to a hopping range over the thermal average that is dependent on temperature.

We represent the conductance-temperature relation at the tunnel-junction between DNA-coated CNTs with a simple variable-range hopping form.

\[ G_{\text{gap}} = G_0 \exp \left( \frac{T_0}{T} \right)^\beta \]  

(5.1)

Where \( \beta \) depends on the dimensionality of the system \( (0 < \beta < 1) \) and \( T_0 = E_a/k_B \) where \( E_a \) is the activation energy and \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant.

We can represent the resistance of the MWCNTs themselves as a linear function of temperature.

\[ G_{\text{CNT}}(l) = a + bT \]  

(5.2)

Where \( a \) and \( b \) are proportional to the length of the CNT, \( l \).

The overall conductance of the DNA: CNT composite is then modelled by equation (5.3):

\[ G = G_{\text{CNT}}^{-1}(l) + G_{\text{gap}}^{-1} \]  

(5.3)

Where \( l \) is a suitable average over the lengths of CNTs in the device. Figure 5.11 shows the least-squares fit of a regression model based on equation (5.3) to typical experimental data.
Figure 5.11 shows the Arrhenius plot of conductance of the different mixtures of DNA/MWCNT nanocomposites. The pure CNT sample (figure 5.11a) shows a decrease of conductance with temperature – this is characteristic behaviour of metal-like conductors and is usually ascribed to an increase in the electron/hole scattering rate. In contrast, the CNT/DNA composites (figure 5.11 b-d) showed a simple Arrhenius behaviour within the measured temperature range. The activation energy ($E_a$) of the hopping process obtained from the Arrhenius plots shown in the figure 5.11 were 590 ± 9.0 J mol$^{-1}$, 1460 ± 9.0 J mol$^{-1}$, and 2090 ± 45.0 J mol$^{-1}$ for the reaction ratios of 50-2 uL, 50-5 uL and 50-10 uL respectively. The result showed that the activation energy was increasing with increased DNA amount in the nanocomposite. This is consistent with our model of DNA-coated CNTs and the tunnelling barriers of figure 5.10 c.

### 5.2.8 Gas sensing

The gas sensing properties of the DNA/MWCNT composites to different volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the gas phase was investigated. The DNA: CNT
composites were drop-cast onto Pt interdigitated electrodes just as for the I-V characterisation and the device was inserted in the gas stream inside a glass tube. The temperature of the device was monitored with a K-type thermocouple. The background was zero air and the analyte was zero air saturated with the VOC of interest by passage through a Dreschel bottle. Two digital mass flow controllers (DMFCs) were used to control the flow rate of the background and of the analyte. The analyte concentration was controlled by adjusting the mixing ratio of the $V_{air}$ and $V_{VOC}$ flows.

$$p_{VOC} = p^* \frac{V_{VOC}}{V_{VOC} + V_{air}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

Where $p^*$ is the saturated vapour pressure of the VOC at the temperature of the Dreschel bottle – monitored with a second K-type thermocouple. Vapour pressure data for each analyte was obtained in the form of the Antoine equation parameters $A$, $B$, $C$ and evaluated at the temperature of the Dreschel bottle.

$$\log_{10} p^* = A - \frac{B}{T + C}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

Using equations (6.5) and (6.6) the analyte concentration or partial pressure $p_{VOC}$ can be controlled as a fraction of the saturated vapour pressure. We chose a range of polar and nonpolar molecules (methanol, ethanol, acetone and chloroform) as test analyte to explore their effect on the conductance of the DNA: CNT devices.

Zero air was first channelled to the sensor device and allowed to flow through for some time to ensure equilibration and stabilisation of the DNA/MWCNT nanocomposite which is indicated by a fairly constant resistance. This was followed by different concentration of the various organics vapours. There was a change in the resistance of the organic vapours when in contact with the nanocomposites and the response is obtained as resistance against time transient curves. Figure 5.12 shows the transient response curves for different concentrations of methanol, ethanol, acetone and chloroform for DNA decorated MWCNT nanocomposites device. As shown, the gas resistance increases with increasing concentrations for all the gases even though the amount of change varies with the analyte. The change in resistance is due to the adsorbed molecules removing electrons from the surface of the carbon nanotubes$^{268,269}$. The sensor responses were quite stable and reproducible.
The response of the VOCs was reported as normalised resistance change. The normalised resistance change is calculated using the equation (eqn. 5.6):

\[ S(\%) = \frac{R_V - R_a}{R_a} \]

(5.6)

Where \( R_V \) is the resistance of the DNA/MWCNT nanocomposite film in the presence of the vapour while \( R_a \) is the resistance of the film in zero air.

The gas flow rate of the VOCs has been reported here as the mixing fraction of the partial pressure to the saturated vapour pressure.

\[ \frac{p}{p^*} = \frac{V_V}{V_V + V_a} \]

(5.7)

Where \( p \) is the partial pressure while \( p^* \) is the saturated vapour pressure of the VOC at the given temperature. \( V_a \) and \( V_V \) is the mixing volume of zero air and analyte volume respectively.
The response of the various VOCs at different temperature was investigated and the result reported in figure 5.13. Figure 5.13 shows the sensitivity measurement of MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite with mixture 50:2 uL at different temperatures to methanol, methanol, chloroform and acetone. The response generally decrease with increasing temperature. There was a significant change in the sensitivity of methanol and ethanol from room temperature to elevated temperatures. The change for chloroform and acetone was more gradual at elevated temperature. This might be due to the difference in the polarity of this analyte. The response of the device to increased gas flow rate shows increment in sensitivity with increasing flow rate. This trend was consistent for all the different VOCs.

![Graphs showing sensitivity measurement of MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite](image)

**Figure 5.13** The sensitivity measurement of MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite with mixture 50:2 uL at different temperatures to (a) methanol (b) ethanol (c) chloroform (d) acetone.

As the amount of DNA is increased for the DNA/MWCNT nanocomposite, the response of the device to the VOCs also changed. Figure 5.14 shows the sensitivity of MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite with mixture 50:5 uL at different temperatures to methanol, ethanol, chloroform and acetone. The sensitivity of all the VOCs increased with increasing flow rate. Methanol showed the highest response to the VOCs by a high margin compared to the other analyte. As the temperature increases, the sensitivity of the nanocomposite film decreases for all the VOCs.
The sensitivity measurement of MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite with mixture 50:5 uL at different temperatures to (a) methanol (b) ethanol (c) chloroform (d) acetone.

Just as it was established earlier that the conductivity of the different ratio of the nanocomposites decreases with increasing amount of DNA in the film, so is the sensitivity of the device as well. This can be attributed to the increased π-π stacking of the DNA to the carbon nanotube backbone and therefore decreasing the tunnelling of electrons across the nanotubes.

The response of the various VOCs were compare with each other at different temperature and flow rate. Figure 5.15 showed the change in the sensitivity of pristine and hybrid nanotubes at different temperature with different concentrations (mixing fraction) of DNA, (a-c) bare MWCNTs, (d-f) MWCNTs/DNA (50:2) uL, (g-l) MWCNTs/DNA (50:5) uL, for methanol, ethanol, acetone and chloroform. The response of pristine MWCNT showed low response to all the VOCs even at high mixing ratios (high flow rate). Acetone showed higher response than any of the other analyte for the different temperatures for bare MWCNT. There was gradual improvement in the sensitivity of all the analyte with increasing mixing ratio (concentration) but decrease with increasing temperature. The high response of acetone to pristine CNT might be due to the high tendency of acetone to form hydrogen bond to the pristine CNT. It has been reported in literature that MWCNTs contains carboxyl and hydroxyl functional
groups which plays key role in favouring hydrogen bond formation with hydrogen accepting molecules such as acetone\textsuperscript{277}.

![Graphs showing sensitivity of pristine and hybrid nanotubes at different temperatures and concentrations of DNA](image)

**Figure 5.15** Shows the change in the sensitivity of pristine and hybrid nanotubes at different temperature with different concentrations of DNA, (a-c) bare MWCNTs, (d-f) MWCNTs/DNA (50:2) uL, (g-i) MWCNTs/DNA (50:5) uL, for MeOH, EtOH, C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{8}O and CHCl\textsubscript{3}.

The addition of DNA solution to the MWCNT to form nanocomposite (50-2 uL) has drastically changed the sensitivity of the films. Methanol showed the highest response compared to the other VOCs and followed by ethanol. This was different from the pristine MWCNT which showed highest response to acetone. This might be attributed to the increased dispersion due to binding of the nucleobases to the MWCNT. This facilitate more binding of subsequent polar molecules to MWCNT and therefore greater responses. It has also been reported in literature that functionalisation of MWCNTs with DNA which contains hydrophilic functional groups such as amino and carboxyl groups improves the sensitivity of the MWCNT to alcohols due to dipole-dipole interactions\textsuperscript{278}. However, as the amount of DNA in the MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite is increased to 50-5 uL, the sensitivity is decreased. The use of 50-10 uL mixing volume MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite showed little or no response to the VOCs due to
effective binding of the DNA template to the MWCNT leading to little or no tunnelling of electrons across the MWCNT networks.

The sensitivity of the MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite was seen to depend on the device temperature. The dependence was modelled using a simplified isotherm for the adsorption of the analyte on the composite and a signal proportional to the amount of adsorbed analyte. The signal \( S \) is given by:

\[
S = \alpha \Gamma
\]  
(5.8)

Where \( \alpha \) is the surface excess of analyte (mol m\(^{-2}\)). The adsorption isotherm may be described by the Langmuir or BET equations or more complex models, however it is sufficient for this purpose to assume that the analyte is weakly adsorbing and then the isotherm reduced to an approximately linear relation between partial pressure in the gas phase and the surface excess. In the Langmuir or BET cases where the surface coverage reaches a plateau at monolayer coverage \( \Gamma_m \), the sensing response is independent of analyte pressure and not of particular interest. The linear region is:

\[
\frac{\Gamma}{\Gamma_m} \approx KP_{VOC}
\]  
(5.9)

\( \Gamma_m \) is monolayer coverage, \( K \) is an equilibrium constant describing adsorption and \( p_{VOC} \) is the partial pressure of the analyte. The sensitivity is then given simply by substituting equation (5.9) into equation (5.8);

\[
S = \alpha KP_{VOC} \Gamma_m
\]  
(5.10)

The partial pressure of the analyte is controlled by the temperature of the Dreschel bottle, not the temperature at the sensor and the gas stream is vented to a fume hood so the overall pressure is equalised with the atmosphere. Therefore the only term in equation (5.10) which is strongly temperature-dependent is \( K \). Our model therefore predicts a temperature dependence for the devices analogous to the Van’t Hoff equation.

\[
\frac{\partial \ln S}{\partial 1/T} = -\frac{\Delta H^0}{R}
\]  
(5.11)

Where \( \Delta H^0 \) is the standard reaction enthalpy of the adsorption process. Figure 5.16 shows the various plots of \( \ln S \) against \( 1/T \) for devices with different DNA: CNT ratios and for different VOC analyte. The enthalpy of the adsorption was derived from the
slope of the plot and multiplied by minus the universal gas constant (R = 8.314 K⁻¹ mol⁻¹).

Figure 5.16 (a-d) Show the change in the sensitivity of Bare CNTs and CNTs/DNA nanocomposite at different temperatures, (d) plot of Enthalpy of Bare CNTs and CNTs/DNA nanocomposite with different volatile organic vapours. The derived Δ_H values are collected in table 5.1 and compared against the standard enthalpies of vaporization for the VOCs. The enthalpy of adsorption was highest for acetone, followed by ethanol, methanol and chloroform. The formation of MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite with 50:2 uL mixing volume showed that the enthalpy of adsorption was highest for ethanol, followed methanol, acetone and chloroform. The MWCNT/DNA 50:5 uL mixing volume nanocomposite showed higher enthalpy of adsorption to ethanol, followed by chloroform, methanol and acetone respectively. The response of acetone showed a positive enthalpy which suggest that the process might not be adsorption. The selectivity of the carbon nanotubes to the different VOCs can be tune by varying the amount of DNA added to form the nanocomposite. In order to be certain that the process was not just condensation of the analyte on the nanocomposites, the enthalpy of adsorption was compared to standard enthalpy of vaporisation of the various organic vapours. The standard heat of vapourisation at
room temperature obtained in literature for ethanol, methanol, acetone and chloroform were 42.0 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)\textsuperscript{279}, 38.4 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)\textsuperscript{280}, 32.1 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)\textsuperscript{281} and 32.5 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)\textsuperscript{282} respectively. From table 6.1, it can be seen that the enthalpy of adsorption of the VOCs are different from the standard enthalpy of vapourisation. This confirms the interaction of the organic vapours with the carbon nanotubes and the carbon nanotube nanocomposites involve specific interactions rather than simple condensation of bulk liquid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOCs</th>
<th>ΔH (kJ mol(^{-1}))</th>
<th>error</th>
<th>ΔH (kJ mol(^{-1}))</th>
<th>error</th>
<th>ΔH (kJ mol(^{-1}))</th>
<th>error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MeOH</td>
<td>-9.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-46.6</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>-21.5</td>
<td>6.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EtOH</td>
<td>-24.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-76</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>-33</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(_3)H(_6)O</td>
<td>-24.85</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-33.6</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHCl(_3)</td>
<td>-7.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>-17.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>-22.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Conclusion

Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) - deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) nanocomposite were synthesised in solution by mixing multi-walled carbon nanotubes with different volumes (2 uL, 5 uL and 10 uL) of lambda DNA in solution. The nanocomposites where formed after few minutes of sonication. It was then characterised using uv-vis spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy techniques. The characterisation showed that nanocomposite was formed via π-stacking of the DNA on the carbon nanotubes leading to effective dispersion of the carbon nanotubes. MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite based gas sensor were also fabricated using different MWCNT/DNA ratios to design a resistive sensor. The gas sensor was used for sensing various volatile organic vapours (VOCs) such as methanol, ethanol, chloroform and acetone. These sensors exhibited excellent selectivity and sensitivity towards methanol vapour at room temperature even when
exposed to low concentrations. The effect of increase in temperature on the sensitivity of the various MWCNT/DNA ratio gas sensor was extensively investigated. The sensors also showed good reversibility with most of the analyte especially acetone.
CHAPTER SIX

Summary, Conclusion and Recommendations

6.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, DNA templated CdS, CdZnS₂ and ZnS were synthesized in solution to form smooth and continuous nanowires. It was realised that the reactions that produced somewhat smooth and continuous nanowires were dependent on factors such as concentration and incubation time. The concentration has to be appreciably low to prevent fast assembly leading to irregular templating but significant enough to enable sufficient coating of the DNA template. It was also established that the reaction has to be in two stages and sufficient time should be allowed during addition of the precursors to produce the desired nanowires. Different characterisation techniques were used to prove the formation of the DNA templated nanowires. All the techniques indicated that there was significant interaction between the metal sulfides and DNA template. The nanowires produced were also proven to be quite smooth and continuous and appropriate for deposition and alignment on electrodes to produce nanowire gas sensor. This route has not only shown that metal sulfides nanowires can be synthesised via DNA templated method but that large quantity of the nanowire can easily be prepared at prevailing laboratory conditions.

The templated nanowires were found to have height distribution of 4-8 nm. The optical images shows a bright emission from the dense network of nanowires and single nanowires can also be seen as tiny extensions from the dense mass. The nanowires were photoluminescent with Raman peaks that shows size quantization. The UV-Vis spectra indicated peaks for the DNA as well as the metal sulfides and the FTIR spectra demonstrated shift between the bare DNA and the nanowires which can be ascribed to the reaction of the metal sulfides with the DNA. The TEM images showed tiny strands of the 1D nanowires showing the templating of the metal sulfide on the DNA. The crystallite size and crystal structure of the nanowires were determine via XRD and it showed that a smaller size compared to the AFM image. This can be ascribed to the height ben more than one particle size thick which is due to nucleation of the particles. This phenomenon has also been previously reported in the synthesis of other nanomaterials. The corresponding elemental composition determined from the surface XPS spectroscopy showed the presence of the various elements accordingly indicating the formation of the binary and ternary metal alloys on the DNA template.
Electrical properties of DNA templated nanowires are very important when they are to be used as transducer in gas sensors. The electrical properties of the synthesised DNA templated metal sulfide nanowires were determine using two terminal probe station measurement, impedance measurement and transient current measurement. They I-V plot determined from the two terminal measurement showed a fairly ohmic conduction at low voltage and space charge limited conduction at higher voltage. The conductance extracted from the plot was in nanometre range. The temperature dependence measurement showed an increasing conductivity with temperature which indicated an Arrhenius-like behaviour. The nanowire resistance and the contact resistance were also extracted from the impedance spectroscopy and transient current measurement. The resistance of the nanowire gas sensor as measured from all the techniques were found to be in nanometre range. The transient current measurement also showed that change in voltage plays a more dominant role in contact resistance of the nanowire.

The synthesized nanowires were aligned on electrodes to make gas sensors. The sensor were used for sensing VOCs such as ethanol, acetone, chloroform and hexane. The DNA templated metal sulfide nanowire gas sensor showed a generally fast response and recovery time especially for room temperature gas sensing even though less than its counterpart high temperature metal sulfide sensors. The CdZnS$_2$/DNA nanowire sensor showed an enhanced response and recovery time compared to those of CdS/DNA and ZnS/DNA. The effect of temperature on the gas sensors showed that the sensitivity decreased with increasing temperature. The sensors showed faster response and recovery time with increasing temperature. The enthalpy of the adsorption process of the VOCs on the nanowire gas sensors indicated an exothermic reaction process.

The mechanism of the sensing was explained based on simple adsorption and desorption of the adsorbed surface oxygen when in contact with the VOCs and thereby releasing the trapped electrons into the conduction band of the metal sulfides. The selectivity studies of the nanowire sensors showed different selectivity to the various reducing gases/vapour which can be attributed to different basis of interaction between the VOCs and the nanowire network. The high response of the nanowire sensors to the VOCs especially ethanol vapour with reversible properties indicates that the templated nanowires has potential to make good gas sensor with practical application.
However, like other commercial available sensors, the nanowire sensors responded to a great extent to humidity.

The potential of carbon nanotubes in the sensing of VOCs was also studied and reported in this thesis. Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) - deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) nanocomposite were synthesized in solution by mixing multi-walled carbon nanotubes with different volumes of lambda DNA in solution. The nanocomposites where formed after few minutes of sonication and characterised using different spectroscopic and microscopic techniques. The characterisation showed that nanocomposite was formed via π-stacking of the DNA on the carbon nanotubes leading to effective dispersion of the carbon nanotubes. MWCNT/DNA nanocomposite based gas sensor were fabricated using different MWCNT/DNA ratios to design a resistive sensor. The gas sensor was used for sensing various volatile organic vapours (VOCs) such as methanol, ethanol, chloroform and acetone. The effect of increase in temperature on the sensitivity of the various MWCNT/DNA ratio gas sensor was extensively investigated. The sensors also showed good reversibility with most of the analyte especially acetone. These sensors also showed good selectivity and sensitivity towards methanol vapour at room temperature even when exposed to low concentrations.

6.2 Recommendation

Even though this studies tried to optimize the synthesis of the nanowires as much as possible to produce smooth and continuous nanowires that are conductive, the coating was not as smooth along the DNA template as we could expect. Therefore, further experiment are require by varying other factors such as temperature, pH, precursor salts etc. to see its effect on the smoothness and conductivity of the synthesized nanowires. It would also be a good idea to carry out computational studies on templating of metal sulfides on DNA to determine the effect of different factors on the synthesis. The binding sites of metal sulfides on the DNA template can also be studied using computational studies.

The fabrication of the nanowire gas sensors were done via drop-casting of the nanowires on the microfabricated electrode, but it was quite difficult to deposit sufficient material on the small electrode spot to improve the sensitivity of the device. It is therefore recommended that formulation of ink with the synthesized nanowires and
inkjet printing as earlier reported\textsuperscript{162} by our group be adopted for deposition of the nanowire during device fabrication. This will ensure deposition of enough material on microfabricated device and probably improve the sensitivity.

This current studies considered the application of the fabricated nanowire gas sensor to studies of low molecular weight VOCs. However, further experiment will be recommended for the studies of high molecular weight and aromatic VOCs sensing using the fabricated gas sensors. These nanowire gas sensors are also recommended to be used for the sensing of inorganic gaseous pollutants such as CO, SO\textsubscript{2}, CO\textsubscript{2}, NO, NO\textsubscript{2} and ozone to observe their responses.

Further experiments to determine the sensing mechanism of the synthesized DNA templated nanowires gas sensor to the studied VOCs is required to substantiate the mechanism proposed in this studies.
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APPENDIX A: List of symbols and abbreviations

σ  Conductivity
λ-DNA  Lambda DNA
µL  Microlitre
µm  Micrometre
µM  Micromolar
Ω  Ohm
Δθ  Phase shift
ρ  Resistivity
λ  Wavelength
ϕ  Work function
0-D  Zero-dimensional
1-D  One-dimensional
2-D  Two-dimensional
3-D  Three-dimensional
A  Adenine
AFM  Atomic Force Microscopy
AIST  Advanced industrial science technology
C  Cytosine
CB  Conduction band
CNT  Carbon nanotube
CT-DNA  Calf-thymus DNA
CVD  Chemical vapour deposition
dc  Direct current
DNA  Deoxyribonucleic acid
Eb  Binding Energy
ECD  Electrochemical deposition
EDX  Energy Dispersive X-ray
Eg  Band-gap energy
Ek  Kinetic energy
eV  Electron Volt
f0  Resonance frequency
FTIR  Fourier-Transform Infra-Red
FWHM  Full-width half-maximum
G  Guanine
HOMO  Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital
I-V  Current-Voltage
k cantilever spring constant
K Kelvin
L Length
LUMO Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital
mg Milligram
mL Millilitre
mM Millimolar
MWCNT Multi-walled carbon nanotube
nm Nanometre
NW Nanowire
PDMS Poly dimethyl siloxane sheet
Pt Platinum
Pt/NW Platinum/nanowire
Q-dot Quantum dot
R Resistance
R_R nanowire resistance
R_C Resistance-Capacitance
RNA Ribonucleic acid
S Siemens
SCLC Space charge limited current
SE Secondary electron
SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy
SPM Scanning Probe Microscopy
SWNT Single-walled carbon nanotube
T Thymine
TEM Transmission Electron Microscopy
Tm Melting temperature
TMS Trimethylsilane
VB Valence band
VOCs Volatile organic compounds
UHV Ultra-high vacuum
XPS X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
XRD X-ray Diffraction
APPENDIX B: I-V plot of ZnS/DNA nanowires

**Figure 1.** Electrical measurement (I-V curve) of DNA templated CdS/DNA nanowire network prepared in aqueous solution and aligned on platinum on silicon microfabricated electrode showing space charge limited current.

**Figure 2.** Low voltage I-V plot of ZnS/DNA nanowire showing fairly ohmic properties.
APPENDIX C: Response transient of ZnS/DNA nanowires.

Figure 3. Response transient of ZnS/DNA nanowire to ethanol vapour.

Figure 4. Response transient of ZnS/DNA nanowire to ethanol vapour showing the response and recovery time.
APPENDIX D: Conversion of partial pressure to concentration

The general gas equation is given by

\[ PV = nRT \]  
(1)

Where \( P \) = pressure of the gas (Pa), \( V \) = volume of the gas (mol/dm\(^3\)), \( T \) = the temperature of the gas, \( n \) = number of moles and \( R \) = universal gas constant (JK\(^{-1}\)mol\(^{-1}\)).

Dividing both sides by \( V \), we get;

\[ P = \frac{n}{V}RT \]  
(2)

But \( C = \frac{n}{V} \), therefore

\[ P = CRT \]  
(3)

Using equation (3), we can convert partial pressure of the gas to concentration.

For example,

The gas sensing using CdS@DNA for chloroform at temperature 16°C can be done as follows;

Recall that the equation used in calculating the partial pressure of the organic vapour in the mixture (equation 5.22) is

\[ p = P^* \frac{V_\nu}{V_\nu + V_{air}} \]  
(4)

For a constant \( V_{air} = 100 \text{ mL min}^{-1} \), and for \( V_\nu = 100, 200, 300, 400 \) and \( 500 \text{ mL min}^{-1} \) respectively, the partial pressure is

Saturated vapour pressure of chloroform at 16°C = 17.598 kPa (from AIST database)

1. \[ p_{100} = 17.589 \cdot \frac{100}{100 + 100} = 8.799 \text{ kPa} \]
2. \[ p_{200} = 17.589 \cdot \frac{100}{200 + 100} = 11.791 \text{ kPa} \]
3. \[ p_{300} = 17.589 \cdot \frac{100}{300 + 100} = 13.199 \text{ kPa} \]
4. \( p_{400} = 17.589 \cdot \frac{100}{400 + 100} = 14.078 \text{ kPa} \)

5. \( p_{500} = 17.589 \cdot \frac{100}{500 + 100} = 14.606 \text{ kPa} \)

The calculated partial pressures can be converted to concentration;

\( R = 8.314 \text{ J K}^{-1} \text{ mol}^{-1} \), \( T = (16 + 273) \text{ K} = 289 \text{ K} \), \( RT = 2402.75 \text{ Nm mol}^{-1} \). Recalling \( C = \frac{p}{RT} \), from equation (3)

1. \( C_{100} = \frac{8799 \text{ Nm}^{-2}}{2402.75 \text{ Nm mol}^{-1}} = 3.66 \text{ mol m}^{-3} \)
2. \( C_{200} = \frac{11791 \text{ Nm}^{-2}}{2402.75 \text{ Nm mol}^{-1}} = 4.91 \text{ mol m}^{-3} \)
3. \( C_{300} = \frac{13199 \text{ Nm}^{-2}}{2402.75 \text{ Nm mol}^{-1}} = 5.49 \text{ mol m}^{-3} \)
4. \( C_{400} = \frac{14078 \text{ Nm}^{-2}}{2402.75 \text{ Nm mol}^{-1}} = 5.86 \text{ mol m}^{-3} \)
5. \( C_{500} = \frac{14606 \text{ Nm}^{-2}}{2402.75 \text{ Nm mol}^{-1}} = 6.08 \text{ mol m}^{-3} \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/No</th>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>Mol m(^{-3})</th>
<th>Mol dm(^{-3})</th>
<th>mMol dm(^{-3})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( C_{100} )</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( C_{200} )</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( C_{300} )</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( C_{400} )</td>
<td>5.86</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( C_{500} )</td>
<td>6.08</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** The partial pressure of the ethanol, acetone and hexane was also converted to concentration using same method. Same calculation was done for all the analyte for CdZnS@DNA and ZnS@DNA.
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